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PREFACE 

The use of simulation for the evaluation of control dynamics, system components 
and procedures is well established, less certain is the use of such techniques in the evaluation 
of aircrew performance in high workload situations of an operational nature. Studies in 
the field present considerable difficulties, particularly when factors which may adversely 
affect flight safety have to be assessed. Although laboratory and airborne simulation of an 
operational situation may lack reality, such techniques may be the only way to predict 
operational performance. 

The meeting was intended to provide a series of presentations including analyses of 
operational aspects from several NATO countries. It was hoped that recent studies on high 
workload situations in aerospace operations and accounts of simulation of such task 
conditions in the laboratory and in flight would be included. 
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

The meeting evaluated the contribution w.,ich simulation and study of operations could nuke to the under- 
standing of intensive air operations. It was evident from the discussions that, though simulation provided opportunities 
to examine in detail limited aspects of air operations, it nevertheless lacked the reality essential for a definitive 
analysis. On the other hand the nature of actual operations often precluded a full analysis of the problem. 

Several aspects of methodology were diseased.  An important technique in the analysis of high workload was 
that of subjective assessment, but it is a technique which needs careful study. Cont >ls for subjective assessments 
were frequently obtained under conditions of reasonable workload, and the question irose whether subjects used the 
same technique to evaluate workload under the circumstances of an intensive operation. There was a need for 
subjects to assess the individual factors which contributed to overall workload, and in this way it may be possible 
to create models of workload assessment and to define the stress which leads to a breakdown of the model. With 
subjective assessments of workload the use of other parameters, such as physiological change, should be considered. 
Physiological changes and assessments of workload should correlate with each other, but if they are dissociated a 
careful assessment of the problem is needed. 

Another area of importance was the use of physiological parameters as measures of workload. There was no 
real evidence that physiological change was a measure of workload per se, but it may indicate a change in the 
physiological balance of the body brought about by intensive workload. Change in physiological balance is a 
response to workload, but it may also tell us how the individual adapts and suggest when adaptation is breaking down. 
The breakdown of the ability to adapt may be associated with impaired performance.  Several studies were presented 
on the response of the endocrine system to stress and it would appear that advances are being made in this direction. 
There is a need for a much more basic understanding of endocrine physiology under stress and its application to 
intensive military operations. 

The relation of optimum workload and optimum performance was discussed.  Pilot ability during overload may 
not be optimum, and it is in this direction that simulation studies may be able to play a greater part. The problem 
of simulating high workload is a difficult one, and the use of simulation for studying high workload operations is 
an area of uncertainty.  But simulation may have a part to play as it is an experimental situation where systems 
engineers, physiologists, psychologists and aircrew can work together. 

A further area of interest was the prediction of operational capability.  In this area «ire ew to aircraft ratios, 
continuous operational capability and preservation of skill under stress were included. If we were able to predict 
operational capability then a considerable step would have been made in the human factors aspect of intensive 
military operations.  It is in this area where future work needs to be carried out. 

A.N.NICHOLfsON 
Wing Commander 
RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine 
Farnborough, Hampshire, UK 

Deputy Chairman, Behavioural Sciences 
Committee, ASMP 
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SYSTEMS SIMULATION: A GLOBAL APPROACH TO AIRCBEW WORKLOAD 

•»r 

Harrv M. Hughes, Ph.D. 
Bryce 0. Hart nan, Ph.D. 
Raul Garcia, M.S. (BRP) 
Paul Lozano, B.A. (BRP) 

ÜSAF School of Aerospace Medicine 
Aerospace Medical Division (AFSC) 

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas, USA 78235 

ABSTRACT 

Aircrew workload can be studied at Many different levels of detail. In the mnst general sense, 
It Is a function of the total workload imposed iron a unit lr. relation to the master of crews In 
that unit. An nlrllft system simulation prosrar has been designed t.sing this global approach and a 
masher of simulation studies have beer, performed. Outcomes In terms of systems effectiveness meas- 
ures, crew workload, and crew welfare measures will be presented. 

INTROTOTTTON 

A general simulation computer program capable of representing the major operational attributes 
of a typical squadron of MAC let transport aircraft and alrcrewmen has been developed by the School 
of Aerospace Medicine. Given the resources (how manv planes, crews), the workload (number and route 
of missions), and the rules under which to operate (various regulations), the program schedules the 
missions, selects the crews and planes, and flies the missions. Inserting randon fluctuations to 
represent delsys and weather variations. During the course of the simulation, the program tracks 
how the system Is performing by acquiring operational data such as cancellations, flying tine on 
each leg, and delays, which can be later assembled into such statistics as time away from home and 
work-month-hours. The following sections will describe in some detail the general mechanics of the 
simulation program indicating the input requirements (what we decide beforehand), the simulation 
logic (what happens while it is running), and the output measures generated by each simulation run 
(what can be analyzed afterward). A tvpical use of the program will be described and some results will 
be reported, showing the application of the program in makinp management derisions affecting aircrews. 

DESrpiPTIOS OF THF siTLATION PROGRAM 

Input Requirements (what we decide beforehand) 

The Information to be .supplied tc the simulation prior to a run can he grouped into five general 
categories: policy, route svstesr characteristics, resources, workload, and predestined events. The 
first three of these are placed in the computer at the beginning of the run; the last two are prepared 
prior to the run and placed en a tape to be fed in as their dates and times come up during the run. 
We will describe these two groups of information under the headings "Initialization" and "Exogenous 
Events" respectivelv. 

a.  Initialization. 

The first group of innut parameters provides the means by which nolicy rules are established.  Some 
of the more Important policy input parameters are: 

1.  Crew Type—The crew types which we have thus far provided are either "basic" 
(with five members flving according to regulations), "augmented" (with a complement 
of up to ten men on duty at the same time), or "double" (with five men on duty at any 
given time while a second shift of five men Is aboard in a resting status). This latter 
type, which alternates crews from duty to rest during the entire mission, is one of 
the suggested policies that this simulation war developed to investigate. The initiali- 
zation defines the number of pilots, navigators, flight engineers and loadmasters in 
the squadron. These crew types can be simulated without further computer programming; 
other crew types could he introduced with rather simple additional programming. 

T.  Factor for Awarding Free Time—At th<- completion of a mission, free time is awarded by 
multiplying the time away from home by a factor set during initialization. A maximum 
limit for the aitount of free time awarded at any one time is also established at 
initialization.  Free time based on differing credits for differing kinds of duty 
time would require additional programming. 

3. Maximum Time Allowed for Delay at Hone Base—This parameter is used In determining when 
to reschedule or cancel a mission. At bases other than home base, missions are not 
re-scheduled or cancelled, but may be further delayed If the maximum duty day initially 
prescribed for that mission Is exceeded. 

4. Maximun Flving Time Limits—The simulation nropr-yi provides for two kinds of limitations 
on maximum flving time oer Individual oer period. Definition of such periods Is quite 
flexible. 

5. Length of Crew Rest—This Is the number of hours wnlch policy states that a crew shall 
rest prior to the mission departure. The same or another figure Is specified for 
crew rest «route upon arrival at a stage base or upon expiration of a duty day. 
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Air TIM awtiajam Aircraft Maintenance—While the principal ■■hut*, of this elsjulatlaa 
11M on crew data aad craw effects, provision haa baaa «aas to taka aircraft oat of 
service at hoae baae for two different lengths of periods called minor meinteneuro awe 
major —lntenance. This lawat narameter specifies the Masker of hours of air tla» 
that shall not be smcssdad before ajlaor aalataaaaca, the number of boara tbe plan» will 
be out of service for alnor aalataaaaca, the auwber of air hours that shall nut ha 
exceeded between periods of asfor maintenance, aad the auswar of days required for 
aalor maintenance. The slaulatlon program during tbe run will utilise the expected 
air tin» of an» nronosed ■laalon to estlaate whether a particular aircraft would sacaad 
Its Maintenance limitations and will accent or reluct the aircraft for that mission oa 
that basis. Thus, the Interactive effects of periodic aalataaaaca limitations upon 
craws are taken Into account. A staple modification alao provides tbe ability to 
simulate Isochronal maintenance, taking planes out of service at fixed periods of 
calendar tine Irrespective of their air time. 

^nsBMBawka_-. 

7. lumber of State Crews at Each Baae—Part of the Initialisation la to place the no 
of state crews needed st each of the staee points according to policy to be used In 
that run. This polte* is usuall* expressed ae a .atio such aa 1/3C, weaning one atage 
crew for each 30 alaalona per month planned to move through that atage pool. 

Having looked at some of the aalor Initialisation parameters which specify policy we will now 
describe some which specify the system characteristics. 

8. Route Types— This set of parameters specifies for each route type the number of lega, 
the direction of each lep (in-bound or out-bound), scheduled or average air tlaaa of 
each leg, and Identification of the bases. The lep direction Is pertinent to the 
setting us of directional state crew pools. Note that :he Inclusion of scheduled air 
times essentially Identifies one type of aircraft with a route type. For a different 
type of aircraft over the same geographic route, an additional route type la deflaad 
to the simulation. 

9. Mission Type—For each kind of mission to be flown a code Is entered Identifying that 
tvoe of mission, the crew tvpe to be used on that mission, the route type of the 
mission, the bases where staging will occur, the total estimated air time and the 
maximum dutv day for each leg. Note that this does not specify any datea of departure 
or arrival but merely describes the characteristics of a particular type of mission. 
Later during the course of the run, the exogenous tape will Indicate several tlaaa 
during the course of a month that a mission of type so-and-so should be launched at 
such-and-such a time on such-and-such a dnv. That Information elves the identifying 
code and tine of launch; the simulation will then refer to the Initialised mission 
type information to find out all the details Involved in the setup. 

1">. Dre-Flipht Length and Delays—In actual practice and, hence, in the simulation, the 
length of time in ore-flieht haa a normal planned value which la Initially furnished 
here, but for various causes occurring in fairly random fashion actual take-offs are 
delayed. Excluding the nonavailability of plane or crew, we have made provision for 
all other delav« to be Included in a random distribution which is Initially submitted 
at tnls point. Later during run time aa each let Is about to be launched, the simula- 
tion gets a random sample fron this sneclfled distribution and sets the actual depar- 
>ire time accordlns.lv. 

11. Weather and Other Variabilities in the All—In order to provide for the random fluc- 
tuations in length of air tine along a particular leg in a particular direction 
brought about operationally by fluctuation in such things as wind, power settings, 
weights and a alscellanv of other factors, we provide for an Initial specification of 
a distribution of factca to be applied to the average no-wlnd-tlme for any leg. 

Finally, In the initialisation phase we sneclfy the resources that a particular run will have 
available. Thev Include the following paraae'ers: 

12. Number of Fllght-Oualifled Personnel—The number of pilots, co-pilots, navigators, 
engineers, and loadmasters in the squadron Is specified separately and need not be 
equal. Vlthln each of these groups all personnel sre presumed to be flight-qualified 
and no provision has thus far been nade for trainees and examiners.  It la quite 
feasible with s small amount of additional programming to Include other types of per- 
sonnel. The crew tyne parameter described above would than have to be supplemented 
so that at least one crew type calls for one of the new type of personnel. 

13. Nunber of Planes—The total number of planes assigned to the squadron la initially 
entered. 

b. Exogenous Events. The second type of Information which la prepared in advance of a run Is 
an exogenous event tape. This tape la a calendar of events due to occur at a time Independent of what 
goes on in the simulation. It includes pre-planned calls upon the squadron for missions, and it provides 
a mechanism for handling sick leeve, planned leave, emergency leave, general military duties, and special 
time-clocked squadron duties. 

1. Mission Workload—The mission workload la placed on the exogenous tape la the form of a 
notice to the sauadron, each mission notice received Just in tla» to daalgaate a craw 
and aircraft for that mission. 

2. Unscheduled Leave—This Is provided by notices at random timse that a particular person 

sum« 
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•lek or has m  ansrgsacy call for leave, la oraar to 
we «wit a mill distribution which aa the mragji «til etwa aa 
cwrred operationally aa to (rmwmcv of aairaaary calla, of falling til 
ot tha 111 period. Tha malts of this sampling arc thaw pUcttJ aa tka 
la order of occurrence aa that during tht na tbt systsa «til flad o«t 
occarfoaca caly «haa It 

Adlustable Bat las—Thoaa oilttarv duties included la aaaaower anal* 
la« "AFKaT," «hlch stands for Air Porea Kan avallabla Tlan and lacladaa ordinary leave, 

at owar tha aaath aad aaalgaad to each individual at speciflc tlana oa tha 
tape. The difference fro» tht foregoing categories la that during tha iwa a 

crewman, railed «pen for thla tvs» of activity «hlla «way fro« haa« haao, «til ha*« It 
uvtd for hi« until ha rotaraa and coapletea hi« froc tlae; thoa ha «til he aaat 
to thoa* duties. 

4. Fixed Duties—The third type of predetermined assignment for aa Individual la lati 
to cover each Items aa squadron aloha alert, groaad training, aad scheduling offtear 
duties. These e«anta occur not randoaly hat regularly aad aaat ho f«IfIliad aa emasaf 
uled, so that durlnr ran tlae our coaputer looks ahead aad will not select a craaaaa 
for a particular alsslon If the forecast length of that alsaloo would conflict with 
his being back In tlae for a duty specified hero. 

Thus the exogenous tape provides the liaulatinn procran with a timing sequence for setting up 
missions and for putting crew aaahers on leave or special duties. 

simulation Logic (what happen« while it Is namlag) 

A simulation run is begun by loading the prograa, aountlnt the exogenous tape, and reading la the 
initialisation values. This Include« aaseabllng the required initial statte craws and pre-staglng thaa out 
in the «y«tea. All plane« ard reaslnlng crewman are placed In pools of available planes and crawasn. Tha 
simulation clock ti started by reading In the first notice froa the exogenous tape. Aa aentloaed earlier, 
the exogenous tape contain« notice« which schedule a mission or notice« to plac* an Individual aaa oa 
soae "blocked ->ut" status (asking hi« unavailable for a alsslon for a specified period). He will Illustrate 
the detailed events involved, by tracing a «ingle mission froa start to finish. He will discuss first 
those events which occur st hone base prior to alsslon departure, then the events which take place at an 
enroute base, and flnallv those events which occur at the completion of the alsslon. The ccaaputer actual- 
1- perform* the action« for all missions hy the slaulator clock so that lc «ay successively select r  crew 
for tomorrow's mission launch, alert a stage crew at base F for an Imminent departure, take a crer  . of 
free time status, launch an in-bound mission from an intermediate base, launch today's noon alssi . froa 
home base, "arrive" vesterdav's mission 4t an enroute baae and compute it« subsequent time of launch froa 
the delsv distribution, all In order of the clocktiJ» at which each event is supposed to occur. 

a.  Pre-departure Fvents 

Notices to schedule a mission have been placed on the exogenous tape ao that the notice appears on the 
calendar (the computer finds out about It) 24 hour» before the scheduled departure tlae for the alsslon. 
At this time, selection of the plane and crew begins.  Information about crew-type, route, number of stag- 
ins bases, and tht length of tlae the crew will be awav from home is obtained froa the Input. This in- 
formation .s used to Insure that pol lev rules art not violated in selecting the crew and plane. A crew- 
man's eligibility is determined by: 

1. Is he available? A crewman la not assignee to a mission which will conflict with his 
fixed duties.  If a conflict Inadvertently occurs because the mission actually lasts 
longer than the normal time, the duties wi11 be performed at the completion of the mis- 
sion. He la not available if he is on unscheduled leave (sick, emergency). He 
mav be assigned to a mission even if it conflicts with adjustable duties, which are then 
carried out after completion of the mission. 

2. At the beginning of each leg, maximum flying tliae per crewman Is imposed, for both short 
(nornallv 30-dav) and long (normally 90-dey) periods, without waiver exci pt to complete 
a leg whose norm«1 length would not have put hla over the Halt. In making up crews at 
hone baae, an attempt Is made to see that each creuaan «elected can complete the entire 
mission without exceeding his short or long flvine tlae aaxiauas. If no one of a par- 
ticular position such aa flight engineer meets this criterion, than only the flying 
tine to the first staging point 1« used to determine availability. 

3. Who goes first?—If more than one crewman of a given position is available, tha one with 
the least accumulated flvlng tine for the quarter (long period) Is sele~:ed.  In caae of 
ties, the one with the least accumulated flying tlae for the aonth (short period) la 
selected. 

A plane's eligibility is determined by: 

1. Will the plane be at home base In time to begin pre-flight? 

2. HI! the sum of the plane's accumulated air tine and the air time required for this 
alsslon exceed the tlae for the next alm.r or aajcr nalntenai.ee for that aircraft? Or 
alternatively, will the proposed mission departure tin» plus normal mission elapsed 
time interfere with a scheduled isochronal maintenance fcr that plane? 

If there 1« either no plane or no craw for a particular alsslon, tha alsslon le cancellad. 
the alsslon Is merely rescheduled to depart at the earliest possible tine If a plane and craw caa he found 



ae that auch Hiclrifcllwj «fill not exceed the —d— Claa (supplied In the Initialisation) allowed for a 
delay at home base. Aa aoon a* aalactloa of tha craw la completed, they are placed on hose crew reat. 
Upon reamletiag craw reat (usually 12 houra), they are allowed travel tlae to report to the baae. The 
length of thla atatua la currently fixed at one hour. Normally, preflight of the plane begin» at thia 
tlae. It la possible, however, for the plane assigned to thla mleelon to be unavailable. Thla can occur 
If the plane aaalgned la «till In aaloteaance, but will be available In tine to prevent a major delay. 
If the crew has to wait, they are placed In a atatua called ramp time. Aa aoon as both plane and crew 
are available, pre-flight atatua begins for all. Aa atated earlier, the actual ground time la a random 
value. If the actual ground time does not exceed the scheduled ground time, the plane departa and the 
ciew atatua changes to flying time which la charged against their monthly and quarterly limits. If the 
scheduled ground time la exceeded, then the crew IS placed In ramp status (corresponds to ramp pounding 
dae to umscmeduled maintenance or weather delaya). The crew is allowed to depart if the ramp time doe» 
not exceed six houra (a figure set at initialization). Otherwise, the crew muat be replaced. A new 
crew la selected *ad restarts the cycle with home crew rest. Vhe program will continue to aelect crews 
until It succeeds in getting the plane off. 

b. Enroute Events 

At the time of launch from any base, tue simulator aacertains the normal le*- time and a random factor, 
computes actual arrival time, and sets a reminder to act again on the mission at that time, or In some cases 
an hour earlier aa we shall see. If the next baae Is not a staging point, on arrival time the program must 
check to see If the crew is qualified to fly the following leg. The program muat verify that each member 
would not exceed his flying time limits on such leg. It must make sure that the maximum duty day will not be 
violated.  If the flying time limits or the maximum duty day would be exceeded or If three consecutive days 
of -r-*—— duty aave transpired, the crew Is placed on enroute crew rest and the plane is placed on enroute 
layover until toe crew Is qualified to fly again. Upon completion of crew reat, they are allowed time to re- 
port to the flight line and pre-fllgnt beginn for the following leg. 

If the next baae is a staging point a notice will be given one hour before arrival to alert a stage 
crew to report for pre-fllght at arrival time. The arriving crew goes directly to crew rest after complet- 
ing their post-fligat inspection. They will be placed in the staging pool aa soon as they finish crew 
rest. Crews in this staging pool rotate on a flrst-ln, first-out baaia. 

Upon arrival the program samples its ground time distribution and sets a departure time for itself. If, 
as the clock runs, toe actual ground time exceeds the scheduled time, the outgoing crew Is placed on ramp 
status. If the ramp time Is less than six .lours (or aa initially specified), the mission continues. Other- 
wise, the crew is replaced. In general, tills does not cause a large enroute layover of the plane at a stage 
poi.it since the replacement crew normally has already taken the enroute crew rest. That crew must, however, 
perform its own pre-fllght Inspection of the aircraft. The program's strategy calls for alerting this re- 
placement crew one hour before the unscheduled maintenance is completed. If less than one hour of unschedul- 
ed maintenance remains, the plane Is placed on enroute layover status until the crew arrives. The crew is 
allowed the usual hour to report to baae operations. 

c. Post-mission tvents 

As soon »a the plane arrives at home baae, the program checks to see if minor or major maintenance is 
required.  If maintenance is not needed, post-flight inspection is performed. The plrne is then returned to 
the available pool. Those planes requiring maintenance are returned to the available pool as soon as main- 
tenance is completed. The crew members are granted free time based on the amount of time they have been 
away from name this mission. As each crewman completes nis free time, the program will check to see if a 
period of adjustable duties '"s pending. Before placing him on such duties, the program insures that they 
will not cause cancellation of a mission. Eventually, the men are returned to the available pool, complet- 
ing the cycle of all possible statuses. 

Output Measurements (what ran be anal/red afterwards) 

During the course of the simulation run, a log is maintained of every change in status of every man 
and every aircraft. Tills log is recorded on a history tape In which each transaction consists of one 
change In status uf one individual or plane. This history tape can then be used as source data for various 
summaries to describe what happened and for analyses that compare this run to other runs. Just as in opera- 
tional activities themselves, there are many different variables that might be summarized and many diff- 
erent ways of summarizing each one. Since this analysis phase Is not truly an Integral part of the simu- 
lation Itself we will merely mention at this point a listing of some variables which  ve been computed, 
by names which are self-explanatory. They are separated roughly Into four categories: those pertinent to 
individuals, those pertinent to crews, those pertinent to planes, and those pertinent to the system as a 
whole. 

a.  Individual measures. 

1. Total time spent in adjustable duties by month or by crew position or both. 

2. Total time spent in unscheduled leave by month or by crew position or both. 

3. Total time spent in fixed duties by month or by crew position or botn. 

4. Total time apent as free time by month or by crew position or both. 

5. Average length of the free time period by month or by crew position or both. 

6. Distribution of length of free time period. 

7. Average time away from home by month. 
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8. Distribution of time away frcs r~~e u> month. 

9. Average rime between missions by month. 

10. Distribution of time between missions by mouth. 

11. Average flying aours per person by month. 

12. Distribution of flying aours per person by month. 

b. Crew Measures 

1. Average length and distribution of pre-flight time. Note tiiat tnis measure merely con- 
firms that the program is actually sampling the distribution which was initially SUD- 
mitted to it. 

2. Average and distribution of in-flight times per leg. Tnis is really more of a system 
measure which is pertinent to the formula approach to crew management. Out of toe simu- 
lation we get merely what we initially put in, within random variation. 

3. Time spent in post-flignt duties. 

4. Time spent in enroute crew rest. 

5. Time spent in enroute waiting. This is an important indicator of the staging effect. 
It will appear in many of the analyses. 

c. Plane Measures 

1. dumber and length of norae layovers. 

2. Tiiie spent in pre-f light. 

3. Time in-flight by leg and by mission and by month. 

4. dumber and length of enroute plane layovers. This measure reflects those periods wnen 
crews were an impediment to the system. 

5. Time in minor and major maintenance. 

6. Utilization rate. Tnis figure, the number of uir hours per day per plane, is the most 
often used management measure of plane availability and workload. It is used in plan- 
ning, but appears here as utilization rate actually achieved per period. 

d. System Measures 

1. Missions scheduled. 

2. Missions rescheduled. 

3. Missions cancelled. 

4. Mission departures. 

5. Mission arrivals. 

6. Mission legs delayed, and distribution of delay time. 

7. Rescheduling delay, total and average time. 

8. Work-montn-hours. This is * measure of personnel availability or utilization most often 
used in a manpower management and planning context to the extent that it reflects an in- 
dividual's contribution to the Air Force out of his thirty days. It is also an individual 
measure, of interest both as a squadron average and as a distribution from minimum to 
maximum. 

A TYPICAL SIMU' VTLD MISSION 

We will illustrate the workings of the simulation program by describing an actual run we made early in 
our investigation. Even at that elementary stage of evolution we were able to set many characteristics com- 
parable to actual operations whiJe keeping the run as a whole reasonably simple and uncomplicated in order 
to assure ourselves that it was indeed doing what it wcs supposed to do. Actually, in any use of a simu- 
lation program it xa  important to keep the values and procedures used as simple as possible consistent witn 
the objective of the investigation. This keeps the computer processing within the spatial limitations of 
the computer, minimizes the amount of time involved in running on the computer, and Insures that any diff- 
erences arising in the resul' under different runs are Indeed due o  the factor or factors being invest- 
igated -ather than to some unoesired cause arising out of some complicated attempt to reproduce reality In 
its fullest detail. 

For this run, we chose the number of planes assigned to the squadron (input variable 13) to be 16, as a 
number corresponding to reality that we felt could be handled within the computer storage available to us. 
We chose to define for this run just one kind of mission (input variables 8 and 9); it was called mission 
type 10, specifying the use of a "basic" crew. We described the route as being outbound from Charleston to 

.. mtwmi - _J 
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Dover to Elnendorf to Yokota to Clark and In-bound fro* Clark to Kadena to Elnendorf to Dover to Charles- 
ton. Stage pools «ere defined In each direction at Elnendorf with a pool at Yokota and another at Kadena. 
Scheduled ground tliae was set at two hours at each base. The eight legs were given scheduled air tines 
respectively of 1.5, 8.0, 8.5, 4.5, 2.0, 8.5, 7.3, and 1.3 hours. Anyone who has been over this route will 
recognise that the numbers used do not precisely describe the actuality but that they contain enough truth 
to represent the operational essence of this route. The maximum duty day was held at 16 hours throughout 
this run. As a result of this definition of mission type 10, aircraft and crew will fly an average of 41.6 
hours per mission, and the air tine per leg will average 5.2 hours. Finally, we furnished as part of the 
initialization an estimate of 4.667 days away fron home for the computer to use in scheduling crews to see 
If the mission would interfere with some future fixed duty. 

Next wc decided that when we prepared the exogenous event tape we would schedule two missions per day 
having a fairly constant spacing and yielding a workload that would average out to 83.2 air hours per day or 
exactly 5.20 as a planned utilization rate. He chose to make this run with 40 pilots, 40 co-pilots, 40 nav- 
igators, 4C flight engineers, and 40 loadmasters, giving an equal number of resources at each crew position 
(Input variable 12) although the program is written to accommodate unequal numbers. This total of 40 crews 
corresponds to a crew ratio of 2.50 which is consistent with our desire to run at first with simple numbers 
that would not stress the system. The "basic" crew type (input variable 1) was defined as one pilot, one 
co-pilot, one navigator, one flight engineer and one loadmaster without distinguishing between individuals 
qualified as command pilot and co-pllct. 

As a policy for awarding free time at the end of each mission (input variable 2) the factor of one-third 
was established for this run, with an upper limit of three days for any one mission. If a mission could not 
be launched within 18 hours of its scheduled departure (input variable 3), then the program was instructed to 
cancel the mission. The limits placed on flying time per individual were for this run (input variable 4) 125 
hours in 30 days and 300 hours in 90 days. Required crew rest prior to starting a new work day was sew at 
12 hours (input variable 5). Maintenance (input variable 6) of 12 hours was required when between 258 and 
300 air hours had been flown on that aircraft since the previous minor maintenance; "major" maintenance of 96 
hours was required when between 798 and 840 air hours had been flown on that aircraft since the previous major 
maintenance. One flight crew was placed initially In each of four stage pools (input variable 7) as a simple 
and efficient use of the rather limited number of crews available. 

For this run a distribution of ground time (frcm crew reporting In to take-off) was Inserted (input vari- 
able 10) only after scanning the operational experience to that date with the C-14]. The simulator was ini- 
tialized to choose randomly each such ground time before take-off, from a distribution which would guarantee 
in the long run that roughly 

27 percent would be between 1 and 1 
40 percent would be between 1.6 and 2 
23 percent would be between 2.4 and 
4 percent would be between  3 
3 percent would be between  4 
2 percent would be between 
1 percent would be between 

and 
and 

8 and 
16 and 

6 hours 
4 hours 
3 hours 
4 hours 
8 hours 

16 hours 
24 hours 

When one of the longest times occurred, of course, the crew would "burn out" by exceeding its duty day and 
would be replaced by another crew if available. 

To account for variations in air time for a particular leg, due operationally to such things as dif- 
ferences In weather and differences in aircraft, we supplied a factor (input variable 11) having a roughly 
normal distribution frim .90 to 1.10 with mean of 1.00; consequently all air times were within ten percent 
of the standard (input variable 8) for that leg. 

In preparing the tape of exogenous events for this run we created a notice for a mission of type 10 
to depart at 0500 and at 1700 each day from home base, the notice to be received 15 hours before scheduled 
departure. To create the notices of unscheduled leave we first selected a distribution of length of 
unscheduled leave. For this we specified that 602 of the time it would last 2 days, 25Z of the time It 
would last 4 days, 10Z of the time it would last 8 days, and 51 of the time it would last 16 days. This 
averages out to 3.8 days absence per unscheduled leave. Next we calculated the average number of people 
to be placed on unscheduled leave each day as follows: divide the number of alrcrewmen in the squadron 
by 114. This number was used in order that each person would average 12 days per year on unscheduled 
leave, accounting for one day per month In the work-month-hour computation. For our run with 2C0 people 
in the squadron this average comes to 1.7544. Then, for each day of the simulation, we sampled a Poisson 
distribution with that mean to determine the number of men to put on unscheduled leave that day. Having 
the number for the day, we selected the particular individuals at random from among those of the 200 who 
were not then already on unscheduled leave. For each such man thus selected we sampled the distribution 
of length of leave to determine how long that Individual should stay on unscheduled leave. Finally, we 
created a notice on the exogenous tape which specified the beginning and the end of each period of un- 
scheduled leave. 

In creating notices for fixed duties on the exogenous tape we blocked out two kinds of duty. Each 
week one pilot, one navigator, one flight engineer, and one loadmaster were selected to serve a period 
of seven days on fixed duty. This was Intended to simulate the aircrew manpower used for scheduling officers. 
In addition to this, every member of the squadron served one dsy of fixed duties each month. These rotices 
of 7-day and 1-day fixed duties were placed on the exogenous tape such that at the end of one period of 
duty the following one would be made known to the program. Thus the program would be able to check ahead 
and avoid sending a crewman on a mission which would interfere with fixed duties. 

Adjustable duties of two kinds were similarly blocked out on the exogenous tape. One kind provided 
one day per month for each squadron member; the other kind provided s period of four days of duty every 
two months to simulate those duties that could be performed when each squadron rneober was not individually 
needed for a mission flight or Its subsequent free tine. 

The exogenous tape was then compiled in calendar order. The Initialization values were fed into the 
program and the run was begun. Data were allowed to accumulate on the transaction (history) tape until 
the notices of the passage of simulator tine st the console Indicated that 180 days had been simulated. 

He will now look at two of the output variables computed fron that transaction tape, after the run 
had bfe«n completed, In order to analyze what was going on. First, with the exception of the first two 
15-day periods, we achieved the planned utilization rate (OH) of 5.2. These first two periods are not 
representative because we begin at time zero with all planes at home base. While it would have been 
possible for us to distribute men and planes throughout the system In an attempt to approximate their 
condition at tine zero It was actually easier merely to run the program Itself for a wnlle to achieve 
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this distribution. An average UR of 5.19 was actually achieved for the final ten periods. There were no 
missions cancelled during this run, while nine missions were rescheduled during the sis months' simulation. 

With an expected utilisation ratio of 5.2 for a 30-day month with 16 planes and 40 crews we would 
anticipate on the average that each crew member would fly 62.4 hours per 30-day month. On the actual run 
If we Ignore the first one month of getting the .system running, the average flight time per person for the 
last five months of the simulation was 62.52 hours. Now we know that In actual practice some people get 
much more than this and some less. Such variations would be expected to change from month to month, both 
as to average and as to distribution within the squadron, and they would change even more when various 
changes are made In workload, resources and policies. 

RESULTS 

Since the major factors affecting the performance of the system are the wckload stresses laid I-PJü 
it and the resources made available to it, wa made several runs to compare the *expenses of the system to 
variations in these factors. For a fixed complement of 16 planes the resources made available can be sum- 
marized by the number of alrcrevmen or crews made available, expressed succinctly as the crew ratio (CR) or 
number of crews per aircraft. In order to maintain simplicity and assure that any effects observed can be 
reasonably attributed to the factor being investigated we ran an equal number of loadmasters, flight en- 
gineers, navigators, co-pllots and pilots. As three levels of CR encompassing the range of values of opera- 
tional interest we chose 2.50, 3.44, and 4.38, which are the ratios resulting from assigning 40 crews, 55 
crews, and 70 crews respectively to the squadron. 

The workload may be expressed in various vayte for a fixed number of planes such as we are using, it 
may be conveniently expressed by the utilisation rate (UR) which Is the average number of hours flown per 
day per aircraft. By choosing to use the single mission type described above, in the illustrative run and 
by calling for 2, 3, and 4 such missions per day respectively, we established UR values of 5.2, 7.8 and 10.4 
as planned utilization rates. By making one run at each combination of CR and UR values and holding alx 
other factors as constant as possible, we created the data that would enable a comparison of the combined 
effects of these two factors. Nine simulation (3 CR's x 3 OR's) are sufficient to analyze the combined 
effects. We will now look at the results of this set of nine runs. 

The primary outcome of significance to the managers of a jet airlift system Is the achieved utiliza- 
tion rate. This Is shown for each run, along with percentage figures for missions cancelled and 
missions rescheduled, In Table I. 

TABLE I 

UR achieved and cancelled/rescheduled missions 

PROGRAMMED UR 
5.2    7.8   10.4 

f* - 2.50 
UR achieved 
Percent missions cancelled 
Percent missions rescheduled 

5.2 
NONE 
3 

6.8 
13 
2 

5.7 
45 
2 

CR - 3.44 
UR achieved 
Percent missions cancelled 
Percent missions rescheduled 

5.2 
NONE 
2 

7.8 
NONE 
4 

9.7 
6 
6 

CR - 4.38 
UR achieved 
Percent missions cancelled 
Percent missions rescheduled 

5.2 
NONE 
2 

7.8 
NONE 
4 

10.2 
2 
5 

The achieved URs are shown graphically In Figure 1. It can be seen that one cell In this nine-cell 
matrix showed marked system ^gradation: the combination of crew ratio of 2.50 and UR of 10.4. In 
t>ree other cells (CR/UR - 2.50/7.8, 3.44/10.4, and 4.38/10.4) there were problems, as evidenced by 
the number of cancellations which produced a UR well below that programmed. Obviously the system Is 
being stressed at a programmed UR of 10.4: slightly with a crew ratio of 4.38, a little more with 
a crew ratio of 3.44, and drastically with a crew ratio of 2.50. /t the planned UR of 7.8, 
cancellations drop the achieved UR noticeably for CR ■ 2.50; for the other two crew ratios there are 
no cancellations and the UR is being achieved but the number of reschedulings Is slightly higher than 
in the first column, Indicating that the system is probably ■on the threshold of degradation. In the 
runs with programmed UR of 5.2, that UR was achieved wit* no cancellations and a minimum of reschedulings 
although the reschedulings with the smallest crew ratio of.2.50 averaged slightly higher than under the 
other conditions, suggesting again that this combination of crew ratio and UR might be just under the 
threshold of degradation. In summary, an adequate crew pool is a necessity If an airlift system is to 
avoid system degradation. Conversely there is little systemwlde gain for an overly generous crew pool. 
And this simulation tool pro.'des a meaningful method of determining adequacy. 

L 
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Fig. 1. Achieved vs programed utilization rates 

The effects of increased workload for fixed resources are much as one would have anticipated, 
with one possible exception. At the crew ratios of 4.38 and 3.44, cancellations appeared Indicating 
stress only at the highest UK while reschedulings gradually increased. At the low CR of 2.50 the 
system was Just able to handle a UR of 5.2, suffered serious degradation at an attempted UR of 7.8, 
and at an attempted UR of 10.4 achieved a utilization of even less, which may surprise some people 
at first reading. Basically, in trying to disperse the scarce crew resource throughout the system 
to accommodate a high rate of flow, the squadron was left with too few at home base to get the missions 
off the ground and the effects of cancellations kept ballooning. Experienced operational officers 
will recognize this principle in their own past under highly stressed conditions. 

Another major variable used by MAC headquarters in managing its world-wide airlift system is 
average flying time per month per alrcrewman. As in the case of utilization rates there is programmed 
flying time and achieved flying time. Average achieved flying time per 30-day period for each of the 
nine runs is displayed in Table II. As anticipated the flying times increased for fixed CR as UR is 
increased, except that in attempting to exceed a UR of 7.8 with a CR of 2.50 the average flying time 
is actually decreased: a drop-off under stress. If the squadron is manned at an effective crew ratio 
of 3.44, it is able to handle a workload between utilization ratios of 8 and 10 with an average monthly 
flying time for the squadron of between 70 and 85 hours. Individual times will vary widely from person 
to person and from month to month in a way that can be deduced from the simulation. 

TABU II 

Average flying time per month (in houra) 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 62 81 69 

3. »A 45 68 85 

4.38 36 53 70 

T'ere Is another measure which is pertinent to the question of whether manpower Is Interfering with 
proper utilization of the system. This is the number of times that a p—we Is delayed In taking off due 
to lack of a legal crew. We express it as a percentage of total number of lags flown and display the re- 
sults in Table III. These figures indicate that there la little difference whether a squadron Is manned 

■t mvmmmun ■—^—** 
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»t a CR level of 2. SO or 3.44 e'.ace the percentage of delay» due to lack of craw aeeae to be essentially 
the same on each line. Notice, however, that thl« la a percentage of lega actually flown, ao what theae 
figures say la that once a alsalon la launched on lta way we have plenty of stage r.rews to keep It going. 
The stress o* higher workloads In this set of nine runs was felt in rescheduling aad cancellation but not 
In delays down the line. 

TABLE III 

Plan»; delaya due to lack of crew 
(Percent of take-offs thus delayed) 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 8 4 3 

3.44 8 

8 

5 4 

4.38 S 4 

Enroute waiting is a measure which our simulations have demonstrated la very Important In indicating 
whether or not the system is wasting Its manpower unnecessarily In the stage pools, as well aa a measure 
which reflects one source of lowered crew morale when It  becomes ercesslvely high. One period of enroute 
waiting begins at the time the crew completes the required crew rest after the previous leg, and extends 
until the crew begins Its travel to the briefing office for the following flight. The average such wait- 
ing time In hours Is displayed for each of the nine rune In Table IV. 

TABLE IV 

Average number of hours of enroute waiting at each staging 
point after completion of required crew reat 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 11 14 29 

3.44 11 11 12 

4.38 11 11 11 

Here we aee the -esults of a constant stage policy in all but three combinations—these being three 
of the four where system degradation has already been noted. When the system begins to break down, crewa 
start spending more time in stage pools, are thereby less available for further assignment st home baae, 
thereby creating further cancellations and extending the staging perloda of those crews that are sent out, 
in a vicious circle. The amount and direction of degradation shown by this variable are consistent 
with that noted In the achieved UR and in the cancellation and rescheduling measures reviewed earlier. 

We now come to a set of measures connected even more directly with crew management and crew welfare. 
The first is the elapaed time between two departurea from home base by the same Individual, measured in 
days. The average such time between departures for the whole squadron during the run is displayed in 
Table V. As one would anticipate, the time between departures lncreaaes with increased crew ratio. 
Similarly the time between departures falls off as the IIR increaaea, except that when the system gtts in- 
to stress and missions begin to get cancelled the time between departures levels off and even rlsea, 
yielding-another Indicator of break point. 

TABLE V 

Time between departurea (In daya) 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 20 IS 18 

3.44 28 18 IS 

4.38 35 23 18 

The measure "time at home" la one of the more Important areas of concern to alrcrewmen. This measure 
refers to time at home base between missions, measured in days. The squadron average for the time at home 
between millions for each of the nine runa Is presented In Table VI. For a fixed crew ratio, the time at 
home drops off with increasing utilization, apparently to a bottom or minimum value. Unless the system Is 
unduly stressed, the time at home naturally rises with Increasing crew ratio. 
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TABLE VT 

•t horn* between Mission« (In days) 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 10 5 5 

3,44 18 9 5 

4.38 25 14 8 

The complementary measur«, time away froa hone per mission, again shows (see Table VII) that one ef- 
fect of degraded system performance in  to lengthen the crew time away from home, and the amount of length- 
ening appears to reflect the amount of stress. Note the slight rise in the top center and right center 
values M well as the almost 501 increase in the upper right corner over the stable unstressed values. 

TABLE VII 

Time away from home, per mission (in days) 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 9.5 10.3 13.5 

3.44 9.5 9.4 9.8 

4.38 9.5 9.4 9.5 

The measure which combines many of the former measures of keen Interest both to management and to 
personnel alike Is the work-month-hour measure, which is used especially in manpower planning to describe 
the number of hours per month that an aircrew—n is at work—on duty that is. Let us compute, from the 
simulated operations, a figure as cli le as possible to actual work-month-houre achieved. Me will do thla 
by adding together in-flight time, pre-fllght time, ramp time (craws ready but waiting for plane to be 
ready), adjustable duties, fixed duties, unscheduled leave,, and enroute waiting. Thus, while on a mission, 
that time spent in required crew rest would not be counted toward the work-month-hour measure but all other 
time would be. In order to be comparable with other uses of this measure, it seemed necessary for us to 
make some adjuatments. Three of the measures Included above would count, for example, an entire day of be- 
ing sick as 24 hours against the work-month-hour, whereas the proper definition allows only for eight hours 
of each work day that would be missed due to illness. Similarly, figures for leave are customarily 
visualised in terms of eight hours per day while they were accumulated at 24 hours per day on our trans- 
action tape. For that reason, in accumulating our work-month-hour achieved figures, we accumulated the 
unscheduled leave, the adjustable duties and the fixed duties and divided the total by three before incor- 
porating these three components into the work-month-hour total. All other components mentioned above 
were added in full. The average work-month-hour thus computed Is displayed for each of the nine rune 
in Table VIII. la the low-CR/high-UR combination the personnel were being very highly stressed over an 
extended six-month period even though, as other measures showed, the production of the system was falling 
off. The simulation at present does not have any psychological or physiological factors built Into it; 
In actual operations further degradation of the system would be anticipated due to the loss of efficiency 
by aircrew personnel. 

TABLE VIII 

Work-month-hours at 1/30 staging policy 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio 5.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 210 286 354 

3.44 162 220 278 

4.38 136 182 227 

VERIFICATION OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 

Although we have already seen that we can depend upon the simulation to function according to the 
policy rules and distributions which we give it, wa should compare simulation results against observed 
operational results to assure ourselves that there le a modicum of reality la the functioning of our 
simulation program before wa start to draw any further conclusions about operational policies from our 
simulations. To do this lat us turn to operational data which summarised the experience for pilots of 
the 9th and 75th Military Airlift Squadrons over a six-month period from ayrll ;o September 1967. 

The utilisation ratio they experienced was 7.98 hours per day; we will therefore use our results at 
the programmed UR of 7.8 hours per day. The study reports am effective craw ratio of 2.76 for pilots 
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available and trained, which la 2/.66 percent of the way fro« a CR of 2.50 to a CK of 3.44. We will 
therefore interpolate between our reaulta for thoae two crew ratioa in order to get comparative figures. 
We notice further that during the period of the study the number of crewa in stage was not exactly that 
used in the simulations previously described (1 in 30). The average for the three stage points of Yokota, 
Clark and Wake was reported to be 1 In 40. We have found the staging to have a decided effect on ".he 
results, so we must somehow account for this difference In staging. This we can do by using an additional 
set of runs we made holding stage policy constant at 1 in 45 but with all other conditions the same as be- 
fore. An interpolation one-fourth of the way from 1/45 to 1/30 between the two numbers achieved for the 
programmed OR of 7.8 will then produce a simulation figure to be compared to the operational figure. 

Let us first look at the work-month-hours, which measure was the principal one used in the operational 
summary. The total work-month reported for the pilots In these squadrons during this period wa* 231.8 
hours. 

On the bottom line of Table IX our simulated vork-month-hours for a CR of 2.50 is shown aa 241 when 
adjusted for a 1/40 staging policy. Similarly, simulated results would be a work-month of 185 hours for 
a CR of 3.44 when adjusted for a 1/40 staging policy. Interpolating between these we calculate a simulated 
work-month-hour of 225 to be compared with the observed figure of 231.8 hours. This is an exceptionally 
good cotroboration when we conaider that the observed figures are averaged over two different squadrons 
using a varying number of stage crews and are based on overall averages of many kinds of real conditions. 
Futhermore, our simulated figure could stand to be adjusted slightly upward for the 7Z by which the observed 
utilization ratio of 7.98 lies above 7.8 in the direction of 1G.4. We will not attempt to calculate this 
last adjustment since it would be expected to be rather fine anyway. We will examine, however, the 
several work elements which go into the total work-month to assure ourselves that the consistency of simu- 
lation with reality carries through with each of these work elements. 

TABU IX 

Comparison of work-month-hour elements against operational results 

CR - 2.50 CR - 2.76 CR -3.44 

1/45 1/40       1/30     1/40        1/45 1/40      1/30 

Simulated   Interpolated   Simulated Calc. Oper.    Simulated   Interpolated Simulated 

AF Nonavailable 
Time 

29.4 29.3 29.1 29.4 33.0 29.8 29.5 28.7 

Ground Training 
Sq. Addl. Duties 
S<j. Alpha Alert 

13.4 13.7 14.6 13.2 14.0 11.3 12.0 12.5 

tnroute Alert 52.3 70.3 124.2 63.3 66.1 33.3 45.1 80.5 

Flyicg Hours 90.3 88.0 81.1 82.4 81.9 67.8 67.9 68.1 

Pre-flight Hours 40.4 39.5 36.7 37.0 36.8 30.6 30.5 30.4 

Total work-month 225.8 240.8 265.7      225.3    231.8 173.3 185.0 220.2 

Col (2) is interpolated between Col (1) and Col (3; 
Col (7) is interpolated between Cci (6) and Col (8) 
Col (4) is interpolated between Col (2) and Col (7) 

In the body of Table IX we present the comparison of the work-month-hour elements interpolated from the 
simulations against those gathered operationally. The first, third, sixth, and eighth columns in this table 
are actual results frcm runs previously mentioned. The second column Is interpolated between the first and 
third columns to adjust for 1/40 stage policy. Similarly, the seventh column ie  Interpolated between the 
sixth and eighth columns to adjust for 1/40 stage policy.  Finally, we Interpolate again between the second 
and seventh columns to adjust for the crew ratio 2.76 and place this result in the foutth column axongside 
the operational results in the fifth column. 

Except for two items these overall averages are only tenths apart. In the case of the Air Force 
nonavailable time we put into the simulation about 32 hours but got back only 29.4 hours. This is probably 
due to our handling of crew members who "fell sick" while away from home base on a mission. To avoid having 
to provide the mechanism for switching the membership of crews while out on a mission, and excusing our- 
selves on the baals that an aircrew member only slightly ill would prefer to continue with his crew if 
at all able to function, we simply Ignored that aick leave which fell during an away-frcm-home period, 
thereby reducing the total time spent in Air Force nonavailable time. The only other element differing 
by more than half an hour is enroute alert, which differs by less than three hours. When we consider 
that both of the figures being compared were obtained by rather broad interpolations and composite calcu- 
lations, and when we conaider how sensitive this figure is to stage policy, it is an extremely good fit. 

Although only a single comparison of simulation results with data from actual operations is obviously 
not adequate to prove the realism and validity of the simulation, the results in this case are very en- 
couraging. 

CALCULATING A CREW RATIO 

We have shown how the influence of crew ratio and utilization ratio on each of several variables could 
be studied by presenting the results of nine simulation runs In a square array for each variable. Before 
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trying to build a composite picture of the UR/CR effect let us make us« of the technique presented in in 
earlier report walch related the outcoaas of a simulation in tens of the ratio CR over OR. While in the 
foreer report He explored several approaches to this ratio, we will here confine ourselves to progressed 
CR/UR. One of the principal reasons for settling on the use of progressed OR rather than achieved OR 
is that the ratio then can be used easily for planning purposes sines the progressed OR la known at 
planning tine. While either OR over CR or CR over OR could be used to tell the same Information we 
choose the latter, primarily because a fraction less than one will not be confused with one of the ratloa 
OR and CR. For quick reference ve display this ratio in Table X for each of the CR/UR combinations 
discussed thus far. We will now show how the various previously described output measures» of the simu- 
lation» vary when related to the CR/UR ratio and then proceed to use this Information in discussing the 
selection of an optimum crew ratio. 

TABLE X 

Values of the ratio CR/UR 

PROGRAMMED UTILIZATION RATE 
Crew 
ratio S.2 7.8 10.4 

2.50 .48 .32 .24 

3.44 .66 .44 .33 

4.38 .84 .56 .42 

First, let us consider the principal evidence of system stress—the inability to move the planned 
load. One wey to displsy this inability la by relating the achieved UR to the programmed UR, which we 
express as a percent decrease in programmed OR. Practically idratlcal inferences can be drawn here by 
studying the percentage of mission cancellations, which yields simpler figures. In operational situa- 
tions these might not measure the same thing because there might be e tendency to cancel the longer 
missions in fevor of the shorter, or some such biaa, but in our simulations the fact that all missions 
were alike permits us to use the percentage cancellations to study this effect. In Figure 2 we have 
plotted the percentage of missions cancelled against the CR/OR ratio without maintaining the structure 
of the simulation matrices ea we have been doing up to this point. In addition to the originally des- 
cribed nine runs having stage policy 1/30 we have displayed an additional set ot six runs having stage 
policy 1/60. Note that for both policies there is a sharp break around ratio .33, signs of low level 
system stress between .33 and .47, with aero stress above that figure. Although the degree of atress 
represented by percent cancellation is less for the staging ratio 1/60, the regions of values of CR/OR 
in which stress occurs seem to be essentially the same regardless of stsglng ratio. 
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X =  1/30 
0 *  1/60 

PROGRAMMED    CR/UR 

Fig. Percent of missions cancelled va CR/OR ratio 

riow let ut turn to the question of selecting a >rew retlo. We have seen how, even after making other 
for other constant atage policies, our results still consistently reinforce our previous finding that 
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stress conditions do not seen to exist above a CR/UR ratio of about .47, that there Is gradual syjtea 
degradation for CR/UP. ratios down to about .33, and that there 1» a aarked rapid degradation below that. 
He are led to the existence of a cone of CR/UR ratios between .35 and .47 wherein a) the system Is at 
the point of mild stress degradation implying full use of facilities and b) aircrews are functioning 
at a full but not overly stressed work level. The logic of our previous work for choosing a CR still 
stands: 

1) determine the highest UR that may be programmed ary length of time. If a UR is maintained long 
enough to be recorded In the reporting statistics then presumably It will have been maintained long 
enough for its stress effects to occur. 

2) choose a core crew ratio which must absolutely be above the low end of the zone for this UR in 
order to avoid serious system breakdowns due to lack of crews. 

3) preferably choose A core crew ratio at or above the middle of the slight-degradation zone for 
this l)H. 

To be preclae consider a systems planner who wished to fly a routine program of utilization ratio 
6.S while maintaining the capability to fly a demand program of utilization ratio 8.0 for extended periods 
without creating frequent system crises. We will need to use the Information in Table XI. Manning at a 
crew ratio of at least 2.80 is Imperative; this would yield a CR/UR ratio of .43 for the routine program- 
cancellations running routinely around one percent. In the extended periods of UR • 8.0, CR/UR would be 
.35 with cancellations running to five percent of programmed workload. This represents continual evidence of 
marginal ooeratlons and the ever-present possibility of a serious inability to perform the mission. To 
accommodate the extended periods of UR ■ 8.0, a crew ratio of at least 3.44 is advisable. At this level 
routine operations would be at CR/UR » .53 yielding no cancellations so that the programmed workload is being 
accommodated without overstresslng or under-utilizing crews. Extended periods of UR ■ 8.0 would yield around 
one percent cancellations so that the system, including crews, Is slightly stressed but still has a reserve 
margin for peak short-term demands without serious failure. 

TABLE XI 

Core crew ratios related to CR/UR ratio 

PROGRAMMED UR 

5.0  5.25 5.5   5.75  6.0   6.25  6.5   6.75  7.0 7.25  7.5 7.75  8.0 

.33 1.65 1.73 1.82 1.90 1.98 2.06 2.14 2.23 2.31 2.39 2.48 2.56 2.64 

.35 1.75 1.84 1.92 2.01 2.10 2.19 2.28 2.36 2.45 2.54 2.62 2.71 2.80 

.37 1.85 1.94 2.04 2.13 2.22 2.31 2.40 2.50 2.59 2.68 2.78 2.4,7 2.96 

.39 1.95 2.05 2.14 2.24 2.34 2.44 2.54 2.63 2.73 2.83 2.92 3.02 3.12 

.41 2.05 2.15 2.26 2.36 2.46 2.56 2.66 2.77 2.87 2.97 3.08 3.18 3.28 

.43 2.15 2.26 2.36 2.47 2.58 2.69 2.80 2.90 3.01 3.12 3.22 3.33 3.44 

.45 2.25 2.36 i.48 2.59 2.70 2.61 2.92 3.04 3.15 3.26 3.38 3.49 3.60 

.47 2.35 2.47 2.58 2.70 2.82 2.94 3.06 3.17 3.29 3.41 3.52 3.64 3.76 

.49 2.45 2.57 2.70 2.82 2.94 3.06 3.18 3.31 3.43 3.55 3.68 3.80 3.92 

.51 2.55 2.68 2.80 2.93 3.06 3.19 3.32 3.44 3.57 3.70 3.82 3.95 4.08 

.53 2.65 2.78 2.92 3.03 3.18 3.31 3.44 3.58 3.71 3.84 3.98 4.11 4.24 

SUMMARY 

We have described a crew-oriented computer simulation program which yields data on system-wide opera- 
tion In formats which facilitate management decisions on manning, crew welfare, tolerable workload, and 
mission effect <eness. Typical data »ere presented. Verification against operational data was reported. 
The use of this technique to derive a crew ratio suitable for a wide range of operational demands illus- 
trates but one application of simulation approaches. Both simple and radical departures from existing and 
aircrew management policies can be explored at low cost. 
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Ifeat of this «fork was dona en coajputar simulations and I presume that von 
•oaa attempt to varlfv or gat flald data «hick would allow you to rachaek 
the »»sumptionsT 

of 

MAtTMtü Ha hav« three validation». When we built our programme we had a sample eyetem 
In being and wi put In »owe of the variables. Ha then ran a prolonged simulation 
to *ee if we could regenerate the original deta. Further at the tin» of the 
Vietnam war we reported that MC could not suataln an 8 hour p«r day utilisation 
rcte. At that tin« HftC had been at the 8 hour per dey utilisation rate for about 
9 or 10 months, but they found very snortly that it was necessary to cut back 
because the system aa a whole was in difficulty. Finally in our moat recent 
work we have been flying many ware inside a computer with vi.'loua profiles. 
He flew the 31 day Israeli episode reaupply operation. 

Did you simulate the unstable condition of the system and can you make earn* 
comment on how long the system takes to stabllse. Are there favourable or 
unfavourable conditions to achieve this? 

HAITNAM He did not intentionally simulate the unstable condition as it occurs spontan- 
eously aa a result of negative Interactions when the workload is high. For an 
airlift the anawar is about 20-25 days, but from this time the operation begins 
to degrade. 
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NUMMARY 

This paper presents  the results of ar. exploratory experiment whi *h was  conducted to investigate 
human response cnaracteristics in control situations  _f wide.y varying difficulty.  The experiment 
was  aimed at a tetter understanding of the hutai: operat >r liraitati-r;s  i:   terns  of control  effort as 
included ir.  the optimal  control model. 

Based on the experiaenta.  results  a control  effort   !:.;•.•»  io {resented.  The  "predicted" contro- 
effort  correlates excellently with subjective ratings  and ^-'ss  to have a useful  generality. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ever increasing complexity of aan-naohlr.e syst-::-.  seoiris i tates  a r;_.re  complete descripti.r. 
of the human capati-ities and limitations. 

For the modelling of complex reai-»ife pro'   ems  the  systems-approach has  prove:» to be  feasible. 
The  description   if the human operator  as   a  subsystem  involves   three sets  of variables: 

input  variables: environmenta. o^nu.tlct.s , task variat.. 

.  internal  variables:       tht- state  of the   „rganisr., physiological   and psyohoiogi:al  states 
and potent!a.ities 

.  output variables: overt  behaviour, psychological   and psychcphysiciogicai  phenomena. 

In the  field of manual  control  several  "black  box" models  of the human crerator have been 
developed ie.g.  quasi-linear pilot ncWs, optiaai   contrcl nodes,.  They ar«.  based or. oitput-input 
relationships and offer the possibility t:  "predict" the   control  rehavicur ar.i system performance 
for a range of control tasks.  This  approach has resulted ir. a go-j kneviedg,:   of the  centre,  charac- 
teristics of man. 

For the allocation of fur.ctions  in  complex man-macr. 
for the specifications Ban-mac:: i llSr.! 

f.  narua.   vs.   automatic,   an: 
.   ronpatihi.ity    it is  als. 
iar.'O   and  tie  internal   vari- 
: with  the environmental 

necessary to have an  insight  ::. *.:.•   ir.trrac-1 ins  *etweer.  th.   ir.pi.t 
ables.   The   demand  .f the  "ark   (in  terms   of at tent.   :.  rec-ilr' i,    -;a 
conditions   car. be  labelled as workload. 
The effects  of this  load  or. the human -.as  to   be assessed via measurements  of output  variables 
as Performance,  quality   of information processing, ar.i psych pnysiological  farameters. 

liver, a certain •riteri.r. either a v..->. '.'.:.■.:d, exterr.a. -rit-ri it 
criterium, th» operator nas to exert a oertair. am oo-.t :" effort t. meet t 
tas* becomes nor» .esandir.g the operator -a:, -a:;.* ain«-d his perl" mar. ■■ 
effort investment. This -an te conceptualized in a . 1 r..i *.• 1 rapacity c." -■•- 
cessing ?ef. ■».. Trie d-^ma.-. 1 if the task, will te ref'.ecteä in the rortl :. 
in accomplishing the task. 
.leoor.dary task methods have  beer,  used to  detemi:.--  the   capar.ty whi 
task. 
Ar.otr.er method  is   to  meas..r'-  ":.•-   variation.;   in  some  physi   log; -a.   parwt-rs   ao   a  function  of a 
variation in  the   ienar.d of the  task.  These met:., i.   Save not ;.•■•*   resulted in rrde'.s  of hur.an operator 
workload which  ?a:. gen-ra..y re apf.i- i. 

• r i *«- r i urn whe n  t r.e 
at   the   •. st   if s.r- 

njman  ir.f. mati ~i. pr.- 
:.   .1' the  capacity  involved 

as  :.  t  consumed by the primary 

iven for manual o-r.-.r . pr ■. .--.s in a reo'rictel sense j-ur'- ; 
ao-.it .ring ar.d planning, the '-r.cept f effort so far :.as hardly :• 
ar.d devel .pner.t  of mar.-nachine systems. 

ua.-actor tas<s without 
rporattd in the  design 

Ir. the next secti .:. a human  operator model  is  discusred in  terns  of Loth human performance 
optima,  control moae.;  ar.d sartrvi  effort.  Ar. exploratory experimental  jr.gran,  is  described which 

was  conducted to bui.d and support  the giver,  control  effort  ir.i.-x. 

IPTIMAi CöilTROL :* LEI    .F :1 

i."     optimal  control  model. 

-RMAH.'i  A;;.  li'i  RT. 

Ir. this Chapter the principa.1  features  of the  optima,   cor.tr., model  _f the human as  a feedback 
controller developed by Kleinmar. et  ai  (Ref.   1,   are briefly  dis-ussed.  The model  :_,  based on optimi- 
zation and estimation theory and can be used for «ultivariable  linear control  systems. This approach 
is oore appropriate for the analysis of complex man-machine pro: -ems   .high workload, niutiioop control 
situation;  than tht  conventional servo-systems approach which relies heavily  on judgements  concerning 
the closed loop system structure. 
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The model is baaed on the assumption that the well-motivated, well-trained human operator behaves 
in a near optimal manner subject to his inherent limitations, and constraints and his control task. 
The representation of the human limitations, as included in the model, is discussed next. Paragraph 
2.1.2.  contains a system and task description. 

2.1.1    Human limitations. 

The psychophysiolcgical limitations of the human operator which are included in the model are: 

1. A lumped equivalent perceptual time delay T , representing the various internal time 
delays associated with visual, central processing and neuromotor pathways. 

2. Controller remnant which  is  taken to be the component of human response that is un- 
predictable in  other than * statistical sense.  The various  sources of human randomness 
are represented by errors  in observing system outputs  and executing control inputs by 
including observation noise and motor noise in the model. Observation noise might re- 
present th-i effects of random perturbations in human response characteristics, tine 
variations  in response parameters,  random errors  in perceiving display variables.  In 
general  it will  also depend on type, quality and form of the displayed information. 
Motor noise cur. be Kssociatei with randomness  in executing the intended control move- 
ments and (or}   the  fact  that  the human does not have j   rfect knowledge of the  control 
inputs. 

3. Neuromotor dyr.aeics  represented by a firs;,  order lag indicating that  the human operator 
is not  able or willing to make rapid control movements. 

The  foregoing can be summarized referring to Figure  1.   It is assumed that the human perceives  a 
delayed, noisy replica of the system output which is processed by an equalization network.  This 
network represents the means by which the human attempts to optimize his  control strategy.  The 
commanded control  (u,) perturbei by motor noise  is operated or. by the neuremotor dynamics  to provide 
the control motion u. 

2.1.2    System and task  description. 

The human operator's basi; task  is  to  control,  in some way    a dynamic system.  Both  the  charac- 
teristics  of this system (dynamic characteristics,  disturbances involved, displayed variables, etc.) 
and the  criteria which the human operator  is  instructed  (able  or willing)  to optimize, determine 
system perfjrmar.ee  and the  i,jad  imposed on the human  operator to achieve  this performance. 

The mathematical  representation  of the task environment,  the human operator's  control objectives 
and his  limitations  is   (among Jthers)  given  in Reference   1. 

2.2.    "ontroi effort. 

2.2.1     Background. 

Lievisor. et  al   (Ref.  2)   define  a workloai  index as  the  fraction of the controller's  capacity 
that  is  required to perform a given  task to some specified level of performance.  The  concept of 
this  index is tasei or. the assumption that  the human operator possesses  a fixed amount of (channel) 
capacity to be share! among these tasks.   The generality  of this model  is  limited because the workload 
index is highly  task-dependent and "calibration" experiments are ..ecessary to  determine the h'J 
operator's  "full"  capacity  in a given control  situation.  Sex*,  the  fraction of this  "total"  capacity 
can be  determined in multiple-task situations.  As such,  the workloai  index serves  only as a means 
for comparing the relative  iOad imposed on the human operator by various  tasks.  The next paragraph 
contains a brief discussion of an experimental program which was conducted tc provide data for a 
variety  of control situations  to build and validate an absolute workload model. 

Z.iL.d    Experiments. 

In order to include all possibly important characteristics of pilot behaviour in control situa- 
tions of (our)  interest, a variety of single axis control tasks were performed by four well-trained, 
highly motivated subjects  (experienced fighter pilots). The choice of the tasks was determined by 
two characteristics: pilot adaptation to the task  (position-, rate-, and acceleration control) and 
the sensitivity of task performance to the effort exerted by the human operator (level of instability). 
The task was to regulate against a disturbance input. 

The experimental results  (Ref.   3; were presented in terms  of scores of system parameters of 
interest, frequency domain measures  (describing function and remnant data), and subjective information 
obtained by means of rating scales. Model parameters (time delay, lag factor, observation noise, and 
motor noise) were obtained by fitting the experimental data. 

The results have shown that 

.  for a variety of control situations the available measures of human operator behaviour can 
accurately be duplicated by the optim-1 control model by primarily a variation in the 
pertinent noise ratios 

.  the values of the noise ratios are task dependent 

.  the effort involved in achieving the pertinent noise ratios is clearly determined by the 
tau. 

Based on foregoing observations a control effort index is proposed in the next paragraph con- 
sistent with some notions of attention and effort of the experimental psychology (Ref. U). 
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3    Control effort index. 

Hunar. operator behaviour is partuy  determined by mechanisms that  control the  choice  cf stimuli, 
by which is meant  both selectively attending to some stimuli   in preference  to others  and investing 
more  or less  attention per source of information.  This  car. be  identified with voiunttry attention 
reflecting that the subject atter.d3  tc  the stimuli  because of their relevance for performing the  tasii 
_u_d not  only because of their  «rousa.  function. 

Als^. involuntary »ttentior. has. tc be  included  ir. a concept   .:' e*'f rt.  This  car. be rclatea to  the 
ieve.  cf arousal   'Ref.  'i) 'ar.J is  large .y  dictated by the properties  of the Stimulus  situation.   Pro- 
cessing novel  and surprising 3timuli  involves mo.-e effort thar. in the situation of aor«.-  fani.iar 
stimuli. 

irssed on the f-reg.ir.g notions a control effort  index  is   iefir.ej which  is highly  compatatie with 
the optimal  control model.  The  ferner aspect  i voluntary attention.1   is  incorporated _r. tents   of sigr.il 
t_  n-ise rati- of the various  sources of information.  This  car. Le identified with tr.e  amount  -f 
atter.tijr. as  indicate! ir. heferer.ee -.  The  latter aspect  I involuntary attention,   is  included in the 
cor.tr-. effort metric  ir   terms  -f sensitivity of task performance  (mean-squared error _r errcr rat.-. 
to the momentary attention paid by the subject as  indicated by the pertinent signal  to noise ratios. 

Ir. formula 

•»O      dB; 
X 

-81-   .dr.- 

where a ~  is tr.e variar.ee cf quantity x which  is  taker, as  the re.evar.t 
x 

pe rf c rz.m. ce  1 r.jex 

Ir.  control situations where mere thar.  one source of information is  -f interest    p.sitior. infor- 
mation, rate  ir.f .rcat.or., etc.     the work...ad index  is   define! as  the sum 0." tr.e ST{.arate p.rticns. 

The stralghtf crwari.y computed cor.tr;. effort is compared with the subjective ratings obtained 
luring the experiments f-r vari:us cor.tro. tasxs. The resuxt is shown ir. Figure . . Th« re.ati r.sr.ip 
between  tr.e subjective ratings  ar.d the   ccr.tr.. effort  ir.dex is surprisingly linear. 

!•-   is  interesting t.   consider the relationship  between system perfcrmar. re  ar._ effort.   For a 
typioa.   control  task    rat-   cntrci.   this  is  sr.cwr.  in Figure  ;.  The  trade-off between perferrtar.-—  1:. 1 
effort   ;s  as migr.t be expected: 
ex. .—cr.g  little  effort   ir.  • .-.-   -_w  effort  region gives  a  re.ntive.y   .arge  laprcvemer.t   in jerf^rmar.  -?. 
rey.r.i a  certain   .eve.   .:' system performance  tr.e  pay-off  for mere effor*   's  very  sma...   _'r.e wculu 
expect   •-:.•-•  cf.irr.um tr-j.de-.:":'  at  tr.e  "knee"  -f the   curve.   _"r.e  experiments,  r. suits   confirm this. 

l"vS Ji.11.N0 REMAftKi" 

Tr.e  experlser.* a.   resu-ts   give  an  ai ii ti.r.a.   demonstration   .f the   usef i.r.ess   .f the   optimal 
c_r.tr..  m-de.  10   a  t.   .  to   lescribe   r. .jr_an   operator  behaviour  ir.  a variety  cf  ccr.tr..  situations. 

The   cor.tr..   effcrt   ir.lex  suggestei  .:.  this   paper  correlates  •t'-ry well   with  subjective  ratings. 
ry means   .:' trade-.ff studies   : ■ tweer.  system perforsar.ee  and  control  effort   the  effect   :f  task 
variar.es     f  interest   ir. new   rr.tr-.  situations   :ir. be  studiei. 

'■'.-r--   -_r.tr..  sltuati-r.s     a.3- multip.e   contro.  tasus    have  to  :e  considered tc  re  ab.e  t.  extend 
tr.e generality  cf tr.e pr-p.c- :   -_r.tr.. -.ff.rt  index. 
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DISCUSSION 

HOLD» 

HBWESDnOE 

Across a masher of different controlled cleaemts you could presuaubly Identify 
the nolM dlaturbance required to cone out with an equivalent workload neaaure 
for all the different controlled elements. If that la true would you expect 
the pilot aubjectlve rei.<onaea to be the saw* in tens of evaluating workload? 

That'a right. That would be a poaalbillty. We would have the opportunity to 
vary all kind« of taake and environmental varlablea and aee how they affect 
the workload. 

NICHOLSON In your node! do you aaaua» that a eubject aaaeaaea workload by the acne 
technique under high workload condition* a* under low workload condition«? 

HEWEROm He obtain ratings by presenting the scales and asking the aubjecta to indicate 
the level of effort they had to expend. We were not aware of the «ental 
processes involved ao I cannot wake a very scientific statement about that. 
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LABORATORY RESEARCH INTO HUMAN IHPORNATION PROCESSING 

Jo H F Huddleston 
Hunan Factors Group 

Royal Aircraft Establishment 
FARNBOROUGH HAMPSHIRE UK 

WORKLOAD MEASURES 

An hour or two in a technical library soon shows that we have begun the development of three main 
families of measurement in the (acute) workload area* Glibly, we oan measure how well a pilot is 
meeting some set of physical criteria (objective), we can assess autonomic and related indices of task 
arousal/involvement (physiological), and we oan ask the pilot what he thinks (subjective). 

"Subjective" data can never be complete and accurate. I cannot describe fully and precisely how I 
hold my pen or read my own English in public, nor can I agree to relinquish part of my esteem and salary 
because myriad other people might have the same skill. What holds for me holds equally for the piloting 
fraternity, and it would be churlish and naive to expect then to be able to describe their personal, 
occupational or social condition coldly and in detail. Given a little intuitive statistics, however, one 
can see that asking, say, 12 pilots whether subtask X is 0..4 or 2.3 times more demanding of visual 
attention, say, than subtask Y might be a defensible but piecemeal way to proceed. Inviting a test pilot 
to confess he cannot meet a challenge, or a line pilot to admit he is overpaid, is asking for more than 
verbal trouble, however. 

"Objective" data are not so much complex, in the amusing intellectual sense, as voluminous, in the 
boring sense. After some systematic cataloguing of what processes the pilot is controlling, there 
follows a listing of likely measures. Thus height keeping, for example, can be represented meanly as a 
needle-chasing task, and the deviation between actual and demanded needle positions can be spot-checked 
or time-averaged in some acceptable way, and control utilization similarly recorded. In this sense, 
cockpit skills are normally exercised in a context which is rich in data, to the point of embarrassment 
and occasional despair. Nevertheless, one can impose additional (unnatural) tasks if one thinks their 
measurement is simpler. Herein lies the "secondary task" philosophy which, to my mind, has been more 
clever than effective. 

"Physiological" measures seem to spring in and out of fashion, perhaps as researchers exhavst one 
line and attack another. They are always disturbingly indirect in their implications, however. Popular 
examples will serve to argue this: heart rate i? controlled by more physiological etc subsystems than 
task-induced stress, and eye-point-of-regard may often be to the featureless geometric midpoint of 
several sites to which one is paying attention. 

Currently, there is much hope (and little evidence) that a triumvirate of measures will be helpful. 
Thus we talk of measuring subjective, objective and physiological activities concurrently, without really 
attending to the logic and arithmetic of the case. For perfor~&nce measures cannot be understood without 
asking the pilot what his work criteria were; physiological in?ioani3 of involvement/arousal similarly 
demand that the pilot name what was concerning him; pilot opinion neithei reflects overt activity 
precisely nor remains uncorrupted by personal predilections. It is improbacie that there will be an easy 
agreement between such measurement families, or hence any general solution. It is more likely that the 
finance expended in this search for the psychophysiologist's stone will be more than the differential 
risk capital of the specific avionics or procedures options at issue. 

LABORATORY PSYCHOLOGY 

Crudely speaking, Human factors seems to attract two kind 3 of workers. There appear to be those who 
sympathise with humanity and scorn what has been called "the cranting fever", and those who believe in 
the precise, step-by-step application of scientific method and who speak disrespectfully of any other 
"wisi:y-washy nonsense". Though this is a carioature, it will I'O to make the point that the latter "tyre" 
of expert finds he can survive in aerospace circles, and the fcrmer feels that entry is forbidden him. 

Now the psychophysiology of intelligent, well-motivated adult males, riding the sharp ends of metal 
tubes through weather, is likely to be highly complex. Not surprisingly, those Human Factors experts who 
volunteer for this area tend to go for experimentation which cannrt be attacked by their scientific and 
engineering fellows. Sadly, this gives rise to precise data whica lack the vision due to any member of 
mankind. It describes pilots as needle-chasers, or requires more accurate language from them than can 
reasonably be expeoted. At the limit, it yields methodologically unassailable studies of constrained 
situations which do not encapsulate flying. 

As examples, recent literature in experimental psychology can be considered as if it divided into 
"pure" and "applied". In the former area, great store is placed on studies of spoken messages to 
different ears or of simple pictures flashed at different eyes. To be scientifically controlled, such 
studies have to be uncomfortably simple, so that a great gulf is fixed between arithmetical results and 
aeronautical conclusions (if any). On the bright side, we are winning a painful understanding of how man 
defends himself against an onslaught of imprecise data and reaches those brave 2-choice decisions 
necessary for survival. In the "applied" area, tracking tasks, time-shared with some visual or auditory 
monitoring, still hold pride of place. Unfortunately, manual tracking is becoming obsolete faster than 
we are understanding it. At best, it never achieved more than a very demeaning model of nan. 

MlwikttanMH&iMi* 
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WHAT SHALL HE SO? 

I ■hall ignore contradiction, and offer four points of argument. First, we could give up; secondly, 
we could continue as now; thirdly, ve could bring more people (more money) to bear; fourthly, we could 
spend longer wondering where to place our few bets. 

It will be no surprise that the first two courses of action do not have my sympathy« As to giving 
up altogether, the penalties of failure are frankly too great, especially when one notes how quickly the 
market and technology can change« As to continuing current practice, it seems to me that this would be 
to expect diminishing returns from a sustained investment. For the nicely manageable areas of human 
factors were marked out for treatment before about the mid 1960s« Even the remaining ergonomics issues 
turn out to have vast queries embedded in an apparently simple structure. To give an example, the straight 
question: "How do we design a warning panel?" tarns into the asking: "What are brains good at and what 
are computers good at, and how do we aate the two?"« 

Option 3, to buy more expert activity, seems justifiable to a degree. Aircraft losses, for example, 
may have a greater than 50jt "human error" attribution of one kind or another. This rather suggests that 
we are cleverer at providing tools than we are at understanding workers, and argues that some cut-back in 
tooling co.ts may alxow rather better labour relations to be nourished. 

Option 4, to consider our bets more carefully, appeals to my taste for intellectual gambling. To 
expand the argument a little, let us pretend that aircrew workload has the following components: 

1 A knowleige of goal-tactio-strategy. 

2 Lookout. 

3 Flight path control. 

4 navigation. 

5 Communications. 

6 Engineering systems management. 

7 Social. 

The first item includes an appreciation of a vast range of ambitions, from "Continue the human race - 
by earning cash and social respect" to "Hope the weather broadcast is repeated - I'm too busy changing 
frequencies now". It is a uniquely human ability (at the moment) to switch from macro to micro and back, 
or choose to linger at intermediate levels, in a hierarchy of ambitions like this. 

Item number two involves human vision, either through cockpit transparencies or of electronically- 
generated display screens. As with item one, this skill is (at the moment) a uniquely human attribute. 
The welter of detail which has been added to the literature in the last century serves to mask our 
undisturbed ignorance of what visual perception is really about. As a gross oversimplification, each 
individual spends his initial 5 years moving round and feeling those objects of which his eyes demand 
investigation, while the sensors and processor r suit from millions of years of evolutionary R&D. We 
shall not mimic this skill yet awhile. 

Items 3i 4» 5 and 6 constitute the main stamping ground for engineering and human factors effort in 
the aerospace field. In the main, they cover problems to do with quite well—understood physical phenomena, 
such as systems dependent on electrons moving through metal with, as the final stage, some aircrew inter- 
facing. At the limit, it would be possible to automate the pilot out of such systems (though it would be 
neither cheap nor popular). A blank CRT screen, say, would mean all pre-programmed aspects of altitude, 
course, systems and messages were being tolerably dealt with. A message on tho screen might be of the 
kind "Unable to accept 35|OCO ft: can offer 37 or 39" or "Ho 3 engine has been shut down" or "Non-routine 
message awaits re hydraulic maintenance". It is relatively easy to argue in these areas; it is relatively 
easy to Bee what R & D deserves being undertaken; it is relatively easy to conceptualize the appropriate 
man-machine complementarity. 

Item number 7i like some aspects of items 1 and 5« is not a person-automaton interface but a person- 
to-person happening. For one of the few ways we have of estimating the integrity and effectiveness of a 
skilled human performer is to ask an equally skilled performer to do the estimating. For example, peer 
ratings, as a method in the work-study area, are used to bridge the alleged gap between "objective" and 
"subjective" measures as defined earlier. At its slightest, tha technique appears in job-unrelated 
conversation between cockpit crew members, and serves for example to assure pilot and navigator that each 
is in a presentable condition today. It goes without saying that this kind of activity is not to be 
automated foreseeably. 

Hence "pilot workload" can be expressed as the coping with two main clusters of problem. One cluster 
is equipment-based and theoretically amenable to physical modelling, even replacement. The other cluster 
is emphatically to do with humanity (and man-made tools would perhaps never be welcome here); to do 
with those elusive personal gambles on which life is felt to depend. At any rate, pilot workload might 
arguably be the maintenance of a mental model encompassing these two kinds of time-varying input; the 
continued provision of a mental solution for two sources of uncertain problem. If that is BO, then the 
most we can do at the moment is respectable transfer—function work; we can vary inputs, monitor outputs, 
and debate black box oontents with a rare freedom. 

So far, the nicely-manageable areas (in the "physics" problem cluster) have attracted most finance, 
so we have an understanding, defensible to engineers, of the engineering-like inputs and outputs. The 
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shifty, social areas (in the "humanities" problem cluster) continue to frighten us. He would like to 
acknowledge their importance, but they will not yet fit the narrow mould of scientific method, and we 
may feel they never will« 

Would anyone care to bet, with me, that avionics-based workload is not so much crucial as nicely 
manageable? 

Crown Copyright 
1974 
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EVALUATING MEASURES OF WORKLOAD USING A PIGKT SIMULATOR 

by 

J. M. Rolf» 
J. W. Chappelow 
R. L. Evan« 
S. J. E. Lindsay 

RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants 

and 

A. C. Browning 

Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants 

SUMMARY 

Any attiT/t to measure workload oust be based upon a satisfactory definition of the nature of the 
workload that is being investigated. Workload can be considered as having task oriented and subject 
oriented eleaents; a variety of measure* can be applied to the assessment of either or both of these 
elements. Moreover, the experimental evidence available suggests that if a comprehensive analysis of 
workload is to be achieved a range of measures must be employed. 

The paper describes an experiment in which a flight instrument trainer, resembling a twin jet 
communications aircraft, was used to evaluate questionnaire, performance and activity analysis measures 
of pilot workload. Attempts were made to distinguish between the physical, perceptual and mental 
components of workload. For this purpose three flight plans were devised, of approximately equal 
duration, differing markedly with respect to the three above components. Six professional pilots flew 
each flight plan and after landing completed questionnaires to assess the workload levels and the task 
content. During the flights video recordings were made of the pilot's manual and communication activity. 
Performance during ILS approaches immediately before and after the experimental flight plans was also 
measured. 

From these measures it was possible to obtain significantly different results relating to the 
different flight plans. These results were capable of distinguishing between the three components of 
workload represented in the flights. 

INTRODUCTION 

Workload may be considered as having task oriented and operator oriented elements. The task oriented 
element is synonymous with task difficulty and is related to the nature of the task and the quality of 
the equipment provided for the performance of the task. The operator oriented element takes into account 
not so much what the task is but what the task costs the individual in terms of his effort, fatigue etc. 
A variety of measures can be applied to either or both of these elements. Moreover, the experimental 
evidence to date suggests that if a meaningful analysis of workload is to be achieved a range of meas- 
ures must be employed (1, 2). In the experiment described in this paper three particular types of 
measure were employed and assessed namely, direct performance measures relating to the quality of air- 
craft handling, observation of the pilots' physical activity and subjective assessments by subjects and 
observers. Activity recording and subjective assessment were chosen because recent field investigations 
have indicated that they appear to offer a viable means of gathering descriptive information (3, 4). 
However, it was argued by the authors that the accuracy of the information obtained from these measures 
required verification. It was therefore decided to undertake an assessment of the information provided 
by these in a situation where the nature of the flight task could be controlled and systematically 
varied to emphasise different aspects of the pilot's work. 

METHOD 

The investigation was undertaken using the Institute's flight simulator research facility (Fig. 1). 
The device, a procedures trainer, is representative of the Hawker Siddeley HS125, a two crew twin jet 
aircraft. The cockpit unit is mounted on a motion system having pitch and roll axes. There is no 
representation of the external visual world. Inside thf cockpit both pilot and co-pilot are provided 
with a full main instrument panel (Fig. 2). The first pilot's panel includes a Collins FD 108 integrated 
flight system, an Omni Bearing Selector (OBS) and Distance Measuring Equipment (DME). All primary and 
secondary flight controls are represented and an auto-pilot is provided. 

Three experimental flight plans were prepared for the evaluation by a military pilot in current 
flying practice. They were designed so that as far as possible they involved grossly different types 
of activity; namely physical, perceptual or mental workload. 

feamn 
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Tht physic«! flight pi— (Flight A) 

The physical flight plan waa designed aa an 'air taat' ia •«▼ere turbulence. Air traffic control 
directed the aircraft's position and progress throughout the flight, minimising the pilot's navigation, 
timing and procedural workload. The pilot waa required to carry out manoewres involving rapid changes 
of heading, height and aircraft configuration under noraal and asymmetric power. The auto-pilot was 
not used. 

The perceptual flight plan (Plight 1) 

This flight plan required the pilot to carry out an unorthodox and couples approach procedure in- 
volving the use of anst of the navigation instruments to maintain position accurately whilst turning 
continuously in a large arc. Throughout the flight the IT background was noisy and the pilot was required 
to nuke nmny node changes in his flight system. His attention was directed more than normally to the 
engine instruments by two occurrences of low oil pressure. 

The mental flight plan (Flight C) 

This flight took the form of a timed navigation exercise followed by an accurately timed 'fly past' 
ever a known datum point. The pilot did not know the wind velocity and the 'overhead time' was paaaed 
to him approximately ten minutes before he was due to overfly the datum point. Physical and perceptual 
workload was reduced as much as possible by allowing the pilot to use the auto-pilot. 

All three flights started at the same airfield. After take-off the aircraft turned right and 
executed an 115 approach and roller landing at another airfield cloae by. After clearing the circuit 
from the second airfield the pilot carried out one of the three flight plans described abive. At the 
end of the experimental phase, the pilot returned to a point common to all three flights, and carried 
out an ILS approach and landing at the same airfield at which the ILS was executed at the beginning of 
each flight. 

Prior to the commencement of the evaluation all subjects undertook a programme of familiarisation 
in the simulator. These were designed to acquaint the subject with the handling characteristics of the 
simulator and the operation of the Collins FD 108 Flight Systea. The order iu which subjects flew the 
different experimental flight plans waa balanced. Before each flight the subject received a detailed 
briefing. The flight was then flown in the fora described above. In each of the experimental flights 
the subject was accompanied by a co-pilot who not only performed the specified duties of the co-pilot 
but also observed end assessed the subject's performance. 

The three categories of measurement; performance, observation and subjective assessment were used 
in the following vays:- 

Pcrfommnce Measure» 

During the ILS approaches at the beginning and end of each experiaentel sortie recordings of glide 
slope and localiser deviation, air speed, aileron and elevator activity were made on FM tape and proces- 
sed using a DEC POP 12 digital computer. Recordings were made between the outer and middle markers on 
the approach (between 5.2 and 1.25 miles) and digitised at a rate of 5 samples per second. Localiser 
and glideslope data were reduced to mean deviation score per 3 second epoch and the mean modulus devia- 
tion was used for analysis. Air speed was reduced to a score of the mean air speed per 3 second epoch 
and the standard deviation of these data was used in the analysis. For elevator and aileron activity 
all changes in control position of greater than 2 arbitrary units (stick position being calibrated bet- 
ween 0 and 100 representing full displacement from extreme to extreme) and lasting for longer than 0.3 
of a second were defined as a movement. The analysis was based on the number of such movements recorded 
during the period of the approach examined. 

Observational Measures 

To record the pilot's activity a TV camera with a wide angle lens was mounted on the roof of the 
simulator and positioned so that it was possible to record movement» of the subjects' hands anywhere in 
the cockpit (Fig. 3). The television picture together with a sound recording of all communications 
aessages between pilot and co-pilot, and pilot and ground control were recorded using a Sony Video- 
Recording System. The method of analysis of the pilot's hand movement activity was by means of a key- 
board, the buttons of which represented the cockpit controls. An observer welching the video play back 
of pilot activity shadowed the movements of the pilot's hands with two fingers moving over the keyboard 
(Fig. 4). The keyboard was linked to the PDP 12 digital computer which calculated the total time for 
which each control was used and the distribution of times spent on each control. Communication messages 
were analysed in terms of the number and length of the messages to and from the pilot. 

Subjective Measures 

The pilot subjects completed three questionnaires at the end of each flight. The first question- 
mire wes task oriented and listed a range of activities. The subject was asked to indicate the extent 
to which each was present in the flight just completed by making a mark on a 10 cm line, the extremes of 
which were defined as 'totally absent' and 'extremely prominent'. The activities assessed were derived 
from two sources: 

a. From the litereture on the taxonomy of task deacription (5). 

b. From a preliminary study in which aircrew were asked to define the ectivities which they 
considered were part of aircraft operations. 
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Fourteen categories ware uaed for —sssenat. In the «tin these wart sub-divided into three 
•action« - gathering information, processing information and taking action. In addition the «object! 
Mar« aakod to anka an —«»«aaanr of tha opportunity provided by the flight for relaxing. A full list 
of tba activitiea ia included in Annex A. 

The eecoad questionnaire waa operator oriented, ««eking to obtain tba pilot'« a««e««a«nt of tba 
nature and extent of tba aental, perceptual and physical workload be experienced during the experimental 
flight«. Ia all a total of 21 individual «calee «are presented to the «object asking for rating« of 
factor« auch aa tba extent of aental and physical effort «xpsndsd and the extent to which he considered 
the flight to be complex, exhausting, difficult and demanding. Again 10 cm rating «calea were employed. 
In this case the extremes war« denot«d by 'not/none at all' and 'a very great deal'. The scales employed 
•re listed ia Annex A. 

The third questionnaire combined ratings fron the task oriented and «object oriented area«. Four 
categories of activity were chosen - 'nonitoring', 'calculating and estimating information', 'logging 
information' and 'waking adjustment« to the aircraft'« priwary control«'. For each of these categori«« 
of activity the «object waa aeked to wake the following assessments: 

a.  Bow busy ware you in tbie activity throughout the flight? 

».  In thi« activity how auch effort did you spend searching (looking, listening and watching) 
for iniorantion? 

c. In this activity how auch aental effort did you spend throughout the flight? 

d. How auch physical effort did you spend altogether on thia activity? 

The subject wade his response on e similar icale to that employed in the second questionnaire. 

Observer Ratinga 

The obaerver who acted aa co-pilot for the experimental flights rated the subject's performance in 
respect of the following: 

Checks. 
Take-off and cliab. 
Aircraft handling. 
Inatruacnt flying. 
RT procedure. 
Procedural flying. 
Operating the flight systea. 
Approaches. 
Airmanship. 

For each of the above categories the observer assigned a nark out of a hundred with a mark of leas 
than forty indicating failure to perform the activity satiafactorily. 

Subjects 

Six subjects participated in the evaluation. All were volunteers drawn from pilots working or 
residing in the immediate area of the Inatitute of Aviation Medicine. Five of the subjects were military 
pilota and one was s commercial pilot flying with a national airline. The subjects had an average total 
flying hour« of 2,500 hours with a range from 1,500 - 3,500 hours. 

RESULTS 

Before presenting the results obtained from the several measures of workload, it is in order to 
diacuas the performance of the aubjecta aa aaaeased by the co-pilot observer. Table 1 shows the mean 
rating given to each aubject in each of the three flighta. 

TABLE 1 

MEAN OBSERVER RATINGS OF PERFORMANCE 

FLIGHT 

A B C 

Subject 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

79 
78 
58 
77 
82 
80 

59 
74 
67 
71 
71 
71 

69 
77 
66 
70 
85 
70 



All the subjects were rated aa performing above the 'fail' mark. Thar« was no significant difference 
between the flight* in respect of MI performance rating«, or the ratings on individual scales (Friedam 
two-way analyses of variance). On only one scale waa a rating of less than 40X achieved - by subject 3, 
who was given 38X for take-off and cliab in Flight A. Thus, in the opinion of the observer, the general 
level of perforaance waa satisfactory and did not vary significantly froa flight to flight. 

Per fomen re Measures 

The analysis of the ILS recordings waa in three parts. The first concerned differences between the 
three sorties which were coapared in raspect of the changes in perforaance and control activity between 
the first and second approaches. Table 2 presents a auaaary of these changes. 

TABLE 2 

NEAR PERFORMANCE AMD CONTROL ACTIVITY SCORES 

FLIGHT 

A B C MEAN 
Percentage 
change bet- 
ween flights 

1 and 2 
Approach 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Measure 

Lccaliser deviation 
(arbitrary units) 

26.7 24.7 29.9 24.1 28.6 30.9 28.4 26.6 - 6Z 

Glideslope deviation 
(arbitrary units) 

11.6 14.4 18.2 15.1 15.5 17.3 15.0 15.6 ♦ 6Z 

Airspeed variability 
(arbitrary units) 

5.2 6.9 4.5 5.8 6.2 5.4 5.3 6.0 ♦ 17Z 

No of elevator aoveaents 61 74 68 80 54 68 61 74 ♦ 22Z 

No of aileron apveaents 69 73 59 69 71 82 66 75 ♦ 12Z 

No statistically significant differences between the three flights were found for any of the above 
variables (Friedman two-way analyses of variance). 

The second coapariscn was of perforaance on the first and second approaches irrespective of the 
intervening sortie. No significant differences were found in relation to localiser and glideslope dev- 
iation or airspeed variability. However, the number of control aoveaents, both aileron and elevator, 
was greater on the second approach (p < .05 in both cases: Wilcoxon watched pairs signed ranks teats). 
Expressed as percentages, on the second approach there was a 22Z increase in the «cat nuaber of elevator 
aoveaents and a 12Z increase in the mean nuaber of aileron aoveaents. 

In order to discover if any other changes in control activity had taken place the data were re- 
exaained to obtain aeasures of the aean amplitudes and durations of both elevator and aileron aoveaents. 
The aeans obtained are shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

MEAN NUMBER, AMPLITUDE AND DURATION OF CONTROL MOVEMENTS 

APPROACH 

1 2 

Elevator 

Mean No of 
aoveaents 61 74 

Mean amplitude 
(arbitrary units) 4.84 5.08 

Mean Movement 
tiae (sees) 0.72 0.72 

Aileron 

Mean No of 
aoveaents 66 75 

Mean amplitude 
(arbitrary units 10.83 11.16 

Mean Movement 
tiae (sees) 0.87 0.84 
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la both MM« no difference in amplitude or duration net—in the firet end second approach could be 
Thie result led to the conclusion that while the rater of aoveaents increased daring the aaeoad 

approach the type of au* sweets aade reaaiaad unchanged. Also, if the finding was taken in conjunction 
with the perferaaace aaaeuree, there «as no indication of any change ia performance occoappaying the in- 
crease in control aoveaaats. 

The third part of the aaalyais looked for differences hstaaea the subjects. Using buskal Msllis 
one-way analysis of variance tests these ware found to be present for three of the variables, glideslope 
deviation (p < .02), elevator activity (p < .02) aad aileron activity (p < .01). Product ajaaaat cor- 
relation coefficients «are calculated between these three iteaa. The vaiaee obtained are shown ia 
table 4 below. 

TABU 4 

rtODUCT MMXT COUEUXIOXS ■Hg— CONTROL 
ACTIVITIES ARD GLIDESLOPE DEVIATION 

Elevator 
Activities 

Glideslope 
Deviation 

Aileron 
Activity 

Elevator 
Activity 

♦ .70 *** - .63 ** 

- .43 * 

* - p < .05 
** - p < .01 
*** - p < .001 
N - 24 

These relationships suggest e consistency in the pattern of control ectivities and that greater 
aaounts of control activities are associated with eaaller deviations frost the glideslope. 

Consistency of control activity style was further exaained by two coaparisons of the nuaber of 
aileron and elevator aoveaents aade by the subjects on the first end second approaches. 

The relationship between the nuaber of elevetor aoveaents on the two approaches was positive (p < .05) 
and produced the lineer regression equation: 

T - 29.82 ♦ 0.70428 X 

where X - the naaber of aoveneats aade on the first approach and 
T • the nuaber of aoveaents aade on the second approach. 

The relationship for aileron 
ation: 

nts was also positive (p < .01) with the lineer regression equ- 

Y - 13.87 ♦ 0.95241 X 

Observetional Measures 

Hand activity was exaained in terns of the cumulative tine spent on the various controls in the 
cockpit. Table 5 shows the percentege tine spent with the heads on the control coluan, on other controls 
end off the controls. 

TABLE 5 

HAMD ACTIVITY; PERCENTAGE TIME OH COHTKOL COLUMN ON 
OTHER CONTROLS AND OFF THE CONTROLS 

FLIGHT 

A B C 

Off controls 5 4 28 

Left Hand Control coluan 94 95 9 

Other controls 1 1 63 

Off controls 11 17.5 40 

Right Hand Control coluan 69 55 2 

Other controls 20 27.5 58 
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Thi* analysis »banted differcocoa in hud activity between tht flight*. It alao ahowad «Jiff« 
between left and right hand activity. I« Flight« A aad B th* laft band was a« tha control colnwn al- 
most all tha tin» (94X ia Flight A and 9SZ in Flight B). In Flight C «nan tha aatopilot waa engaged 
tha laft hand apent nuch «ore tin« on other control* (63X) hat alao «a* !«•• active aad apaat nor« tin* 
«iff controls. 

Compared with tha laft hand tha right hand spent more tin» on other control* in Flights A and B 
(20. and 27.5X). It also «a* off control* nor« daring the** flight*. In Flight C th* right 
alao laaa active and th* tin* spent on other control* increased. 

Table 6 contain* a breakdown of the tin» spent on controls other than the control column. 

TABU 6 

BAM) ACTIVITY: PERCEBTACE OF Tug OM C0T8OL3 OTHER TBAJt 
CONTROL COUIMB 

FLIGHT 

A B C 

Stop watch - - 4 

Left Hand Flight docunents - - 41 

Flight ayaten 1 1 18 

Flight eyateai 1 2 6.5 

Altiaeter - 1 - 

Pitch trin 5.5 8 - 

Throttlea 12.5 13 - 

Right Hand Flap selector - 1 - 

Radio - 2 1.5 

Autopilot - - 4 

Rudder trin 1 - - 

Flight docunenta - 0.5 34 

The difference* in the nature of the taaka comprising the three flight* are reflected in the use 
o(.  other controla. In Flight A, containing «anoeuvrea under aaaynetric power, the bulk of the activity 
ii related to the uae of the throttlea aad trin controla. Flight B, containing an approach procedure, 
has activity related to power, trin, radio and flight ayaten. Flight C ia different again, with the 
activity being associated with the uae of flight docunenta, the flight ayaten and autopilot. 

A similar method waa used to analyse communication* activity and the reaulta are shown in Table 7 

TABLE 7 

CCmmCATIOHS ACTIVITY; PERCEMTACE TIME IN EACH 
CATEGORY 

FLIGHT 

A B C 

Pilot speaking 
Others speaking to pilot 
Silencs 

9 
28 
63 

11.5 
20 

68.5 

9 
5 

86 

-k     I 

Flights A and B again contain more activity than Flight C and with the pilot being apo.en to nore 
than speaking. 

Subjective Measures 

In the caae of the taak oriented questionnaire significant differencea between the flights were 
found in seven of the fourteen rating acales. Table 8 summarises these data. 

The subjects reported leaa activity in gathering information fron nape, document* and diaplaya 
other than the main flight instruments in Flight A than in B or C. Flight C waa reported to involve 
nore calculation, estivation and logging of information than Flight A. Flight A waa rated aa requiring 
nore coatrol movement«, both large and small, than Flight C, and Flight B required nore snail control 
adjuataenta than C. Operating the autopilot waa rated aa nore prominent in Flight C that in A and B. 

J 
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TAU • 

qOHTMBMAIO:    WA» BATJB83 A» mtmagt 

tatlaa Seal« 

Obtaiai-] information fro« 
suaeidxary iaati >ts 

Batriaviag iaforaatloa fro« 
chart« and docuaeats 

Calculating and estimating 
information 

Making larga wwaatl to a/c 
primary control« 

Logging iaforaatioa 

Making aaall adjustments to 
a/c priaary control« 

Oparating tha autopilot 

PLIGHT 

27 

29 

64 

6 

68 

3 

61 

4« 

23 

66 

0 

6u 

28 

43 

45 

49 

Significance 
Laval 

Iadicatioa 

A < B 6 C 

A < B 6 C 

A < C 

A > C 

A < B • C 

A • B > C 

A • B < C 

Five of tha 
flight«. Tabl« 9 

• p < 0.05   •* p < 0.01 

scale« in tha operator oriented questionnaire distinguished be 
iaea these data. 

TABLE 9 

the 

OPEBATOt OtHTEP OgSUOBBjAHI:    MBA» BATJPjCS AMD 
SIOIIFTCABT DIPPEBPCES 

FLICBT 

A B C Significance 
Laval Indication 

Bating Scale 

Physical effort 

Perceptual effort 

Coaplezity 

Exhaustion 

Confusion 

52 

48 

31 

49 

8 

29 

71 

51 

36 

46 

22 

80 

74 

46 

2 

a 

as 

ea 

• 

* 

A  B > C 

A < B < C 

A < B < C 

A > B • C 

A < B 

* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01 

The subjects reported the expenditure of acre physical effort in Flight A than in B, and «ore in B 
than in C. The greatest aaount of perceptual effort (looking, listening» watching for infomation) was 
expended in Plight C, the least in A. Plight C was rated «ore coaplex than A and B, and Plight A «ore 
exhausting than B and C. Plight B was thought «ore confusing than Plight A. 

The third questionnaire showed significant differences between the flights with respect to the 
distribution of nautal effort among four Major activities. Table 10 suaaarlses these data. 

In Plight A the aajor part of this effort was devoted to control adjust 
to snnitoring displays. In Plight C it was to calculation and estimation. 

DISCUSSIOK 

eats. In Plight B it was 

The three types of measure employed in thi« investigation all provided information of varying value 
in differentiating and describing the three sorties In relation to the task and operator oriented ele- 
ments of workload. 

The performance measure« recorded at the beginning and end of the experimental sorties provided no 
information which discriminated between the three sorties. There was tha finding that irresepctive of 
the sortie flown the number of control movements made during the second approach and laadiag waa greater 
than that made during the first. However, w  changes in «aptitude or duration of movement accompanied 
toe increased number of movements and the ej>:. s-sch performance was not different from that produced during 



HATOCS or wm irwtr 

MM 10 

jftJCWi TO TAIIOPS ACTimns 

rucar 

A ■ C 

Activity 
Monitoring (■) 44 M 63 

Calculating and estimating (c) St 4S 79 

Logging (1) 26 20 46 

Making control adjustments (a) 6? 31 32 

Level of aignificaace ** a* a* 

Indication 1 < a 4 c ■ > 1 1 < ■ 4 c 

the first approach. These results have «ore value Co the description of operator behaviour than to 
task demand. The neasures of performance show individual differences and these are beat interpreted *» 
indications of variations in particular 'operator style' which relate not so nach to the quality of the 
performance aa to the node of control behaviour used to achieve the required level of performance. This 
observation is supported by other studies (6) and the present data are currently being re-examined to 
look at these individual differences in more detail. 

The recording of operator activity generated valuable information and a viable technique for the 
translation of operator behaviour into an objective and quantifiable record. The major value of the 
activity measure is seen aa contributing to an understanding of the task oriented element of the work- 
load. The results obtained distinguished between the three flights in terms of the amount of activity 
and the locations at which this activity took place. Similarly the analysis of communications gave an 
indication of the relative frequency of communication and its direction. The data derived from these 
measures are clearly more relevant to ergonomic considerations than to workload. The inspection of 
transitions between controls, the frequency with which controls are uaed and the length of time spent 
on particular controls, provided information which can be used to aaaess the design effectiveness of 
particular configurations.  In addition the technique provides observational measures which allow an 
assessment to be made of the operator's behaviour when performing checks, procedures and cockpit manage- 
ment generally. Failures in these areas can also be identified which are not revealed through traditional 
performance measures. For example, one subject performed all his calculations in Flight C aloud. The 
activity recording revealed an error of 90 seconds in one of his calculations which persisted until the 
subject, suddenly realising his mistake and its effect upon his management of the flight, retrieved the 
situation with a drastic change of power setting and configuration. Such errors would normally come to 
light in the real world when they are catastrophic. 

In relation to the operator oriented element of workload the activity analysis provided little 
information.  It indicated what the subject did but not what it cost him to do it. Again there are 
indications of individual differences between subjects in relation to the frequency of movements, the 
time spent on particular controls end hand preference. These findings are being investigated as part of 
the examination of individual differences. 

With regard to the operator activity measures it is worth noting that the technique of visual 
shadowing requires very little training for the observer. An opportunity did ariae to allow a comparison 
of inter-observer variability. Using three different observers analysing the same portion of video record 
very little inter-observer variability reaulted and a conaistent picture of the operator's patterns of 
activity waa obtained from all three observers. 

Information regarding both the taak and operator elements of workload was obtained from the subject- 
ive rating scales. Using the operator to undertake his own assessment of taak content lead to the 
identification of a number of important activities. The results were consistent both with the contents 
of the sortie as initially designed and with the observation of operator activity.  It is, however, recog- 
nised that the three flights were intentionally designed to be markedly different from one another, and 
it remains to test the technique in more subtly varying situations. 

The operator oriented questionnaire revealed differences in the reactions of the subjects to the 
three flights. It is of particular intereat to note that vhilat the scles differentiated between the 
three flights in terms of the amount of pbyaical and perceptual effort it aas not initially possible to 
discriminate between them in terms of the amount of mental effort each contained. This finding suggests 
that the subjects recognised that so long as the task demanded their conscious attention there was an 
element of mental load present to which could be added varying amount« of physic«! and perceptual load 
depending upon the extent to which control diaplay configurations and tasks varied. The third question- 
naire clarified this situations by identifying that the amounts of mental load subjectively considered 
to be present, while similar, were attributed to different elements in the task situation. Again, these 
differences seflected the differing nature of the three sorties. Finally, there is the indication that 
different descriptions of the subjective feelings of the operator in relation to his experience of taak 
load are differentially associated with the varying sources of load. Thus, for example, the term 
'complexity' appears to be associated with mental load, whereas assessments of the feelings of exhaustion 
experienced by the subjects are more related to physical load. 
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This initial trial using tha Institute's flight simulator facility has provided information which 
can guide further experimentation and development. The use of and refinement of subjective assessment 
techniques for examining both the task and operator aspects of workload appears to be worth pursuing. 
A combination of these measures with objective performance measures and the observation of activity 
would appear to offer a useful perspective on the global effects of cockpit layout, task content and 
operator experience of workload and fatigue. 
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ANNEX A 

SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT SCALES 

(1) Activities rated on a scale: Totally absent - Extremely prominent. 

Obtaining information from main flight instruments. 

Obtaining information from all other instruments, displays and gauges. 

Reprieving information from charts and documents. 

Obtaining information from aircraft crew and ATC. 

Calculating and estimating information. 

Choosing between alternatives. 

Passing information to crew and ATC. 

Making large movements of the aircraft's primary controls. 

Logging information. 

Making small adjustments and corrections to the aircraft's primary controls. 

Operating other controls in the aircraft. 

Relaxing. 

Operating the autopilot. 

Monitoring. 

(2) Operator oriented rating scales. 

How vigilant were you throughout the flight? 

How relaxing was your experience throughout the flight? 

How pleasant was the experience throughout? 

During the flight how automatic was your behaviour? 

How much physical effort did you expend altogether? 

Throughout the flight how much effort did you spend in searching (looking, listening and 
watching) for information? 

How tiring was the flight for you? 

How uninterrupted was your behaviour throughout the flight? 

How active were you throughout the flight? 

Were you tense throughout the sortie? 

During the flight as a whole how attentive wer? you? 

How busy were you throughout the flight? 

How much mental effort did you expend altogether during the sortie? 

i .» demanding was the flight? 

Was the sortie difficult on the whole? 

Was the flight confusing? 

Was the flight boring? 

Was the sortie unusual? 

How strenuous was the sortie as a whole? 

How exhausting was the sortie? 

Was the sortie complex? 

samt 
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Fig 1 General view of IAM Flight Simulator Facility 

Fig 2 Cockpit layout of simulator 

   ■ ■■ -■ - 
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Fig 3 View from video earner« position 

Fig 4 Obsetver monitoring pilot's activity using keyboard 

tea_  -  - - — ■■■■   
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WILKINSON 

ROUE 

Mas there any correlation between subjectively rated aental effort and the 
observer's rating of the level of performance, even If the variations In 
neither of these was very large? 

There were see» correlations but others which wa expected ware absent. 
The workload way be covert and Inherent in sows other aspect of the job 
which was downatreaa fro« the final overt activity. 

L^ 
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A FLIGHT SIMULATOR STUDT OF MISSILE CONTROL PERFORMANCE 
AS A FUNCTION OF CONCURRENT WORKLOAD 

by 

K.G.Q. Corkindal« 
Royal Air Fore« Institut« of Aviation Medicine 

Farnborough, Hampshire, England. 

SatURX 

Eight pilots took part in a part-task simulation of the delivery of a stand-off air-to-surface 
guided weapon.  The attack phase of a sortie was simulated.  This phase lasted some 3 minutes and 
included a low level run to the weapon release area, weapon release, target detection on the TV monitor 
display and the aiming of the missile at the target.  Four levels of workload were studied.  These 
were: 

1. Missile control tasks only. 

2. Manual control of the simulator. 

3. Missile control tasks plus manual control of the simulator. 

k. Missile control tasks plus auto-pilot monitoring. 

The results showed that: 

1. Performance at the missile control tasks was degraded by increases in concurrent 
workload. 

2. Manual flight control and auto-pilot monitoring were adversely affected by concurrent 
missile control tasks. 

A small group of non-pilots was put through the some experimental programme. A similar pattern 
of results to those of the pilot group were obtained but the absolute levels of performance were pre- 
dictably different. 

Eye movement data and subjective data allow the deterioration in two-task performance to be 
explained.  Hie results of this study confirm laboratory secondary task experiments in that a deterior- 
ation in primary task performance is associated with the occurrence of a secondary task despite instruc- 
tions given to the subjects to maintain the highest level of performance possible on the primary task. 

INTRODUCTION 

The research flight simulator offers the systems designer the opportunity to assess, at an early 
stage in a development programme, the effects of alternative equipments and working procedures on air- 
crew performance.  The alternatives that are to be compared may be seen as providing different levels 
of aircrew workload and the designer's interest is in how these different workload levels will affect 
aircrew performance and the implications of any changes in performance on system capability. 

During studies of the operator's tasks in controlling a stand-off air-to-surface television guided 
weapon (TV ASGVf) a flight simulator trial was conducted in which the effects of other aircrew tasks on 
missile control performance were examined.  Four working conditions were studied, these were: 

1. Missile control tasks caly. The tasks were to monitor the television display for target 
detection, to align cross-hairs on the target and to home the missile on to the target by 
continuously tracking the target as it moved across the TV screen. 

2. Simulator manual control using a Head-Up Display (HUD). A standard pattern HUD was pre- 
sented to the pilot who manually flew the flight simulator according to the HUD demands. 

3. Missile control tasks plus HUD manual control.  Th* pilot carried out the TV missile 
tasks (as in 1 above) and also manually flew the simulator (as in 2 above). 

k.      Missile control tasks plus HUD monitoring.  The pilot carried out the TV missile 
tasks and was also required to monitor the HUD whilst the simulator was flown on auto- 
pilot.  As a check on the efficiency of the monitoring, the pilot was required to 
respond to an infrequent signal on the HUD by pressing a button mounted on the control 
column. 

i 
These four working conditions allowed two major comparisons to be made.  Firstly, the effect on 

the TV tasks of alternative concurrent workloads.  Secondly, the effect on aircraft control of the 
additional workload caused by the TV tasks.  As the pilot was required to perform two separate tasks, 
his primary task being control of the aircraft and the secondary task being missile control, the 
situation can be interpreted as an example 'A the measurement of mental load by the secondary task 
technique.  Rolf« (1971) has reviewed the extensive wort, on the secondary task technique.  His main 
finding was v.iat despite the instructions given to subjects the presence of a secondary task depresses 

..^^^^^^^^^^ 
i 
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pari'ormnc« on the primary task, although in some cases changes in performance on th* primary **ek could 
not be clearly identified due to the use of insensitive measures of primary task performance.  It was 
intended that the present study could provide a check on this general finding when the two tasks wer* 
seen by the subjects as having some real-life significance. 

Another question of some interest that was examined during the trial was the use of aon-pilots as 
subjects in flight simulator studies.  The main experiment used experienced 'jet pilots as subjects but 
a second experiment used non-pilots who although familiar with the simulator! through having worked with 
it as experimental staff for some months, had no aircraft piloting experience. 

METHOD 

The flight simulator was a single-seat fixed-base cockpit unit provided with a control column, 
rudder pedals, throttle and intercom system.     Conventional head-down instruments and the associated 
controls were not ^presented.      An outside world view could be provided by means of a slide which gave 
an indication of ground-horizon-sky visible from the pilot's seat.      This slide was controlled by out- 
puts from the simulator computer so that pitch and roll information was available to the pilot.     No 
representation of forward movement was provided.     The pilot's primary information source was a HDD 
wtuch operated in a director mode.      For the manual control runs the pilot was required to keep the 
aircraft symbol centred over the target marker.      In the HUD monitoring mode the signal which the pilot 
was required to detect was the appearance of a small cross on the display. 

The TV display wac generated on a 200 am (8 inches) 625 line monitor situated some 750 mm (30 
inches) from the eye datum position and some 20° down from the horizontal forward line of sight.     The 
TV target was a small white square which could be made to appear on the TV tube faco in any one of 
twelve pre-set positions.      From the time this target we« switched on it followed an exponential growth 
law which approximated to the rate of change of contrast of a target in the real world when being 
approached at uniform speed.      Two cross-hairs working in display x and y were controllable by a 
simple displacement joystick control mounted just aft of the throttle lever and worked by the pilot's 
left hand. 

The task presented to the subject was a simulation of the attack phase of a stand-off TV ASQW 
mission.      In detail this part-task simulation consisted of the following events: 

1. High speed low level run (90 seconds, TV display off). 

2. TV weapon release, TV monitor switched en. 

3. Weapon run to target area (42 seconds, TV on). 

<*. TV target bright-up started. 

5«      Pilot detacts target on TV, presses button on control column to call cross-hairs onto 
TV display. 

6. Pilot centres TV cross-hairs on target and presses control column button. 

7. Pilot tracks target with cross-hairs as the target is moved across the display for 
10 seconds, at the end of which time TV is switched off. 

8. High speed low level run (20 seconds). 

The average total time for each experimental run was some 3 minutes 10 seconds, the exact time varied 
slightly due to different target detection times and cross-hair aiming times.     This sequence was varied 
slightly in the case of the simulator manual control runs (working condition 2) as no TV tasks were pre- 
sented to t»w subject who was required to track using the HUD for 3 minutes and 10 seconds.     Similarly, 
for the missile control tasks only runs (working condition 1) the initial and final low level runs were 
shortened to minimise the time the subject sat in the cockpit with nothing to do.      In the TV tasks 
plus HUD monitoring runs (working condition *0 two signals were presented on the HUD, one during the 
first 90 second period and the other during the target bright-up phase;    the exact timings of these two 
signals were randomised. 

The eight pilot subjects were all experienced on high performance jet aircraft, their average age 
was 30 years and their average total jet hours were 1,600.      The four non-pilot subjects were drawn 
from the staff who maintained and ran the simulator and although they had some simulator flying 
experience they had no aircraft piloting training or experience. 

On arrival at the simulator the subjects received a standard written briefing on the trial and 
were familiarised with the equipment they were to use.      The subjects were coached in the us« of both 
the HUD, for control and monitoring functions, and the TV equipment until they were familiar with their 
tasks.      The subjects then undertook training runs in which they experienced all of the various working 
conditions. 

The experimental design required each subject to complete 16 runs under each of the four working 
conditions.     Preliminary work had indicated that four runs in succession did not cause the pilot any 
fatigue which could have influenced his performance.      Therefore, the subjects conducted four runs at • 
time, which occupied about 30 minutes, followed by a 30 minute rest outside of the coc        ,      Subjects 
completed questionnaires during and at the end of the trial wuen they were also debriefed by the experi- 
menter in order to amplify the questionnaire responses. 

I   .!■   - ,...■■ 
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The principal dependent variables that were recorded during the experiment can be listed as 
follows: 

7V Tasks 

TV target detection time: 

TV tracking error: 

HUD Manual Control 

HUD tracking error: 

HUD Monitoring Task 

HUD signal response time: 

Sye Movement Data 

Time spent looking at HUD: 

Subjective Data 

Opinions on trial arid 
working conditions: 

Tine fro« start of target bright-up to pi_. 
pressin« button on control column. 

Integral of error between target and cross-hairs 
in display x and y for 10 second epoch. 

Integral of error in azimuth and elevation in 
display x and y for first and second halves of 
runs. 

Time from on-set of HUD signal to subject 
pressing button on control column. 

Pen record of vertical eye movements based on 
eleetro-oculographic recording analysed to show 
percentage of time looking at HUD. 

Based on questionnaires and final debriefing. 

B3SULTS 

Only the data from the eight pilot subjects *ill be considered in this section; the data from the 
four non-pilot subjects will be considered in the 'Discussion' section. 

Effects on TV Tasks of Concurrent '.'orkload 

The TV target detection times showed that the addition of the HUD monitoring task increased the 
average detection tine by 0.3 seconds whereas the addition of the HUD manual control task increased the 
detection time by 0.9 seconds compared to the baseline figures obtained when the subject was performing 
the TV tasks only.  Analysis of variance showed that these differences between conditions were 
statistically significant at the 0.1?» level. 

below: 
The mean TV display tracking errors over the 10 second period (in arbitrary units) are shown 

Working 
Condition 

  
Mean Tracking Error Score 

in x in y 

TV + HUD Manual 
TV ♦ HUD Monitor 
TV only 

39.0 
38.0 
36.1 

38.9 
23.1 
22.5 

Analysis of variance showed that th<s differences between the working conditions for the y axis were 
significant at the 0.1?$ level. 

Effect on HUD Tasks of Concurrent Workload 

The HUD manual tracking errors in x and y were compared when the pilot either had or had not the TV 
tasks, that is the second halves of the HUD manual and the TV + HUD manual runs were compared.      The 
mean tracking error scores are shown below (in arbitrary units): 

Working 
Condition 

Tracking Error Score 

in x iny 

HUD Manual 
TV ♦ HUD Manual 

49.1 
95.7 

21.2 
55.6 

Analysis of variance showed that the addition of the TV task significantly impaired HUD tracking 
performance in both x add y (p < 0.1* for both axes). 
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The response times to the HUD monitoring signal were examined to see if there was any change in 
mean response time when the TV tasks were required of the pilot.  The mean times for the 256 signals 
are shown below: 

Working 
Condition 

Mean Heaction Time (sees) 

TV off 
TV on 0.95 

Analysis of variance showed that this difference was significant at the 0.151' level. 

Eye Movement Data 

The percentage of tine that the pilot spent looking up at the HUD was analysed according to 
whether the television monitor was on or off for each of the two working conditions; the results are 
shown below: 

Working 
Condition 

Percentage of time looking at HUD 

TV off TV on 

HUD Manual 
Control 
HUD Monitoring 

60.3 
'♦3.0 

29.3 

 i__. 

Analysis of variance showed that the differences associated with the TV monitor being on or off 
were significant at the 0.13i  level.  In addition, the differences between the two HUD working con- 
ditions were significant at the ITS level. 

Subjective Data 

The questionnaires aoked about the conduct of the trial, in particular as to whether the subjects 
thought that the amount of familiarisation and training that they had received was adequate and whether 
the work/rest scheduling of the trial had caused any fatigue or eyestrain.  Responses to these 
questions indicated that the subjects thought the training scheme had been adequate (a finding supported 
by the objective data analysis) and that they thought that their performance had not been affected in 
any way by fatigue or eyestrain. 

Subjects were asked to rank the working conditions from hardest to easiest; the overall order that 
was obtained fron these rankings was (hardest working condition first): 

1. TV tasks plus HUD manual control. 

2. TV tasks plus HUD monitoring. 

3. HUD manual control only. 

k. TV Tasks only. 

A coefficient of concordance showed that there was significant agreement amongst the subjects on this 
order of difficulty (p < 1#). 

DISCUSSION 

Dual Task Performance 

When the two tasks of controlling the aircraft and of operating the TV guided missile were per- 
formed at the same time, performance on both tasks was degraded compared to the condition when only on« 
task was perforned.  This general deterioration in performance took place in spite of the instructions 
to the subjects which emphasised the primary nature of the aircraft control tasks and would also appear 
to be against the experience of the subjects who, as experienced pilots, would be aware of the relative 
importance to be given to the two tasks in the real airborne situation.  This finding fits in with the 
work summarised by Rolfe where in the secondary task experimental situation it is customary to find a 
degradation of performance at the primary task even when the instructions stress the importance of 
maintaining the highest level of performance at that task. 

The subjective ranking of difficulty of working condition showed that the situations in which the 
pilot was required to undertake both the TV tasks and the HUD tasks concurrently were judged to be the 
hardest.  The order that the subjects unanimously agreed on was that the addition of the HUD manual 
control task made more difference than the addition of the HUD monitoring task.  This finding is con- 
firmed by the effects that the two HL'D tasks had on the concurrent TV tasks.  For both TV target 
detection and TV target tracking, performance was more degraded by the need to undertake the HUD manual 
control task than by the need to perform the HUD monitoring task. 



The eye movement data show that when the TV display was on, the subject spent significantly less 
time looking at the MUD.  It is interesting to note that when the TV display is on and the pilot looks 
at the HUD for only half of the time he spends when the TV display is off, that his HUD tracking errors 
and the HUD monitoring response times double in size.  It would appear from the data on viewing times 
and on tracking performance in the HUD manual control runs that subjects achieve their best level of 
performance when they spend some two-thirds of their time looking at the HUD.  for the tasks studied in 
this simulation situation it appears that any other cockpit task that occupies more than the remaining 
one-third of their time would appear to cause a deterioration in their primary control task performance. 

Comparison of pilot and non-pilot subjects 

The results obtained from the four non-pilot subjectc were very similar in the pattern of perfor- 
mance to the results obtained from the eight pilot subjects.  The non-pilot subjects showed the same 
significant increase in TV target detection times and in TV tracking errors as the concurrent workload 
was increased.  Similarly, performance at the HUD tasks was degraded when the subject was required to 
undertake the TV tasks. 

The main difference between the two groups was that the non-pilots showed a greater fall in per- 
formance at the aircraft control task as the total workload was increased.  This can be illustrated by 
the HUD manual control performance scores: 

Working 
Condition 

Mean integrated error score 
(.arbitrary units) 

x axis y axis 

Pilots Non-Pilots Pilots Non-Pilots 

HUD Manual only 
TV ♦ HUD Manual 

49.1 
95.7 

61.4 
153.3 

21.2 
55.6 

23.2 
6'f.l 

This result agrees with tho finding that a secondary task has a greater effect on primary task 
perforn-mce for the less-sl'.illed subject than tor those who liavo achieved a hi^h level of skill on the 
primary task (see 3aker et al, 1951). 

CONCLUSION 

The increase in workload resulting from the addition of a secondary task jn a simulated flying 
situation resulted in a degradation in performance at both of the tasks despite the instructions given 
to the subjects. 

The subjects did not attempt to maintain their primary task performance level constant and fit in 
the secondary task when possible but rather tried to achieve a satisfactory level of performance at 
both tasks.  It can be argued that in the real flight situation the pilots would employ different 
tactics to those they used in the flight simulator.  However, no evidence, either objective or sub- 
jective, is available fror, this study to support this hypothesis. 

The overall conclusion is that if the highest level of performance is required of a pilot then he 
should be freed from the requirement to undertake any possible conflicting concurrent tasks. 
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DISCUSS!« 

GUIOU1D 

COIKIMDALE 

JBX 

CORKINDALE 

QUESTION 

CORKINDALE 

QUESTION 

CORKINDALE 

WEWERIMKE 

CORKIMDAU 

When the subject was monitoring the head-up display alone «ae he spending only 
43% of his tin» looking at it? Is this not rather low? Have you any explanation? 

We did not record In detail «here the subject looked in the cockpit. We recorded 
only the aaount of tlae they spent looking at the head-up display. The rest of 
the tlae they looked at the television display or at the other controls. 

Was the pilot using only tne head-up display to control the aircraft or «ere 
other instruments present which he could lcok at? 

The subjects used other instrument« as well. 

The instructions did not say that making a hit was . .- «eject of the mission. 
It would seam to me that under these conditions thev would try to pay a lot of 
attention to the television missile control test as long as the aircraft was not 
getting out of control. 

That's right. Obviously you come back eventually to the difficulty that any 
simulator study which purports to be a high npeed low level situation lacks 
threat to the subject. 

I would argue that in fact it was optimal under the ground rules you Impose on 
the subjects and the conditions you impose on them. 

It was optimal under the ground rules the subjects imposed on themselves which 
was their rewrite of our instructions. The subjects always appear to try to 
optimise everything or optimise the complete mix. One would rather get pass 
marks on everything rather than high marks on one task and zero marks on another. 

Did you instruct the pilots to perform the monitoring task? 

We did not formally instruct them on the scan pattern for monitoring the head-up 
display. 

WILKINSON 

CORKINDALE 

MIDDLETON 

I wonder if you would agree that there may be come high load situations where 
two tasks may be better than one? 

If vou have two tasks, one of which is undemanding or unarouaing, then an 
additional task is llkelv to Improve performance. The difficulty cornea when 
you have two tasks both of which require a fair amount of attention. In that 
case you may overload the individual. 

Tou were providing the subjects with two separate tasks practically identical. 
If you vant to get the missile on the terget you require a different type of 
display from the head-up one. 

CORKINDALE 

BRQHVGHIM 

This has been suggested. If you could in this sort of situation bring about a 
true integration of the two information sources then this may be one way of 
getting the pilot to Integrate the two taaks. Unfortunately there is doubt aa 
to how far such integration is feasible since the subjects would tend in many 
cases to regard a so callzd integrated task as being composed of two elements. 

We have been looking to-day at the use of simulation and the emphasis so far 
has been quite different from my experience. Simulation has been a very 
effective tool In the teaearcn and development: of controls and displays. 
In this approach there is no need to duplicate all aapects of reality. We have 
been looking at simulation from one of its weakest points le the need to 
duplicate reality. But you can work in a cost effective manner with simulation 
which will lead to flight validationa. 

MacNAtttRA Thank you for your comment, personally I would agree. One of the problems 
I heve felt with regsrd to simulation is transferring In an absolute sense as 
opposed to a screening approach. 

atttmaau> 
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SIMULATION OP HIGH WORKLOAD OPERATIONS 
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UmODUCTIOM/StntlART 

General asthods and techniques for predicting the aiaslon effectiveness of candidate systeas In the 
preliminary design atage and predicting the human operator's subjective preference for the candidate 
designs are not generally available. Por thoae techniques which have bean used, with some success, there 
exists the question of validation and general applicability. Thus, tools and techniques which can aeaaure 
huaan performance and its consequence upon aiaslon effectiveness are currently limited in their application 
to specific systeas. This report discusses the problem« aaaoclated with workload measurement, provides a 
structure for the study and analysis of human performance and describee the tools and techniques uaed by 
the 6570th AMRL/EM to provide effectiveness versus deslgc data with specific examples from air to air 
combat man-in-the-loop sinitiations performed in the Laboratory. The report concludes with a discussion of 
■an-in-the-loop simulation as a technique for systea specific huaan performance data and as a source for 
the data required to develop general methods and techniques for predicting the performance of Banned 
weapon systeas. 

WORKLOAD 

Attempts to measure human workload suggest that workload per ae la a useful concept in tiie design and 
evaluation of aystarn performance. Workload has thus become a figure-of-merit commonly used to rate the 
excellence of a systea or to comparatively evaluate the excellence of several systems. Current measures 
of workload, however, are primarily dependent upon man's capability to perforn, e.g. response/reaction 
time, his subjective evaluation of the job and ita difficulty, e.g. pilot rating schemes, and physiologic 
aeasuree of effort, e.g. heart rate, oxygen consumption. There are very few measures of workload which 
arise solely from an engineering analysis of the systea Itself or froa direct ■easureaent of ayaten 
performance. Thus, workload, while being an intuitively deaireable and oftcv used criterion for evaluation 
and comparison collapse* into an aituationally dependent, often inconsistent and essentially indirect 
aeaaure of man's effectiveness and hie subjective evaluation of that effectiveness. 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

We have developed an alternative approach to systems studies Involving manned weapon operations.  In 
order to provide a framework for the discussion of high workload operations in sir to sir combat, the 
systeas using air combat missions will be disected into three parts and an analysis of workload factors 
for esch of the three parts will be done froa the viewpoint of the aircraft ayatea designer. 

There are three areas of concern to the systea designer in the large sense. Pirst is the engineering 
performance of the systea hardware. In air to air combat theae factora include climb/dive rate, rate of 
turn, thrust to weigh ratio, payioad, and mission range. Second la the man's ability to operate and 
control the ayatea. Again in air to air combat theae factora Include control and display interfaces, 
control system design, cockpit configuration, life aupport ayatea, ride and flight control quality. The 
third aajor area la that of alsalon performance. The major factors here in air to air combat include air 
combat maneuverability, survlvability of the aircraft, and the effectiveness of the aircraft in delivering 
weapons, avoiding threata, en route navigation, take-off and landing. Levels of workload are created or 
established in all three areaa. The engineer designs the hardware ayatea which man Bust use thus building 
into the systea hsrdware dependent workload factota. The pilot touches, aanlpulatas and controlc the 
various lnterfacea available to hia according to hia concept of ayatea operation and mission objective 
thus generating on nan dependent workload factora. The pilot and his aircraft work together to achieve a 
mission driven goal and objective thus establishing aission dependent workload factora. 

Obviously, all three of theae areas interact and are «utually dependent upon each other. Further, it 
is usually the mission goal which drives the design considerations of the systea and also drives the 
motivation of the human operator to beat utilize his expertise and the capability of the systea he is 
operating to accomplish the aission goal. There are, in addition to the above factors, constraints Imposed 
upon the systea designer and huaan operator which include costs, maintainability, reliability, training, 
and prior experience. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

This representation of the air combat scenario provldea a aethod of putting into perspective some big 
questions concerning workload. What la workload? How should it be meaaured? Are there general principles 
and techniques of workload simulation and measurement which can be applicJ to any systea? Can the 
application of theae general aethoda and techniques be used in the preliminary design stage to design and 
build better allltary systems? Can the uncertainty of human performance and the uncertainty of huaan 
reaponae to environmental and psychological atreaa be Included in theae general methods and techniques? 

The moat importsnt short term problea for the systea designer is the availability of data to be uaed 
in the evaluation of the aission effectiveness of candidate ayatea designs. Valid evaluations of the 
aission effectiveness of candidate ayateas can be uaed in conjunction with costs, aslntainability, 
reliability and training factors to arrive at useful trade-off judgments in the selection of specific 



d«aigD tods. 

The most Important long term problem for the ay tarn designer la solving for Cha optimal design of a 
system with tool« and techniques which tha designer can uaa hlxnelf and In which tha dealgner haa confidence. 
Thaaa tool» and tachniquaa would Includa rapraaantatlona of tha hardwara and hunan parfomanca and alao 
lncluda rapraaantatlona of tha aiaalon acanarioa and goala. 

Tha naaauranant of hunan workload la obvioualy involved in tha solution of tha first, abort tarn, 
objective, and la obvioualy lnvolvad in tha second, long tarn goal. Tha abort tarn goal can be aatlafied 
by data alone, wbile the long tern goal requires reduction of the sane data into generic predictors of 
performance. If tb'- techniques used to solve the first abort tan goal are valid and if in developing 
and using these techniques the Investigators are aiming at the solution of tha long tern goal then the 
predictive techniques required In toe solution of the second goal will evolve naturally in the pxoceaa of 
supplying the ayatea daaigner with aysten specific mission effectiveness evaluation«. Integral within 
this philosophy la the requirement for consistency of the techniques and methods used in the evaluation 
and tha requirements that all systems specific studies use consistent techniques and methods which can be 
validated. These techniques must absorb engineering definitions of hardware systems and essentially 
similar engineering definitions of human operator performance. Researchers in the area of human workload 
generally are working towards tha second goal since the heart of valid predictors of human and ayatem 
Performance require understanding of and insight into the mechanisms of human and systems operator and 
Interaction. The research appeal of this approach, however, la often ignored and rejected by the ayatem 
designer who muat design, build and teat specific hardware to be ueed by apecific types of human operatora. 
Further, the aaauaptlona and conatructa required to avoid the vacuum of understanding of mechanisms and 
data for validation often lead to non-teatable results and vagueneaa Intolerable to the hardware oriented 
dealgner. Current economic concept» alao provide little rationale to support the essentiality of auch a 
long term, reasonably espenaive approach. 

The structure and philoaophy for the simulation and measurement of manned ayatem performance evaluation 
haa thus bean logically, although aomewhat argumentatlvely, established. The techniques to be used must 
evaluate the miaalon effectlveneaa of candidate systems. In doing so they implicitly evaluate the workload 
capability of the human operatora. These techniques muat alao allow the laboratory to collect and atructure 
a data baae which can be used to develop general techniques to be ultimately used by the system designer 
for predicting the performance of candidate manned systems and to optimise the man-machine design interface. 

6570 AMRL/EM men-ln-the-loop simulations of weapon ayatem engagements is being used by our laboratory 
to evaluate the effectlveneaa of countermeaaurea against the human operator of both ground based antiaircraft 
artillery and of aircraft engaged in aerial combat.^-' Nan-ln-the-loop simulations are performed in our 
laboratory to measure the effectlveneaa of manned aircraft in air combat missions aa a function of 
environmental stresses such as thermal and sustained acceleration loeds.*-5 Finally, man-in-the-loop 
simulations of air to air combat are performed in our laboratory to measure the mission effectiveness of 
candidate aircraft cockpit designs.0-" 

The objectives of the men-ln-the-loop simulations performed in our laboratory are to provide the 
designer with deta which be can directly use to evaluate the miaalon effectiveness of candidate systems or 
subsystems. Inherent in the effectlveness-vs-denign date are the effecta of human workload capability 
since real men are performing the actual jobs required In the real miaalon. Tha dealgner, however, may 
not be able to discern from the effectiveness-vs-design data whether that differences in effectiveness are 
due to human workload limitations. The signals recorded during the nan-ln-the-loop simulations, however, 
contain all the information required to make this determination. 

An integral part of the research program in our laboratory ia the analysis and modeling of the signals 
recorded during the man-ln-the-loop simulations for the purpose of determining the control capability of 
man, I.e. hla workload capacity and the interaction» between nan's control capability and the hardware 
design features and the miaaion objective». The analysis and modeling of the human operator ia a research 
effort which will result in generic predictors of human performance. Currently, if the dealgner wishes to 
know if tha effectlveneaa of a ayatem in a apecific miaaion ia being comprised by human performance 
limitations, this answer can be provided through the analysis and modeling effort, but only for the apecific 
miaaion» studied In the man-in-the-loop simulation». 

In the area of air to air combat our laboratory has provided effectiveneas-vs-deslgn data for tilt-back 
cockpit aeat configurations and la currently evaluating two apecific aircraft cockpit designs. The 
laboratory haa additionally provided effectlveneaa-ve-deelgn data for air to air combat countaxmeaaurea, 
and haa recently completed man-in-the-loop simulations which provided effectlveneas-vs-design data in the 
area of emergency airborne escape procedures for the B-l and F-1S aircraft. 

B-l 

The prediction of pilot performance In flight environments to dangerous to produce in flight test is 
a generic problem exemplified by a task recently completed for the B-l System Program Office. The question 
addreesed was that of human performance in an ejection sequence during abnormal flight attitudee. The 
Dynamic Environment Simulator (DBS) waa ueed to produce a man-in-the-loop simulation of the B-l miaaion 
profile. Pilots In a B-l cockpit simulation flew a low-level, high apeed profile, followed by one of a 
act of adverse flight Situation». Acceleration forcaa aa seen in a spin were applied to tha pilot who 
then attempted to perform the required ejection sequence. The study shows (Fig 1) that the time required 
for the ejection sequence, from start to completion, la determined by the magnitude and direction of the 
G vector. The results of this study' waa used by the airframe contractor to evaluate the effectlveneaa 
of the emergency aircrew ejection ayatem. 

^HMiUWHI - . . . -.  
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Fit I 
B-i ESCAPE pwauxna CMDLATIVE TUB DISTEIBUTIOM 

F-15 

In support cf the F-15 High Angle of Attack test prograa • man-in-the-loop simulation study of an 
F-15 spin recovery operational sequence was performed.    Three F-15 test pilots were subjected to three 
acceleration profiles.    The three acceleration profiles were selected on the basis of the adverse g forces 
which the F-15 pilots would be expected to encounter in spin recovery operations in the F-15.    The profiles 
lasted for 40 sec and consisted of -4.3 Gz, +1 Gz, -4.3 Cx, -1 Gz and -4.3 Gz with an oscillating Gz 
component of ± 1 Gz at a .5 Hz frequency.    The DES cockpit was configured according to the F-15 cockpit 
complete with seat restraint system and a aoek-up of the spin recovery control boz to be used in the actual 
flight test program.    The pilots were F-15 test pilots, and aeabers of the centrifuge subject panel. 

The results of this study showed that the pilots could tolerate the three profiles with gone incipient 
nausea reported during the oscillating Gz profile, but that aejor changes in the F-15 hardware spin recovery 
system were necessary.    The spin recovery control boz was modified in its switchology to allow for better 
switch function and the procedure« used In returning the aircraft to a stable configuration in terms of 
the pilot's use and manipulation of the rudder and control stick were changed. 

MAN-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION 

Man-in-the-loop simulation In conjunction vith the evaluation techniques of vulnerability assessment, 
survlvabllity assessment and weapons effectiveness measurement is a satisfactory technical approach to be 
used in the evaluation of mission effectiveness of system specific candidate manned systems.    Further, data 
generated during a man-ln-the-loop simulation study can be used directly to develop models of human 
performance and aan-machine performance which can be used to optimize the design of systems whose parameters 
are in the neighborhood of specific system simulated In the man-in-the-loop studies. 

The feasibility of using man-ln-the-loop simulations for mission effectiveness measurement is dependent 
upon the resources available to the designer or laboratory and upon the validation of the effectiveness 
measurements.    The advantages of man-ln-the-loop simulation should include; a realistic work environment, 
I.e.  real man or men performing the real Jobs; a task and task sequence which can be controlled by the 
experimenter; Stressors associated with the real world which can be applied dynamically; a sufficient 
statistical data base.    Also, the human operator should be given weapon performance feedback information 
and the human operator should be allowed to optimize his control and strategy.    The costs of obtaining the 
mission effectiveness data weighed by the advantage of having a sufficient statistical data base are less 
than comparable field and flight test data and finally, the real world data base la directly comparable to 
the man-ln-the-loop data base thus validation la possible. 

Despite this Impressive list of the advantages there are real problems associated with using man-in- 
the-loop simulation.    Funds and manpower resources may limit the detail used in the simulation, and it is 
not always possible to rationally priortlze simulation requirements.    Thus an Investigator may choose to 
compromise the fidelity of a display in favor of a more faithful representation of the control system. 

- ' m 
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TIMM cwywdm «ay and usually do lead to scar »certainty in the Interpretation of tha results of the 
simulation studies.    EnglnaerlBg equatione describing the dynamic response of a target or an airtrame or 
the associated vulnerability representative of the target and the ballistic characteristics of projectile 
missiles and warheads aey be in doubt or contested aaong the nany experts in these areas.    Thus one group 
of researchers stay arrive at results which are In conflict with another researcher'a results solely because 
the two groups used differing alsslle aodels.    The gathering of a statistically significant data base fron 
man-in-the-loop simulation requires good expertise fron the discipline of psychology, especially in the 
areas of experimental design and analysis, subject selection and training, and motivation.    Mission 
effectiveness evaluation is straight forward when the primary concern is weapon delivery accuracy.   The 
significant variables such as hits on target, probability of kill and bomb dispersion are easy to calculate 
and analyse.    If however, the primary concerns are In the areas of maneiverlng performance, vigilance, and 
optimal force mix, engineering definitions of candidate metrics are much more difficult to construct, and 
availability of differing viewpoints leads to unresolvable compromises and endless discussion. 

Tha probleas associated with nan-in-the-loop simulation can usually be resclved through discussion 
among the representatives of the several disciplines required to complete an »-«•aptable man-in-the-loop 
study.    A major problem area in man-ln-the-loop studies which receives much discussion but little activity 

j Is that of validation.    Consider the spectrum of simulations starting with the large number of available 
digital simulations for everything from antiaircraft artillery/aircraft engagements to full scale campaign 
aodels, and the fewer but still impressive man-in-the-loop simulations, to the sparse but extremely 

j expensive field and flight test ranges all of which produce comparable data bases and all of which attempt 
to replicate environments of concern to the system designer.    There are very few examples where s program 
office responsible for developing a system fully uses the power and resources of these three sisulaiiin 
facilities.    Man-in-the-loop simulation data can and should be used to develop better digital models of 
human and system performance and data from field and flight test programs should be used to validate the 
man-in-the-loop simulations.    The marrying of data sources and objectives of these three areas of 
simulation will lead to the development of   -alld techniques  'or predicting human and system performance. 
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SUMMARY 

A longitudinal study of pilot carrier landing performance w&s conducted to describe the influence of 
prolonged operations on pilot performance.   A landing performance criterion previouslv validated in a 
fleet environment was used to measure and compare pilot and squadron performance variations over 
time.    Three le-^ls of cumulative workload were defined to evaluate concomitant changes in performance 
associated with each workload.    Pilot landing performance improved over time with more improvement 
found in night performance than day.    The influence of practice on carrier landings is discussed in rela- 
tion to high cumulative workload.    The performance criterion was used to identify potential night pilots 
on the basis of landing proficiency.    High and low proficiency pilots also were identified and diagnostic 
training information provided.   A statistically significant increase in night landing performance during 
high cumulative workload may be due to practice effects as well as workload. 

INTRODUCTION 

The effects on pilot performance of prolonged high-intensity flight operations and the accompanying 
accumulation of stress and fatigue are of prime interest to operational commanders.   In the U. S. Navy 
the effects of extended flight operations on pilot performance would be useful for flight frequency and 
ship deployment schedules as well as for indications of pilot performance effectiveness over time. 

Landing performance data seem well qualified to serve as one indicator of pilot performance effec- 
tiveness in fleet operations.    Carrier landing is acknowledged as a critical phase of flight and is regarded 
as one of the most complex and demanding tasks required of the naval aviator.    The assumption made in 
this report is that pilot performance in a carrier landing task can be measured and used to describe the 
relative effects of different intervening variables including workload.    The recent development of a valid 
and reliable criterion of pilot carrier landing performance ha? facilitated the collection of performance 
data in the fleet environment and allowed u« to measure and describe some of the implications for carrier 
aviation. 

Early studies of pilot landing performance in a fleet environment have focused on relatively short 
term flight operations usually of one to two weeks duration (1, 2).    Ample pre-operation rest periods 
were available to pilots prior to those studies and any intensive look at performance variations due to 
cumulative high workloads was precluded by the limited data collection time span. 

To complete a longitudinal study of pilot performance at least two tilings are required.    First a cri- 
terion measure is necessary that will reliably reflect variations in pilot performance across prolonged 
time periods of flight operation and different levels of flight workload.    Second, different cumulative 
workload levels need to be operationally defined in order to classify and measure specific segments of 
work activity in the fleet setting. 

A pilot performance criterion that is capable of providing descriptive information on relative levels 
of pilot landing proficiency has been developed and tested under short duration flight periods.    The cri- 
terion is called the Landing Performance Score (LPS) and has been found to be a sensitive and valid cri- 
tf   •' tn of pilot carrier landing performance (3).    The LPS has been further validated in two studies 
d        ned to predict pilot performance.    One study used academic and flight training measures to predict 
i pilot carrier landing qualifications (4).    Another study successfully predicted landing performance 
1   u.i neasures recorded during final approach to night recovery (5). 

Meanwhile,  in the area of aircrew workload, Nicholson (6) and McHugh (7) have provided the basis for 
and operationally defined pilot workload level.    Nicholson suggested the idea of continuous operational per- 
formance capability as distinct from optimum performance demands experienced under high workload and 
adverse circumstances.    McHugh reformulated the idea into a cumulative workload concept derived from 
flight hours/pilot/day o/er time during dangerous missions over hostile terrain.    He defined three levels 
of cumulative workload and found them useful in interpreting the results of a study of biochemical and 
emotional effects of high workload.    The successful application of LPS in short duration descriptive and 
predictive studies and the concept of cumulative pilot workload levels provided the techniques required 
to describe,  analyze and compare the longitudinal pilot landing data presented in this report. 

METHOD 

Sample 

Two squa     ans of naval aviator J flying the F4J fighter aircraft were used as subjects in the field 
study.    The sample consisted of twenty-niue pilots who embarked on an attack aircraft carrier for a long- 
term deployment cruise to the Western Pacific.    All pilots were carrier qualified and ranged in rank from 
Ensign to Commander with a mean age it twenty-nine years.    On the average pilots had 1. 25 years of 
carrier experiencs,   1451 hours of genr.ral flying experience and 706 hours of specific flight time in the 
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F4 aircraft.    The two squadrons were considered representative of the existing population of naval jet 
pilots and in terms of mean age, education and flight experience thought to be an unbiased cross •sectional 
segment of the naval fighter pilot community.   Two A7 squadrons also were used in the study to provide 
comparative data for a different aircraft type.   The A7 is an attack aircraft with a somewhat different 
mission than the F4 and was selected as a second sample for additional information on performance 
changes over time in different aircraft types.   The A7 sample consisted of 22 pilots who completed the 
entire cruise.    Their background and experience were similar to their F4 counterparts. 

Data Collection 

Landing performance data were collected for different time periods during the deployment.   In some 
cases data were also recorded during predeployment refresher training to obtain additional baseline per- 
formance information.    Landing data for day and night approaches were obtained from ship logs and 
Landing Signal Officer (LSO) log books and included information on pilot, aircraft, launch and recovery 
time, landing sequence, landing results and LSO qualitative evaluations of each recovery.    Environmental 
data in the form of wind-over-deck,  sea state, weather, deck pitch and trim, ceiling and visibility and 
sun/moon/horizon data were also routinely recorded. 

Landing data were categorized by individual pilots,  squadron or aircraft type, and by day or night 
recovery.    Each aircraft approach resulted in one of six landing categories:   a technique wave off, 
wire #1, 2,  3, or 4, or a bolter (touchdown without arreatment).    The landing categories were assigned 
weighted scores representing the quality of landing as described by Brictson (3).    In simple form each 
landing category was objectively assigned a score based on a scale of 1 to 6.    The scale had been pre- 
viously rank-ordered and assigned weights by senior LSOs (see Figure 1).    The result   was a criterion 
measure of pilot landing performance called the Landing Performance Score (LPS).    The LPS is based 
on an equal interval scale of landing quality that represents an LSO concensus of the relative numerical 
value of each possible landing outcome. 

Each pilot carrier landing was transformed into LPS data and converted to card form for computer 
statistical treatment and printout. LPS data were compiled into specific time periods and statistically 
grouped to facilitate comparisons ove.   "datively equivalent time segments. 

Pilot Workload 

Workload considerations were based on an operational definition of three levels of aircrew workload 
as described by McHugh (7).   A cumulative work concept was employed based on the product of average 
flight hours/per pilot/per day, the number of consecutive days of flying activity and the relative danger 
of the mission.   This conceptual framework resulted in the definition of three cumulative workload 
periods:   zero, moderate and high.    The zero cumulative workload level consisted of pilot landings made 
after a prolonged non-flying period, usually in-port, during which adequate rest,  recreation and recovery 
time were provided.   A moderate cumulative workload level was defined by eleven consecutive days of 
flying missions over nonhostile territory.    The high cumulative workload level consisted of double the 
moderate level plus missions over hostile territory with the possibility of death,  capture and/or heavy 
enemy offensive actions.    Thus, high workload was defined by 22 days consecutive flying over hostile 
terrain with a high degree of danger.    The three workload levels were selected in coordination with 
another Navy data collection team that was investigating biochemical,  emotional and sleep correlates 
associated with stress and fatigue ov.;r long term flight operations for the same pilot sample (7). 

RESULTS 

The results are presented in two parts.    Part one describes longitudinal measures of pilot landing 
performance by comparison of population,squadron and pilot data.    Part two describes the effects of 
cumulative workload on pilot performance. 

Longitudinal Measures 

Population Performance.    Figure 2 illustrates a population distribution of day and night landing per- 
formance scores based on approximately eight thousand carrier landing approaches by all fleet jet air- 
craft.    It shows a mean night LPS of 4. 55 and a mean day LPS of 4. 78 across all aircraft.    Comparison 
of LPS data in this study for all F4 and A7 landings over the entire cruise resulted in the following 
information. 

Sample 

Day LPS Night LPS 

X 0 Percentile X 0 Percentile 

F4 5.08 .26 88 4.67 .31 78 

A7 5.05 .22 87 4.87 .28 90 

Baseline 
Population 

4.87 .24 50 4.55 .25 50 

Both F4 and A7 night and day landing performance were above the population mean for all aircraft 
and signify that a high level of proficiency was demonstrated by the deployed aviators throughout the 
cruise.   In fact the A7 night mean performance was also above the day mean landing performance for all 
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aircraft and fall at the 90th percontiie for the night baseline population.    F4 night performance was at 
the 78th percontiie for all night carrier landing*.   Although F4 and A7 LPS means were found to be 
higher thaa the population mean neither F4 or A7 differences were found to be statistically significant. 

Squadron Performance.    F4 and A7 squadron performance for different equated time periods during 
the cruise is shown in Figures 3 and 4.    Figure 3 shows F4 LPS data compared day and night across 
refresher training and deployment.    Day landing performance was consistently above night performance 
and showed a gradually increasing slope of landing proficiency over time.   Although the sixth time seg- 
ment shows a slight drop in landing performance the gradual upward trend is evident again in the last 
time period.   Overall day landing performance showed a gradual but continuous increase in landing per- 
formance scores from refresher training through the end of the deployment. 

Night F4 LPS data show a steep early gradient of improvement over time compared to day landings 
but also reflect more variability across time segments than corresponding day LPS for the same pilots. 
The finding is consistent with other reported day and night landing differences (1).    Time segment five 
shows a marked increase in performance followed by a gradual decline through time seven.    In general 
night landings improved over time from refresher throughout the cruise. 

A7 day and night landing performance are shown in Figure 4.    Day landings are characterized by a 
moderate improvement gradient over time similar to F4 day performance.   A7 night data show a steep 
improvement curve most significantly depicted between time segment one and two but characteristic of 
the entire cruise.    In no instance did average night landing performance exceed day performance for 
either aircraft type. 

To determine whether the gradual pilot landing improvement across time was a function of increased 
cumulative landing practice, the first three time periods were analyzed by five day intervals at the start 
and end of each period.    Each five-day period was depicted by a mean LPS day and night.    For night land- 
ings there was a consistent drop in landing performance between time periods with night scores lower 
at the start of each time period compared with the end of the preceding time period.    Cumulative practice 
effects for night landings were verified by the data analysis.    Day landings appeared to be more consist- 
ent with no appreciable change in performance as a function of increased practice or s»top and start time. 

Pilot Performance.    Individual pilot landing performance is described in Figures 5 and 6.    Figure 5 
shows F4 pilot LPS data rank-ordered by day with each pilot's corresponding night landing performance 
plotted directly below with his day rank order.    Individual day landing performance shows a consistent 
high level of proficiency within the F4 pilot sample.    Night landing data are more variable.    Pilots #9 
and 10 show the most consistent day/night landing performance while the greatest difference in day and 
night landing proficiency shows up for pilot #6 and #14.    Pilot #14 had the lowest LPS day and night for 
the entire cruise. 

Figure 6 shows individual A7 pilot landing performance rank-ordered by each pilot's day LPS with 
his night LPS aligned with his day rank order sequence.    The most consistent pilot was pilot #1 who had 
the highest day and night landing performance score for the cruise.    Pilots #11, #12, #13 and #14 were 
most consistent day and night as measured by the smallest difference in day and night LPS values.    Four 
pilots had higher night LPS values than day with pilot #19 showing the largest increase in landing per- 
formance at night compared to day.    Four pilots had large night landing performance decrements (Pilots 
#4,  #5,  #10, #15).    Again,as with F4 pilots,   'iy landing performance was relatively consistent across 
pilots with larger variability in individual night landing performance. 

Pilot reliability data indicate that during the cruise pilots were consistent in their landing performance 
as measured by correlation coefficients.    Day and night pilot LPS data correlated for A7 and F4 samples 
at r = . 53 (p   <. 01) for the entire cruise.    In terms of pilot consistency between time periods three time 
segments of F4 pilot LPS data were correlated with independently derived LSO evaluations of each pilot's 
landing performance.    The results indicate a statistically significant relationship with correlations of 
r - . 83,   . 64 and . 87 for time segments 1,  2 and 3 respectively.    The first and third correlations are 
significant at the . 01 level with . 64 being significant at the . 05 level. 

Figure 7 illustrates the diagnostic capability of the LPS measurement technique for two F4 pilots, 
#1 and #14,  the highest and lowest landing performers for day recovery operations.    Wire three is the 
aiming point in carrier recovery operations and as can be seen in Figure 7 Pilot #1 touches down on the 
target wire 30 percent more than Pilot #14 during day recovery periods.    At night Pilot #1 lands more 
than three times as often at the target wire than #14 who boltered once in every four night carrier 
approaches during the cruise.    Relative differences in day and night landing outcomes are readily apparent 
from the histogram.    At night Pilot #1 catches the target wire 1/3 less than by day and increases the pro- 
portion of his long (#4 wire) and short landings (#1 wire).   At night the low performing pilot (#14) shows 
the greatest increase in long landings (bolters and #4 wire) at the expense of target wire arreatment. 
Figure 7 represents a diagnostic description of pilot landing performance signatures or baseline per- 
formance data for prolonged operational flights. 

Cumulative Workload Measures 

Different patterns of landing performance by F4 pilots across three levels of cumulative workload 
are presented in Figure 8.    Day and night landing performance scores dropped slightly from a zero work- 
load to a moderate workload which consisted of 11 consecutive days flying over nonhostile terrain.    The 
most significant change in pilot performance appears at night between moderate workload and high work- 
load or 22 days consecutive flying over hostile territory.    The increase in night landing performance 



from moderate to high cumulative workload wn found statistically significant at a t = 10. 97, p < . 01. 
Landing performance improved significantly at night under high levels of workload compared with aero 
and moderate work levels.   By day, however, pilot landing performance measured under moderate and 
high workload levels was consistently below zero workload level landing performance. 

F4 night landing capability was highest during high cumulative workload.    F4 pilot night LPS data 
were also found to be higher than either of the performance means for the entire cruise or the baseline 
data.    Day LPS data were highest under zero workload while moderate and high workload landing per- 
formance was equivalent to the day F4 mean for the entire cruise and slightly above the baseline norm. 

DISCUSSION 

Pilot landing performance during long duration flight operations can be measured and described 
through application of the Landing Performance Score metric.   Squadron and individual pilot performance 
signatures were obtained during fleet operations and variations in performance were described for differ- 
ent time periods including three levels of cumulative workload.    The significance of LPS application to 
actual fleet operations may be in the broad spectrum of operational landing performance that can be 
quantified, described a».J diagnostically fed back to all levels of command from individual pilots to fleet 
commanders.    The LPS provides a common, objectively derived performance scale that can be used to 
develop performance standards for different levels of pilot training and experience or to provide individ- 
ual landing performance curves for both diy and night operations. 

There are several operational implications of th? study which may have practical significance to the 
fleet.    The possibility that some pilots may land more effectively at night than by day was suggested by 
some of the A7 pilot performance data.    Four A7 pilots had higher night landing scores than day,  while 
36 percent of the A7 pilots had night scores approximately equal to or above their day landing scores. 
In addition, it was demonstrated that diagnostic training feedback on the quality of landing performance 
could be obtained from LPS data.    Pilot landing scores were used to rank-order plilots ess a continuum 
of landing quality and to identify high and low proficiency pilots.    Pilot landing distributions were com- 
pared for diagnostic data such as target wire arrestment or long and short landing trends.   Such types 
of information could be useful to squadron and air wing officers or LSOs to assist in effective utilization, 
training and assignment of fleet aviators.    In view of the current energy crisis or other flight curtail- 
ments such data conceivably might be extended to provide operational selection criteria for individual 
flight and mission assignment,  especially if flight frequency shortages affect maintenance of long term 
pilot landing proficiency. 

Different levels of cumulative workload were found to influence carrier landing performance only in 
the high workload condition for night performance.    The increased tempo of operations and accumulated 
night experience acquired over 2? consecutive days of flying suggests that recent night landing experience 
may be related to the significant increase in night landing performance during high cumulative workload. 
Some evidence exists to support the idea that practice effects are interrelated with high cumulative work- 
load,  especially at night.    During the cruise pilots had a significantly greater number of day landings 
than night landings so that under high workload conditions the increase in performance may be partially 
due to more night experience rather than a simple effect of high workload.    LPS data for the entire 
cruise lend added support to the contention of practice effects since landing performance showed a gradual 
improvement for both day and night performance over time.   Night performance tended to show a steeper 
improvement gradient over time,  especially in the early stages of the cruise.    Day landing performance 
changes were more gradual than night changes probably due to a greater number of day landings per pilot 
for each time period. - With an equivalent increase in night landing experience we would hypothesize that 
pilot night landing scores for zero and moderate workloads would increase to correspond more closely 
with day results.   However, not all of the increase in night performance can be accounted for by practice 
effects.   Some of the striking increase in night performance under high workload is probably attributable 
to optimum pilot performance as suggested by Nicholson.    Our data show a high workload night perform- 
ance level that is considerably higher than that accountable by practice effects alone. 

Night landing performance was isolated from day performance because it is more demanding of the 
naval aviator.    It requires more skill, attention and concentration by the pilot compared to day recovery 
and probably is more sensitive to fluctuations in cumulative pilot workload.    Previous studies (8, 9, 10) 
have separately reported increased physiological response during periods of pilot final approach and 
landing.    Those data indicate that landing is a demanding and stressful task that can be associated with 
changes in heart rate, finger tremor and blood chemistry     In this study we found night landing perform- 
ance to be more sensitive to workload fluctuations than day performance even when practice effects are 
taken into account.    In any future work in this area night landing measures should be used as the primary 
performance measure to obtain data that is more sensitive to operational workload conditions. 

In summary this paper has discussed the application of a criterion of pilot carrier landing perform- 
ance to describe performance variations associated with prolonged operations and different levels of 
cumulative workload.    The intriguing question of the predictability of pilot performance from intervening 
variables such as experience and psychophysioiojical factors collected concurrently with the data 
reported here is discussed in a sequel to this report (11). 

MM n—s ~-*~ 
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DISCUSSION 

JEX Did you collect information other than on the touch down point. This say help 
to diagnose poor or good performers from the atandpolnt of angle of descent, 
rati etc* 

BKICTSOM Hot in thla particular study. He have collected prevloualy about 6,000 day 
and night final approach recorda which describe this type of information. 
We could account for a large percentage of performance variants associated 
with the final approach by simply using a final or terminal landing condition. 
There la a number of reports which correspond this landing performance score 
to the radar records of the final approach. Including glide slope angle, 
altitude above the deck, sink rate, pitch angle and final approach speed. 
In addition we had the LSO Handing safety officer) estimates of final approach 
and landing. 

Von GIERKE 

BRICTSON 

What spread in the data do you get through weather conditions? 

During lign.r to heavy rain as opposed to normal recovery conditions we found 
no significant differences. The greatest difference we find la with a 
pitching deck. 

L ^mmmrn 
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SUMMARY 

The Information available to an operational coaaander 
on the reliability and serviceability of the human 
component In the air weapons system Is limited when 
compared to that available for the aircraft and 
other systems components. The common use of total 
flying hours does not provide the coaaander with 
Information consistent with that now available from 
aircrew workload and performance studies. A basis 
for and the background In the development of a trial 
approach to providing Commanders with better 
Information on the human component la described. 

INTRODUCTION 

For over 60 years, the problems of human performance In aviation have been subject to study in 
varying Intensity. In recent years, the study of aircrew workload and performance has become increasingly 
Important for three main reasons: 

a. modern aircraft are more reliable, sophisticated, and efficient and commonly 
can outfly their crews; 

b. alrapace and airports have become more congested, increasing the demands 
placed on crews; and, 

c. financial constralnta are forcing maximum effectiveness and utilization of 
both aircraft and human resources. 

A relatively recent increaaed interest in the problems of slrcrew workload and performance Is 
reflected in the large number of papers on this subject In the past five yeara. Notable are those from the 
Hartman group in the U.S., the Klein group in Weat Germany and the Nicholson group In U.K. While those of 
us interested In this area enjoy the understanding arlaing from the freedom of communication In the litera- 
ture and at International gatherings, the operational commander has a problem. 

The problem facing the operational commander la how to obtain for practical use the human perform- 
ance data that we, aa specialists, have. How can he match anticipated workload with crew performance 
potential? 

It is the aim of this paper to explore the nature of this problem and to present a practical 
approach that we have atarted using in the Canadian Armed Forces. 

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 

The military commander Is an executive whose role Is to manage his resources to assure the effective 
attainment of hla assigned mission. In air operations, excluding the self-evident moral obligations, the 
conservation of aircraft and manpower resources is good business. Not only the financial coat but alao the 
time coat In the replacement of the reaources could lead to operational limitations that would compromise the 
probability of successful mission completion. The resources cannot be committed capriciously. The commander 
must therefore have data on the probability of effective performance of hla air weapons systems before he can 
make hla final atrategic and tactical decisions leading to the disposition of his resources. 

For the aircraft, aeronautical engineering and maintenance technology provide the commander not only 
with a reliable system but alao with a pre-mlsslon Indication of the serviceability of that system. Notwith- 
standing 60 years of effort, we cannot provide him with similar data on the reliability and serviceability of 
the human component. There 1» r.o Instrument that can Identify for the commander the performance capability of 
aa Individual alrcrewman, decermine whether or not a crewman is suffering from fatigue sufficient to cause a 
performance decrement, or correlate performance decrement with the probability of successful mission com- 
pletion. To data we cannot guide the commander, in human performance terms, through that decision pathway In 
•mich he must integrate the various priorities of flight safety and mission completion In peace, and of 

effectiveness at minimum coat, in war 

POSITION 

Aa evidence that the human performance guidelines for air operatlona remain somewhat vague, it is 
interesting to note the following variation in aircrew flying times found in our 1972 survey of seven 
solitary air services. (1) 
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TABLE I 
SURVEY OF AIRCREW PLYING TIME REGULATIONS 

Air Fore«  Maximum Monthly  Limit on Rat« 
Plying Tla* to Monthly Maximum 

A 120 hr« 50 hr«/7 day» 15/17 hr»* 

B 125 hr* Nil 18 hr« 

C 120 hr« Nil 16-20 hr«* 

D 120 hr« Nil 16 hr« 

E 125 hr« Nil 16 hr« 

F 90/100 hr»* 25-30 hra/7 day»* 10 hr« 

G 125/150 hr«* 50 hrs/wk 12 hr» 

Maximum Aircrew Duty Day  Minim« Dally 
Craw R«»t 

10 hr« 

9 hr« 

11 hr« 

14 hr« 

12 hr« 

12 hr« 

15 hr« 

*Varlea with type of aircraft 

L 

The monthly maximum flying tiae» range fro« 90 houra to 150 hour». The control» on the distribu- 
tion of the flying hour» vary from nil to aa little a« 25 hour« per 7 day«. Maximo aircrew duty day« range 
from 10 hour« to 18 hour» with the mlniaua daily crew rest from 8 to 15 hours, allowing some adjustments for 
special circumstances. 

Against this rather wide variation In regulations, both past and recent literature recognize the 
variability in human performance between and within individual», between and within given day», month« and 
season«. The masses of data arising from studies of human performance in a wide range of specific aircraft 
operations permit very few generalizations; but, specific studies could prnbably be found to support or 
refute the flying time positions held by any of the above air forces. 

In seeking guidelines Ir. how to handle this problem, we conducted. In conjunction with a number 
of exercises during the period 1971-73, Informal interviews of a cross-section of supervisory aircrew in 
the Canadian Armed Forces to determine their general knowledge of performance, workload and fatigue effects. 
Out of these interviews only one coamc,. thread appeared - the judgement of how well a given alrcrewman Is 
performing at a given time is dependent upon how well his normal performance Is known by his peers and 
supervisor». Failing any performance decrement being noticed at the supervisory level, the regulatory 
control Is simply flying hours. The Individual still has the right to seek the counsel of the Flight 
Surgeon if he feels "fatigued", but the responsibility Is with the Individual. However, several perceptive 
aircrew encountered In our interviews expressed concern in their ability to recognize any Impairment of 
their personal capability because they also recognized Impaired judgement as symptomatic of fatigue. 

The recant literature clearly points out that the dally, weekly, or monthly flying hours cannot 
be used as simple determinants of the probability of next mlsalon success in a given rrewaember. Looking 
at recent operationally oriented Studie*, Nicholson (2, 3) has emphasized that the quality of sleep is 
Important and that chronic dlaturbances in the sleep pattern tend to lead to reduced duty capability over 
a period of days. Hartman (4) has pointed out that although a strenuous mission can be carried out success- 
fully, evidence of the 'physiological cost' Is seen daya after the completion of the mission. The work of 
Morgan and Allulal (5) has Indicated that after sleep deprivation, performance may return to near normal 
after 24 hour» rest. Klein (6) has details of some performance decrement during periods in which sleep Is 
normally expected - the so called 'physiological low'. Finally, Harris and O'Hanlon (7) have emphasized 
the complexity of the environmental, physiological and psychological stresses that may contribute to reduced 
performance. 

From the literature, we concluded that the activities of individual aircrew In the 24 hours 
Immediately prior to their mission could function as reasonable parameters for operational commanders to 
judge the performance of their aircrew.  It was further reasoned that by educating the operational super- 
visors In the factora that contribute to performance decrement and encouraging them to recognize and manage 
individual variation« In performance, they could manage their men rather than being limited by flying time 
regulation«. 

THE APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION 

Psing a modification of a list of potential stress areas from Harris and O'Hanlon (7) the following 
approach ha* been developed for presentation to Flight Safety officers and Squadron Commanders. 

Operational Effectiveness ■ Hwian Fffectiveneaa 

Human Effectiveness     - Management of Hunan Design Limitations 

Management of Human Design Limitations • 

Research and Development ♦ 

Clinical Surveillance + 

Education of Operational Commanders 
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Human Design Limitations are seen In the effect* of: 

Prolonged Physical Work 

Sleep Deprivation 

Clrcadlan Desynchroniea 

'Reaction to Infection 

Environmental Stresses 

- Temperature 

- Heather 

- Decreased ataospherlc pressure 

- Noise, vibration, Impact, acceleration 

- Visual and Vcstlbular Probleme 

- Toxic Compounds 

- Confinement 

- Nut-ltlonal, water and electrolyte balance 

- Weapons effects (Including RBCW) 

Situation Stresses 

- Social and Domestic activities 

- Change In Life Events 

- Inexperience 

- Threat of Injury or Death 

- Command responsibility 

Moderate detail Is provided to Indicate how each of the factors affects hiawn performance in aircrew. 
Co—anaers are encouraged to try to Identify factors contributing to a perceived performance decrement in 
a given Individual. Emphasis Is placed on the need for squadron and flight commanders to know and monitor 
the normal activities, behaviour, and flying performance of their crews and, particularly, to recognise 
the individual and dally variations. 

The uae of this approach has the following objectives: 

a. to provide the operational commander with Improved Information 
on the performance potential of those under his command; 

b. to permit the squadron commanders to manage flying hours; 

c. to validate conclusions found in or based on existing literature; and 

d. to Identify priority areas for study, through feedback from commanders. 

Although early Indications are that the commanders are Interested in thla approach, we have as yet no Indi- 
cation of overall aircrew acceptance or co-operation. 

CONCLUSION 

In presenting this first hesitant step at Improving the management system for aircrew workload. It 
is our hope that it will stimulate discussion among NATO members and will ultimately lead to Improved relia- 
bility and serviceability of the human component of the air weapons system. 
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DISCUSSION 

To which category of pilots to the figures on flying hours refer? 

These figures were obtained fron the air force« directly. 

I Just cannot see how any fighter pilot could fly any more than 40-50 hours. As 
far as flying instructors anything between 30-45 hours Is, I think, about the 
maximum. In our regulations the maximum hours for Instructors are 40 per month 
on let aircraft. Perhaps my RAF colleagues would bear me out with the 
regulations at present In force for the Royal Air Force. 

In the RAF the figures for fighter pilots are based on sorties. We allow a 
maximum of 4 sorties In a day, but there is also an hours maximum which depends 
on what you have been doing in the sortie. The flying Instructors limit is 
50 hours In a month, the highest figure I have ever achieved Instructing is 
90 hours in one month on a light aircraft. I quite agree that is quite 
debilitating and require» a month's leave to recuperate. We have very strict 
working hours which require that you have at least 8 hours continuous rest in 
any 24 hour period and a maximum working period of 16 hours at any one stretch. 

There is a standardisation agreement (STANAG) on this matter for NATO countries. 

Our US Army helicopter pilots In Veltnam flew over 100 hours a month and ve.-y 
often as high as 125 hours a month. 

My suggestion was that we should permit our commanders to have more flexibility 
in managing the hours of their crews. I would like to sound a congratulatory 
note on this attempt to provide a first step towards assessing these problems. 
Would you try to assess all those factors which vou have listed? Tou would 
need observers but do you think you would get enough co-operation from the 
crew to have them fill out their own check lists. 

In the past one of the difficulties has been that we run Into a squadron and 
as a group of specialists we tell the commander he has a problem when he 
doesn't have one! The approach we encourage is for the squadron commander to 
look at the problem with us. In this sense we need to work closely with the 
crews using their own Information. 

Jam 
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SUMMARY 

Endocrine-metabolic measures have been used at the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine in a series of 
field and laboratory studies performed during the past decade. The field studies involved different kinds 
of military aircraft as well as missions of varying nature and length. Certain aspects were studied in 
simulated flights conducted under laboratory conditions. The data accumulated in the ten-year period have 
now been subjected to a cross-sectional analysis in an effort to ascertain the basic relation of endocrine- 
metabolic activity to the workload in either actual or simulated flights. For the present purpose, load 
represents degree of flight difficulty multiplied by duration. Difficulty was based upon USAF expert 
rankings, and duration was based upon fractions of a day. Multiple linear regression analysis was performed 
on data for urinary epinephrine, norepinephrine, 17-OHCS, urea, Na, K, and the Na/K ratio. This report 
presents the findings in the first phase of the cross-sectional study. Definition of the utility of 
endocrine-metabolic assessments of workload in the flight situation is expected to emerge ultimately from 
additional analyses. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the past decade the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine has conducted, under either field or 
laboratory conditions, studies of human responses to flight. The working hypothesis has been that flying 
operations act in the manner of Stressors, eliciting Interrelated endocrine-metabolic responses which are 
compensatory in nature, tending to maintain a state of physiologic balance (homeostasis). A battery of 
urinary determinations was used to assess the physiologic cost in a wide variety of circumstances, 
including flying operations of various types and durations which took place at various times of day and 
utilized a variety of aircraft. Statistical evaluation consistently indicated elevation in physiologic 
"cost" which apparently related to (a) type of aircraft, (b) flight complexity, (c) flight duration, 
(d) time of day, and/or (e) crew position. Additional factors also seemed to be contributory, affecting 
some or all of the endocrine-metabolic functions under study. Preflight circumstances unquestionably 
exerted recognizable influence on the physiologic state in a subsequent flight period. The data collected 
in this ten-year effort are now being subjected to a cross-sectional analysis, hoping to bring out basic 
features which possibly can be useful to flight surgeons, commanders, or aircraft designers. This is a 
preliminary report of this cross-sectional study. 

METHODS 

Seventeen of the previously-published stress studies (1-13) and two unpublished studies provided the 
data which were to be considered from a spectral approach. As the first step in this collective study, 
multiple linear regression analysis was performed. The "load" for each of the studies was computed in 
each case using a value taken from a 7-point "complexity" scale multiplied by a value from a 5-point 
duration scale. The complexity (degree of difficulty) scale used expert ratings on the difficulty of 
flying the several different aircraft In our studies which were supplied by the USAF Directorate of 
Aerospace Safety, Norton AFB, California. The duration scale used 4-hour increments based upon a 24-hour 
period. The "loads" thus established comprised a spectrum which was regarded tentative, and the physiologic 
trends were used to predict loads. Thus, for these man-machine combinations, man is considered a "sensor." 

The urinary determinations are as follows:  (a) epinephrine, an index of adrenomedullary activity, 
(b) norepinephrine, an index of sympathetic nervous system activity, (c) 17-hydroxycortlcosteroids 
(17-OHCS), an index of adrenocortical activity, (d) urea, an index of protein catabolism, and (e) sodium 
and potassium, indices of mineral metabolism. The ratio of sodium to potassium Is considered an index 
of metabolic balance (homeostasis). 

As background, it Is essential to know the character of the circumstances of varying load. Only 
endflight data were obtainable in certain of the studies. In some of these cases the flights terminated 
in daytime; in others, there was nighttime termination. Where within-flight determinations were made, 
the overall average was ur *J. If the entire flight (whether real or simulated) took place in daytime, 
the average of the within- ilight values was placed with the endflight values for daytime. Similarly, 
averaged within-fllght data for flights made In nighttime periods were placed with endflight values 
obtained at night. In very prolonged flights the averaged within-fllght data were placed in a separate 
category, namely, combined day-night. 

Daytime data were obtained in the following cases:  (a) 18-hour F-4C flights, (b) B-S2 test flights 
lasting 9-14 hours, (c) 8-hour FB-111 test flights, (d) C-135B staged global flights lasting 6 days, 
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(e) 6-hour F-104 transatlantic flights, (f) staged F-102 transoceanic flights, (g) 6-hour F-100 transoceanic 
flights, (h) a 12-hour simulated flight, and (i) a 4-hour period of normobaric hyperoxia. 

The combined day-night studies included (a) a 28-hour HH-3E transatlantic flight, (b) 54-hour double- 
crew C-141 Intercontinental flights, (c) transoceanic C-135B flights made during a 7-week airlift exercise, 
(d) 66-hour double-crew C-5 intercontinental flights, (e) C-141 staged intercontinental flights of 5-7 days 
duration, (f) 2-hour F-100 training flights, and (g) air traffic control work. 

Nighttime termination studies were limited to the following:  (a) 20-hour C-130E round-trip New Zealand- 
Antarctica flights, (b) a 36-hour simulated flight, and (c) night shift work. 

RESULTS 

The endocrine-metabolic values for the individual studies are given in Tables 1 to 111.  In each 
table the studies are arranged in descending order with respect to load. None of the endocrine-metabolic 
indices shows clear-cut relationship to load.  Obviously, task complexity, duration, and time of day are 
not the only factors affecting physiologic cost.  It is reasonable to consider the assigned loads faulty, 
thereby contributing to what appears to be nonpatterned variation. Table IV shows the results of the 
multiple linear regression analysis.  On the basis of the data from all 19 studies, combinations of 
endocrine-metabolic variables other than the catecholamines showed statistically-significant load-dependence 
when adjusted by use of a numerical factor for time of day (nigiit = 0, day-night * 1, and day = ''.).    The 
endocrine-metabolic variables which, collectively, showed the best relationship to load were s<?dium, 
potassium, and the sodium-potassium ratio. As shown in Table IV and Fig. 1, load can be rougiily predicted 
by this complex of variables (r ■ .81). The regression equation appears as a footnote to the table. 

Since epinephrine and norepinephrine data were unobtainable in two of the studies, a secondary analysis 
was performed on the 17 studies which had complete data. Potassium, Na/K, norepinepnrine, and time of day 
collectively gave the most clear-cut load-dependency (r • .84) (Table IV and Fig. 2).  Using more of the 
physiologic variables did not greatly improve this prediction. 

DISCUSSION 

As we indicated in the introduction to this paper, our working hypothesis is that the task of flying 
involves a complex of Stressors acting in some unspecified combination to produce changes in the physiological 
status of the crew. We interpret our findings and make recommendations regarding specified problems in 
flying operations within this framework. However, this step from a physiological change to an operational 
recommendation is Indeed a large one, perhaps too large to withstand close scrutiny. We have, therefore, 
undertaken a critical analysis of this entire approach, using our own studies as a starting point. 

Workload is a more concrete variable against which to perform our first analysis than our working 
hypothesis implies, but it is obviously of great interest to operational groups, so we accepted the 
challenge. Many procedural and technical problems surfaced once we began rating workload and identifying 
the appropriate endocrine-metabolic data to be evaluated, and compromises were made which may have weakened 
the analysis from a physiological (not statistical) point of view.  In addition, there are three major 
aspects of the study which are of concern.  First, the workload rating procedure is less than completely 
satisfactory, in that it does not take into account operationally-significant factors which logically 
deserve consideration, such as the type of mission, the tactical and/or environmental threat, etc. Tht 
outcome of the multiple linear regression analysis is no better than the workload ratings which were 
assigned.  It does, however, have the advantage of being objective rather than subjective.  Second, the 
workload rating procedure resulted in many ties and considerable clumping in the middle of the range of 
scores. This can compromise the efficiency of the statistical analysis. Third, the statistical demands 
of the analysis would not fully accommodate all of the physiology which deserves consideration.  In 
particular, we were unable to consider the highly useful time courses of the physiological changes without 
discarding so many of the early studies that the analysis itself would be compromised. 

Nevertheless, it was the impartial assessment and judgment of the statistician to whom we chose to 
submit our case.  The results from this first analysis are less than a complete indorsement of our approach 
and more than the bitter disappointment of random fluctuation. We consider them sufficiently promising to 
proceed with further analysis for this sub-evaluation. 
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TABLE 1 

DAYTIME STUDIES 

Test 
Load 

Endocrine-Metabolic Index 
Circumstance E NE 17-0HCS U Na K. Na/K 

F4C flight 30 0.74 3.80 444 1.39 6.1 1.8 4.0 

B52 flight 18 1.52 5.09 691 1.69 12.5 4.6 2.7 

FB111 flight 18 0.83 5.55 395 1.34 15.0 4.7 3.4 

C135B flight 15 — — 338 1.16 9.4 3.6 2.8 

F104 flight 14 1.83 5.72 298 1.26 14.6 4.2 3.6 

F102 flight 14 1.60 4.33 341 1.78 11.1 3.9 2.9 

F100 flight 14 1.28 3.57 373 1.52 11.2 4.5 2.6 

12-hr Simulated flight 6 1.56 4.92 462 1.82 12.4 3.9 3.8 

Hyperoxia 1 0.56 2.88 325 1.33 11.4 5.1 2.6 

E, NE, and 17-OHCS » epinephrine, noreplnephrine, and corticosteroids (pg/100 mg creatinine); 
U ■ urea (go/100 mg creatinine); Na and K - sodium and potassium (mEq/100 mg creatinine); and Na/K 
mean ratio of sodium and potassium, not ratio of mean sodium and mean potassium. 

TABLE II 

DAY-NIGHT STUDIES 

Test 
Load 

Endocrine- -Metabolic Index 
Circumstance E NE 17-OHCS U Na K Na/K 

HH3E flight 26 1.70 3.93 217 1.40 7.1 2.1 3.4 

C141 double-crew flight 15 1.11 4.6; 294 1.32 12.4 3.2 4.3 

C135 flight 10 1.16 3.37 369 1.47 10.6 2.6 4.6 

C5 flight 10 1.07 4.83 305 1.24 11.4 4.0 3.3 

C141 single-crew flight 8 0.99 4.30 212 1.30 10.7 3.1 4.0 

F100 training flight 7 0.74 2.69 280 1.16 12.4 3.6 3.8 

Air traffic control work 6 1.60 4.75 289 1.35 11.7 3.8 3.5 

See Table I for explanation of terms. 

-ii-*i   niii nirffc.nr 
-     -      - — -• ■--—— .—■...   ...... 
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TABLE III 

NIGHTTIME STUDIES 

Test 
Circumstance 

Endocrine-Metabolic Index 
Load NE 17-OHCS U Na »a/K 

CI30E flight 20    0.99    3.63 

36-hr Simulated flight      9 

Sedentary work 2    0.68    3.18 

196 1.22 7.5 2.4 3.2 

243 1.35 10.3 2.4 4.6 

274 1.30 9.2 2.8 3.4 

See Table I for explanation of terms. 

TABLE IV 

ASSIGNED AND PREDICTED LOADS 

Assigned Predicted Predicted 
Study Load Load* Load** 

(1) F4C 30 27 29 

(2) HH3E 26 24 24 

(3) C130E 20 15 16 

(4) B52 i8 11 11 

(5) FB111 18 11 11 

(6) C135B, global 15 19 — 

(7) C141, double-crew 15 10 10 

(8) F102 14 18 18 

(9) F104 14 17 15 

(10) F100 14 12 11 

(11) C1353, transoceanic 10 12 9 

(12) C5 10 6 10 

(13) 36-hr simulated flight 9 7 — 

(14) C-141, staged 8 11 12 

(15) F100, training 7 10 3 

(16) 12-hr simulated flight 6 12 14 

(17) Air traffic control work 6 7 10 

(18) Night shift duty 2 11 9 

(19) Hyperoxia 1 2 3 

*Load - 71.3 + 3.35(Na) + 7.42(time) - 17.9(K) - 12.1(Na/K) 
**Load - 46.8 + 3.70(NE) + 6.16(time) - 9.70(K) - 6.70(Na/K) 
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SUMMARY 

A Modified competitive protein binding assay of free urinary cortisol using a single solvent 
extraction and a cortisol binding globulin fro« a dexaaethasone suppressed male subject was 
developed. Th« separation of bound and free cortisol was performed by adsorption of the free 
cortisol to dextran coated charcoal. The sensitivity of the aethod allows to aeasure as low as 
0.2 ng per tube. The coefficient of variation within one assay is only 4.8 %,  which makes this 
aethod suitable to aeasure ainute changes of free urinary cortisol excretion during the day in a 
fractionated 24 hr-urine collection. The atan free cortisol excretion in 35 noraal aen was 
6-3-3 ng/24 hrs - SE showing the expected circadian rytha of adrenocortical activity. In seven 
F-104 pilots fl^'ng two mission« a day the 24 br free urinary cortisol secretion was signifi- 
cantly higher (S9 - 12 ug/24 hrs - fS) compared to 12 pilots on day of rest (43 - 7 ug/24 hrs.). 
When 26 F-1Ö4 pilots, 12 RF 4E pilots and 14 weapon systea operators (VSO) were evaluated by 
aeasuring free urinary cortisol excretion in short intervals it could be deaonstrated, that only 
the pilots flying early in the aorning showed an enhancement of adrenocortical activity coapared 
to noraal controls, suggesting a change of excitability of the hypothalaao-pituitary-adrenal 
systea during the day. This aight have to be taken into account if investigations about stress of 
flying and adrenocortical activity are carried out. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been shown that there is a variety of different stressful situations leading to the 
activation of the human adrenal cortex (1). The increase of cortisol secretion is always induced 
by an increase of circulating adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) (2). The ACTH-secretion froa 
the anterior pituitary is again stimulated by the release of corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) 
froa the hypothalaaus (3) which is under control of higher brain centers (4) mediating the release 
of CRF (Fig. 1). 

CHQBDOrOMY 

L£G       v? 
A/£r 

Fig. Is The hypothalaao-pitnltary-adrenal systea (CRF ♦ ACTH ■*   Cortisol). Stiaulating - G) 
and inhibiting - G factors upon CRF - secretion are depicted. Stress leads only to CSF- 
secretlon if the neural transmission is not interrupted (chordotoay). CRF-secretion is 
also influenced by general anesthesia (5) and biogenic amines (6). The shaded pathways 
represent the negative feedback systeas which exist between the adrenal and the 
pituitary and hypothalaaus (long feedback), the pituitary and the hypothalaaus (short 
feedback) and probably between the pituitary and higher brain centers (4). There is 
also a negative unspecific feedback of cortisol upon other pituitary hormones 
(soaatotropic hormone ■ STH, thyrotropin = TSH, and follicle stimulating hormone ■ FSH). 
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The magnitude of the incrMM of tho cortisol plaaaa level reflects the functional «tat* of 
tho hypothalaao-pituitary-adrenal axis aa «rail ae tho intensity of tho atresa activating thla 
ayetea. Sine« flying a Jot ia a aituition in which tho pilot haa to eopa with a variety of 
psychological and biophyaieal atroaaoa it ia not aurpriaing that adrenocortical activity in pilot» 
is found to bo onhaneod on day of flight (7t8). If tho activation of tho hypothalaao-pituitary- 
adreaal-eystea ia dua to psychological influoncos or to tho actual phyaical atroaa haa not boon 
clarified yot. Since it ia difficult to aeaaure ACTH or cortiaol blood lovala in a group of pilota 
during tho actual tiao of flying ono haa to roly on tho aeaaureacnta of cortiaol or cortiaol 
Mtabolitoe in tho urino. In ooot of tho provioua invoatigationa concerning the influence of 
flying upon adreno-cortical activity the conjugated 17-hydroxycorticoeteroida were measured(,7,8). 
Since the nonaetabolised aocalled free urinary cortiaol ia in contraat to the conjugated 17-OHCS 
independent of the cortiaol binding protein moieties in the eerua and of liver function, it 
reflects far better than these 17-OHCS the instantaneous functional atate of the adrenal cortex 
(9,10). This has been proven in clinical aedieine for the diagnosis of adrenocortical abaoraalitiea. 
We have developed a siaple technique for the aeaaureaent of free urinary cortiaol which ia based 
on the coapetitive protein binding radio-ligand-aaaay originally developed for the deteraination 
of plasaa corticoids by MURPHY and PATTEE (11) and modified for the aeasureaent of urinary cortiaol 
(12). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The basic principles of the coapetitive protein binding analysis (CPBA) has been discussed 
previously (13). Our method employed is patterned closely after that described by HSU and BLEDSOE 
(12). It differs in that the assay syatea eaploys a ^H-cortisol labeled cortiaol-binding-globulin 
(CBG) solution and dextran-coated charcoal adsorbent. Only one aliquot of the dichloroaethane 
extract of the urine is subjected to a aingle alkaline waah before the CPBA is performed. 

1, 2, 6, 7 -3H-Cortisol with a specific activity of 290 aCi/ag was purchased froa the Radio- 
cheaical Centre, Amershaa, U.K.. Highly purified dichloroaethane was obtained froa E. Merck, 
Darastadt, Germany, Dextran T 70 (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) and Norit A charcoal (S«rr^t  Heidel- 
berg, Germany) were used for the adsorbent. The CBG-serum was obtained froa a normal aale subject 
k  hours after oral adainistration of 2 ag dexamethasone. Liquid scintillation counting was per- 
formed in a Packard Tri-Carb using Insta-Gel (Packard Inst.Coap., Downers Grove, 111., Cat.No. 
6O02171*) as scintillator system. 

Cortisol standard curves ranged conventionally froa 10 to 100 ng/a. To 0.1 ml of the 
standard solution 0,7 ml of 0.05 a phosphate buffer, pH 7.k  was added. The CBG-serum was diluted 
1:50 in phosphate buffer and an equal volume of the ^H-cortisol solution (also diluted in phos- 
phate buffer) with 40.000 cpa/al was added (Fig. 2). 0.2 al of this CBG - ?H-cortisol- solution 
was pipeted into the incubation aixture, after which an incubation at kö   C for 5 ainutea was 
followed by 30 minutes at k    C. 

Dextran-coated charcoal was prepared by aixing equal volumes of 0.5$ Nori: A charcoal in 
phosphate buffer with 0.05$ Dextran 10 in phosphate buffer. This solution waa kept in an ice bath 
and conatantly stirred when uaed. 0.5 al of this solution waa added to the incubation aixture 
(Fig. 2) after which all saaples were shaken vigorously and kept in an ice bath for 10 minutes. 
After centrifugation 0.5 al of the supernatant waa pipeted into a counting vial together with 
10 ml of Insta-Gel and counted for 10 ainutea. 
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Fig.?: Scheaatic picture of the CPBA for cortisol 
using dextran-coated charcoal as adsorbent. 
1. The CBG-^H-cortisol solution is prepared 

(left). 
2. An equilibrium between free and CBG-bound 

labeled and unlabeled cortisol is estab- 
lished (center). 

3. The free labeled and unlabeled cortisol 
is bound to the charcoal and the CBG-bound 
cortisol is in the supernatant (right). 
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fluence of time after charcoal addition on 
cortisol binding to CBG. The adsorption of 

5H-cortisol to charcoal from 8 to Ik  minutes 
after adding the charcoal solution is not 
significantly different as is demonstrated by 
the constant 'H-cortisol binding to CBG. This 
plateau leaves enough tiae to handle up to 
60 saaples. After Ik  ainutes a fall of 5H- 
eortisol binding to CBG is observed due to 
dissociation of ^H-cortisol froa ita CBG- 
binding sites. 

mm ■ •   —• 
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A 1/1000 th or 1/2000 th aliquot of a 2* hr-urine collection ia extracted with 10 al of 
dichloroMthaao. Th« aqueous layer ia diaeardad by aapiratioa aad th« organic phaa« ia washed 
one« with 0.1 noraal sodiuahydroxid«. 5 al of th« dichloroaethane extract ia dried after which 
0.8 al phosphate buffer aad 0.2 al of the 3H-cortisol-CBG aolution ia added. Thia ia incubated 
and handled in the aaae fashion aa the standard curve. A control urine ia aeaaured with each 
aasay. The coefficient of variation within one aaaay ia 4.W, the variation froa day to day doea 
not exceed 13*. The eroaareactivity with other steroids is shown in fig. k. 

Cortisol - Standard      j 
I—  1 <"«»)   !SC 
  CorticoaWforw 

•*■■- • —# 17« - OH - Proonloron» 
o~ —O Pvoaosttwon» 

DHU 

10 2T 3r 46 M 

Fig. k:  Specificity of Steroid-Binding to CBG. Corticosterone and 17-OH-progesterone show 
complete crossreactivity. Progesterone shows partial crossreactivity whereas^ - <f - 
androstenedione and dehydroepicndrosteroiie (DHEA) do not significantly interfere with 
the assay. Since there are only ninute quantities of free corticosterone, 17-OB progeste- 
rone, and progesterone in the urine compared to eortisol, the crossreactivity of these 
steroids can be neglected. 

With this method free urinary eortisol excretion in 2k  hr-urine was aeaaured in 35 noraal 
males (physicians), 12 jet-pilots on day of rest and 7 pilots flying two missions a day. The 
circadian rythm of eortisol secretion was evaluated in 15 noraal Bales measuring free urinary 
eortisol every 3 hours over day-time and in one nighttime collection (6 hours). These results 
were compared with the free urinary eortisol excretion of 26 F-104 pilots, 12 RF-'tE-pilots and 
14 weapon system operators (WSO). The pilots and VSOs emptied their bladder after they got up 
in the morning. The time was noted and the urine discarded. Before the flight they emptied their 
bladder again. This urine was collected and the tiae noted. Roughly 3 hours later another urine 
was collected. During this collection period the pilots flew a training mission (high and low 
level, range, ACT) lasting from 50 to 120 minutes. Th* second urine collection waa followed by 
a third one, again covering a period about 3 hours. Free urinary eortisol excretion was calcu- 
lated in r-Aain. Since the collection period varied the first urine had to be regarded as 
baseline i ,ne, from which changes in free urinary eortisol excretion in the following urines 
were calculated and compared with the normal circadian rythm of free urinary eortisol excretion. 
Therefore all data had to be plotted in percent increase or decrease from basal coztisol excretion. 

RESULTS 

The mean free urinary eortisol excretion in 35 noraal males (resident doctors of a university 
medical center) was 63 * 3 fig/21* hrr- SE with a normal range froa 27 to 99 jug/21» hrs (- 25). Five 
patientE with adrenal insufficiency had levels ranging froa leas than 5 to 2*» fig/21*  hrs and two 
patients with Cushing's syndrome had a free urinary eortisol excretion of 846 fig/21* hrs, respective- 
ly 360 fig/21*  hrs. Seven jet pilots (F-104) flying t*o missions a day excreted 89-12 fig/21*  hrs - SE 
compared to 43 - 7 ug/24 hr of 12 pilots on day of rest. 

In 15 noraal subjects the typical circadian rhytha of free urinary eortisol excretion could be 
established (Fig. 5). 



Socrotion of Frtt Cortisol ovor 24 hr Fig-5« 

6 a.a. to aidalght every 3 aoara 
«ad la «a« aigkt tlaa aria« eollec- 
tioa (6 hra) 

S-9  It  12«  IS»  11-21  21-2* lit** 

The free urinary cortiaol ••«ration pattern in 26 F-1Ö4 pilot* flying • «i««ion between 
6 a.a. and 3 P»a. is depicted in Fig. 6. 

. mSaa i»c«tTioM a 
Fig.6: Chaajga of free urinary cortiaol 

excretion during flight. 
Th« aiaaion (50-120 ainute«)took 
plaea between 6 a.a. and 3 p»a. 
Th« Chang« wa« calculated in 
parcant froa th« preflight «xcratlon 
and coaparad with tha noraal cOrca- 
dian periodicity (shadowed araa * 

* SS). 

It was apparent froa tbaee data that only thoae pilot« had exaggerated increaaea in aorniag 
urinary cortiaol excretion who flaw early in the aorniag, whereaa the other« showed no «igaificaat 
deviation in their corti«ol excretion froa the noraal pattern. When free urinary cortiaol excretion 
wa« «assured in 12 additional RF-'tS-pilot« and Ik  weapon «ystea operator« we plotted the«« data 
according to th« coaa«ncea«nt of their aiaaioa. Arbitrarily the pilot« starting their aission 
before 9 a.a. were put together in one group and were eoapared with those whose aiaaion had begun 
past 9 a.a. (Fig. 7). A striking difference could be observed in that aoat of the pilots flying 
early in th« warning showed an increase of their cortisol excretion eoapared to aonflying indivi- 
duals whereas the pilots flying later had in aost instances a completely noraal circadianrhytha of 
adrenocortieal activity. 
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9»° 12«° 15°° »°°(tim«)  6°°  1°° 12°° 15°° 

Fig.7s Chang« of fr«» urinary eortiaol excretion during flight in j«t pilots and weapon systea 
operators. Th» calculation was performed ae in fig. 6. Whoroae most  of th* pilots 
flying before 9 ••». show iacreaeea in cortiaol excretion, compared to th« nonflying group 
(thick lin«), th« pilots starting with their Missions past 9 ■•■• show generally a noraal 
circadianifeytha of adrenocortical activity. 

DISCUSSION 

To evaluate adrenocortical activity in pilots during night one has to rely usually on the 
aeaeureaent of cortisol or eortisol Metabolites in the urine since obtaining plasma saaples at 
short intervals under inflight conditions is impracticable. Kost of the investigators studying 
inflight adrenocortical activity estiaated the excretion of cortisol aetabolites by the available 
standard procedures (7,8). The half life tiae of plasaa cortisol is about 8C ainutes (5,1*0 and 
aost of the secreted cortisol is reduced to the tetrahydrofora and coupled to glucuronic acid in 
the liver. The aeaeureaent of the conjugated 17-hydroxycortieoateroids (17 - OHCS) therefore does 
not reflect the instantaneous state of cortisol secretion since the overall 17-OHCS excretion 
depends also -in liver function which sight be iapaired during jet flight due to changes in hepatic 
circulation. The free urinary cortisol excretion is independent of liver function and reflects far 
better the actual state of adrenal activity (9), since only the free plasaa cortiaol, i.e. the 
biologically active fraction which is not bound to the cortisol binding globulin (CBG) or albuain 
is found in the urine. Since binding capacity of CBG is Halted and the affinity for cortisol 
binding of albuain is low (15), sn increase of total plaaaa eortiaol levels Is accoapaaied by an 
even greater increase of the free, unbound cortisol, which will be reflected by the urinary free 
cortisol excretion, thus serving as an amplifier for the detection of adreaccortieal activation. 
The previous aethodo for the aeaeureaent of free urinary eortisol were based on coloriaetry and 
fluoroaetry necessetating ehroaatography (16). With the adveat of the CPBA for steroids this has 
changed. Oar aethod involving a solvent extraction of the urine with dichloroaethaae, a «ingle 
alkaline wash and subsequent CPBA with a ^H-cortiaol-CBG solution fulfills all criteria tor a 
practicable laboratory procedure. The sensitivity, precision and reproducibility ia good, the 
aethod is faat aad only saall qaaatltiea of urine rre needed. Our results of free urinary cortisol 
excretion ia normals aad ia patient« with adrwnal abnormalities are in good agreement with otbt-r 
investigatora (12). 

aahaaeeaeat of adreaocorttcal activity ia jet pilot* during flight ha* been shown previously 
(7,8). aether thia i* due to actual phyelcal etreea or due to psychological factors is not clear 
yet (17) Activation of the hypothalaao-pitultary-adrenal system represents the common terminal 
pathway of the aaawer to a variable aad sometiaes complex stresaor. Our finding that pilot* 

asm MM^M 
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flying missions early in the morning aeem to have • higher eortiaol secretion compared to those 
Mho «tart their flight in the Into naming boom suggest a rhythm of hypothalaaic-pituitary adrenal 
responsiveness. Such cycllcity of the responsiveness of hypothalaao-pituitary adreaal-ayatem to 
atrooaora hna ItM» roportod and diacussed before (18,19)« If our finding can bo explained only 
by tino faetorr can not bo atatod with abaolnto assurance aineo, though tho training of all pilota 
atudiod was comparable, two difforaat Jota worn flown. Zt baa boon ehowa that thia alono can eauao 
different roaponaoa regarding adronal activation (20). Though nbaoluto values of eortiaol excretion 
would huTO holpod clarifying thia phono—noa, boeauao of tho irregular urine collection perioda 
due to the pilot'a training progran it waa not poaeible to compare the abaolute values obtained in 
our atudy. 
Taking all thia in account the difference in the reaponee of inflight adreaocortieal activation 
depending on the daytine of flight and aoet likely the atate of tho endogenoua circadian ntytha of 
eortiaol accretion, ia striking. It has to be further Investigated before any coaeluaioaa ahould be 
drawn but ahould be looked for if atudiea concerning adrenocortieal activity in reaponae to complex 
atrooaora are carried out. 
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and Dr. Paul Naitoh 
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SUMMARY 

A preliminary longitudinal .nultlfactorial study of the interrelationships of biochemical, mood, bio- 
graphical factors and landing performance under high work load conditions has been carried out with U. S. 
Naval Aviators. Levels of serum chc'esterol, serum uric acid, blood lactate, pyruvate, and mood assess- 
ments «ere made during periods of nor-flylng activity and during periods of increased cumulative work load. 
Uric acid values fell during moderate cumulative work load, and cholesterol values fell during high cumu- 
lative work load. Increased variability of pyruvate and lactate were noted with increased cumulative work 
load. Increased cumulative work loao did not affect emotions or performance but altered mood association 
patterns and altered the relationships of mood and performance. Experience was correlated with performance 
under zero cumu.'ativ work load conditions. Emotion correlated with performance under high cumulative 
Wb» -»    • -^.*-   wk»iw ■ T IVtld. 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of homeostatic control of the internal environment has been a keystone of physiologic 
theory for many years and many studies of environmental stress have utilized this concept.    Until  recently 
however, there have been few comprehensive theories regarding emotional and behavioral  aspects of stress 
response.    Teichman has elaborated the concept that the organism Is a complex self regulating system that 
responds to both physical and symbolic stimuli by compensatory responses whise purpose  is to control physio- 
logic and behavioral phenomena within certain  limits.    Thus a stress reaction  is defined as a variation  in 
behavior beyond normal   limits, and stimuli  associated with stress reactions are defined as Stressors.     In 
this analysis it becomes appropriate to consider the Stressor, the compensatory action of the regulating 
system, and the phenomena which are controlled (I). 

As a Stressor is encountered, the stress reaction  is first noted ir the variation of the compensate!-" 
mechanisms, and if these fail then variation exceeding the normal   limits would be noted in the response 
the controlled phenomena.    In considering the reaction of an individual to a stressor, only the chai...~3 
relation to the normal   limits of the controlling variables and controlled phenomena need be cons'derec*. 
the reaction of a group of  individuals to a stressor, not only must the  levels of the controlling va     * 
and controlled phenomena be studied, but the heterogeneity of the group's reaction to th* stressor must 
considered.    As the strength of the various compensatory mechanisms must vary from one individual to an'     ir 
so the reactions of the  individuals to a uniform stressor will  vary and the heterogeneity of the grou' 
reaction as measured by the variance will be increased or decreased.    This change, however, must be 
tempered by the fact that as a variable reaches Its biologic  limits its range of variations  Is necessarily 
restricted.    Hence both  increases and decreases  in variance may be significant.    According to Gellhorn, and 
others, the direction of any compensatory physiological activity  induced by a stimulus depends upon the 
concurrent physical status of the body including the degree of physiologic arousal  and the awareness of the 
stimulus i2).    These" factors Interact with each other and with  learning and memory  In a complex mar.,ier to 
influence not only the direction but the degree of physiological   responses. 

Field and  laboratory studies indicate that the factors influencing physiologic responses are quits 
complex.    Acute rises in serum cholesterol have been noted in medical students taking examinations and in 
accountants during periods of  increased demand for auditing services  (3, 4).    Similar rises  in serum chol- 
esterol have been noted in UCT trainees during periods of overwhelming demands  (51.     Indeed,  failure to 
respond biochemically to the stress was a valid predictor of   impending failure  in the training program. 
However, adaptation to the demands   led to a decline in cholesterol   levels  (6) 

Emotional  factors can moderate biochemical  responses.     In a study of   laborers facing iminent unemploy- 
ment, elevations of serum cholesterol occurred only  in those »hose prospects for reeriplcyment were  low and 
who were •motionally depressed (7). 

The degree of   involvement or responsibility of the  individuals  interacting with the stressor, modifies 
the biochemical   response as shown by Rubin's study of Naval  Aviators and Flight Officers during carrier 
landing qualifications.    The pilots who had active flight control showed greater adrenal  cortical steroid 
response end   lower anxiety   levels than the flight officers whose role was passive(S).    Rubin's study also 
noted that increasing familiarity w'th the task decreased the biochemical  response, a finding also noted for 
heart rate Curing simulated  landings (9). 

Long term memory or experience   is a potent modifier of biochemical   response as  is  illustrated by 
Kramer's study of an  18 hour flight  ir> the F-4C aircraft.    Flight duration and difficulty, and flying exper- 
ience acted jcirtty to determine physiologic responses to the flight.    When difficulty and duration were 
held constant,  flying experience was   inversely  related to biochemical   response (10).    With a few notable 
exceptions most studies of flight stress have been confined to snort term situations.    Consequently, the 
long term effects of prolonged stress are only vaguely known.    The data that do exist indicate that the 
effects arm far from simple. 

.' 
The work of Nicrclson and ethers on the effects of aircrew work   load has   led TO several   important 

concepts regarding adaptation to continuous stress.    A moderate work  load, such as main+enance of contin- 
uous operational  capability can be sustained  in extended missions at the expense of a deterioration  in 

i 
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sleep pattern. Such deterioration progressively limits the number of duty hours as the mission is extended 
and severely limits the crew's ability to achieve optimum performance (II). Nicholson also noted that the 
high work load associated with difficult landing situations profoundly modified the central nervous acti- 
vity of the pilot and rendered his assessment of work load more variable (12). This observation raised 
the possibi lity that very high work load may lead to central nervous states that impair judgement and per- 
formance. 

Studies of alterations in schedules and procedures to maintain performance in high work load situations 
have led to several additional findings. Work load sharing between tne pilot and co-pilot reduces the 
pilot's central nervous excitation but only when the sharing is actuated during the final portion of the let 
down (12). Work load sharing in extended missions by the use of a double crew does allow for a greater 
maximum work load but this can be sustained for only a few days and is physiologically very taxing in com- 
parison to staged missions of the same distance (13). 

The physiologic cost of extended missions has immediate and delayed components. Fragmentation of 
sleep patterns during extended missions is a direct result of high work loads and continues into the post 
mission recovery phase (14).  In the post mission recovery phase, there is an endocrine-metabolic depression 
that lasts 4 to 5 days. The physiologic cost and subjective fatigue experienced depends on the nature and 
the length of the mission and appears to be relatively independent of the work-rest cycle (13). Note- 
worthy in several studies of extended missions is the fact that performance does not deteriorate despite 
increasing fatigue and sleep deterioration (14). 

Fighter and attack aircraft rarely participate in extended missions: the more common practice is to 
fly multiple short duration missions interspersed with periods of nonflying activity. This results in a 
pattern of very high work load imposed for short periods of time which may continue for days or weeks. 
Naval aviation entails an additional burden on the pilot in that most of his operational landings will be 
made on a carrier deck where the margin for error is slight.  Inflight elertrocardiographic monitoring 
indicates that regardless of the mission. The highest heart rates occur during carrier landing and second- 
arily during catapult launch (15)  In addition to its obvious survival value, proficiency in carrier 
landing is a highly regarded skill among naval aviators and is a matter of considerable peer involvement 
Each recovery is graded by the Landing Signals Officer and recorded on video tape. The scores for each 
squadron member are posted in the ready rooms and the televised recovery is reviewed after each mission. 

There are few studies of the cumulative psychophysiologic effects of chronic stress and fewer still 
involving highly skilled occupations such as aviation. There are several clinical studies of psychologic 
change resulting from cnronic combat stress but only a few involve quantitative psychologic and physiologic 
measures. Field studies of groups under stress have emphasized the use of simple reliable mood measures 
and biographical data, in conjunction with valid criteria, as being more productive than the use of more 
complex personality and cognitive measures (16). Even with reliable measures and criteria it is difficult 
tq interpret data from fieM studies in the light of theories developed from laboratory data. Somewhat 
arbitrarily, we have assigned the pilot's carrier landing performance as the controlled variable.  The 
cumulative work load, approximated as a function of the product of average flight hours/per man/per day. 
and the number of consecutive days of flying activity plus the relative danger of the mission, has Deen 
designated as the Stressor. Biochemical measures and changes in mood and sleep patterns were then desig- 
nated as controlling variables. 

METHOD 

Twenty-six pilots and 23 flight officers drawn from two squadrons on an aircraft carrier deployed in 
the Western Pacific participated in the 6-month study.  The aircraft flown by the squadrons was the F-4J 
Phantom, a two man, high performanre fighter.  During a nonflying period in transit to the deployment aroa, 
the subjects completed a diet a,id activity form, the Mood Adjective Check List and a biographical form. 
The subjects also had a blood sample drawn for subsequent determination of cholesterol, and uric, lactic, 
and pyruvic acids. These aata constituted a nonflying control. At a later date, just prior tj the first 
mission flown after a prolonged in-port period, during which little or no flying was done, sim lar data 
were collected and constituted the zaro cumulative work load level. Similar samples were drawn and data 
collected after II consecutive days of missions flown over nonhosti le territory, and again after 22 con- 
secutive days of missions flown over hostile territory where there was significant danger of death or 
capture. The latter two samples represented respectively moderate and high cumulative work load periods. 

Immediately after col lee*ion of the blood samples, a 2 m! aliquot of whole blood was precipitated with 
cold 0.6 N perchloric acid ano the sample frozen for subsequent analyses for lactic and pyruvic acid. The 
remainder of the blood sample was centrifuged and the serum recovered and frozen for subsequent analyses 
for serum cholesterol and uric acid. Cholesterol was determined by the method of Rubin, et al.(17) and 
uric acid by the enzymatic method of Liddle (18).  Lactic acid was determined by the Sapid Lactate Method 
(19). Pyruvic acic was determined by enz"matic methods (20). 

The Mood Adjective Check List used in this study is a 40 Mem list that has been factor analyzed and 
contains six factors: Happiness, Activity, Depression, Fear, Anger, and Fatigue (21). The diet and acti- 
vity form elicited information regarding dietary content and amount, the use of cigarettes, ethanol and 
med'cations and the amount of physical exercise taken in the previous week. The biographical questionnaire 
elicited age, height, weight, flying experience, specific aircraft experience carrier experience, educa- 
tion, and information regarding life events and accidents. 

The landing performance criterion is that described and developed by Brictson and assigns a score 
based on the wire number utilized in the carrier recovery (22).  Landing performance scores were collected 
throughout the deployment and the individual scores for the periods under consideration were averaged. 

During tne period of high cumulcti^e work load, the sleep patterns of a subsample of 27 aviators and 
a control group of 28 non-aviation related personnel were recorded by sleep logs kept by each subjec .  The 
subjects recorded daily the hours of duty, time of going to bed, time of awakening, and responses to diffi- 
culty in going to sleep and whether the subjects felt rested upon awakening. From the log data, the total 
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sleep duration per 24 hour period, the duration of sleep episodes, and the time between sleep episodes could 
be calculated as well as the variability of these measures. 

All da-la collected in the study were transferred to punch cards for computer analysis. Comparison of 
levels of vsriables during the periods of the study was by analysis cf variance for repeated measures com- 
parison. Differences between variances of the variables at periods of the study was by the F-Max test for 
uniformity of variance  Relationships between variables were determined by correlations calculated for the 
different tin» periods. 

RESULTS 

The changes In mean levels and variability of the blochamical, mood and performance measures are 
depicted In Figure I. 

Figure I 
Biochemical, Emotional, and Performance Changes as a Resuit of Cumulative Workload 
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Uric acid decreased significantly under moderate cumula+ive work load and showed no further decline as 
cumulative work load increased. Cholesterol level decreased progressively as work load Increased end tho 
decrease was statistically significant under the high work load condition. The mean levels of lactic acid, 
pyruvic acid, and of the lac^ate-pyruvatp ratio did not change sign!ficdntIv under Increasing cumulative 
work load. 

The variability of the subjects' sern.Ti uric acid levels paralleled the fall in the mean uric acid 
level and decreased significantly with the onset of moderate work load. The variability remained at a low 
level under the high cumulative »ork condition. Similarly, the variability of the subjects' cholesterol 
levels decreased slightly witn moderate work load and feI' significantly during the high cumulative work 
load condition. 
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Although there was no significant change in the mean blood lactic acid level, the variability of the 
subjects' tactic acid levels showed a significant increase under the moderate cumulative work load condi- 
tion. Similarly, despite an unchanged mean blood pyruvlo acid level, the variability of the subjects' 
blood pyruvic acid levels increased significantly under the high cumulative work load condition. Conse- 
quently, the variability of the lactate-pyruvate ratio decreased under the high cumulative work load. 

The. effects of increased work load on sleep patterns is shown in Table IA. The data, are taken from a 
one week period representing the 16th to 18th day of consecutive flying activity and are thus representative 
of a point between moderate and high cumulative work load. There was no significant difference between 
aviators and non-aviation personnel in total sleep duration or sleep episode duration. Aviators had a sig- 
nificantly shorter intersleep interval. There was no difference between aviators and non-aviators in the 
variability of total sleep duration or of sleep episode duration. However, there was far more variation in 
the intersleep intervals of aviators than of non-aviators. Aviators' sleep was more irregular. 

Table IA 
Sleep Patterns of Aviators and Non-Aviators Under Moderate Work Load 

Variable 

Total Sleep Duration (Hrs/24 Hrs) 

Sleep Episode Duration (Hrs) 

Inter-Sleep Interval (Hrs) 

Sleep Duration Variance 

Sleep Episode Variance 

Inter-Sleep Interval Variance 

Table IB lists the correlations between trie sleep measures and the biochemical levels that occurred 
during the succeeding period of high cumulative work load. Only intersleep interval and variance were 
related significantly to the biochemical values.  Intersleep interval variance was not related significant- 
ly to landing performance during the period when the sleep logs were kept, but its rolation to performance 
during tha high cumulative work load period has r.ot been determined. 

Table IB 
Correlations of Aviators' Sleep Parameters with Biochemical Values 

Aviators 
(Mean+S.E.) 

Signlficance Non-Aviators 
(Mean+S.E.) 

7./+I.5 N.S. 7.46+1.2 

4.8+1.6 N.S. 5.11+1.8 

11.7+3.8 p<.05 14.5+2.6 

11.67 N.S. 7.61 

13.28 N.S. 17.13 

74.94 p<.05 35.76 

Variable 

Inter-Sleep Interval: 
I. Cholesterol (change from non-flying to High 

Cumulative Work Load condition) .4,7 

Sleep Episode Variance: 
1. Lactate Level (High Cumulative Work Load condition) 
2. Pyruvate Level (High Cumulative Work Load condition) 

Inter-Sleep Interval Variance: 
I. Lactate Level (High Cumulative Work Load condition) 

.352 

.357 

,399 

V.05 

'.here were no statistically significant changes in any of the emotional states as measured by response 
on the Mood Adjective Check List. There was a slight uoward trend in Fatigue and a slight downward trend 
in Activity and Fear, as a consequence of increasing cumulative work load. Except for Fatigue, the varia- 
bility of the subjects' moods did not change as a consequence of increasing work load. The variability of 
Fatigue response did increase under the high cumulative work load condition, although the increase was sig- 
nificant only in comparison to the non'lying state. 

The interrelationship of the various moods is shovn in Figure II which also illustrates the changes in 
mood association pattern as a consequence of high work load. At all times there was a consistent positive 
correlation between Fatigue and Depression, Happiness and Activity, and Depression and Anger. There was a 
negative correlation between Activity and Fatigue. Flying activity regardless of work load added a nega- 
tive correla+ion between Depression and Happiness to this pattern. Moderate work load gave rise to an 
inverse relationship between Depression and Activity; this relationship continued during the high work load 
period. Under high work load the relationship between Happiness and Fear that was present in the moderate 
work load condition disappeared, and the relationships of Fear and Depression and Anper and Happiness 
appeared. 

The pilots' carrier landing performance s ores did not decrease as a result of increasing cumulative 
work load and in fact, there was a slight, bur insignificant upward trend in performance. Also, the 
pilots' performance was not more varialbe under Increasing work load.  Indeed, there was an insignificant 
reduction in variability. 

• -  ' ■ 
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Figure  I I 

MOOD ASSOCIATIONS AS A FUNCTION OF CUMULATIVE WORK LOAD 

Non Flying Control. 

Happy Fatigue 552 — Depress*«) 

/ 
552 

.641 

Anger 

Happy 

640 

Active 

No Cumulative Work Load 

Happy Fatigue 475 Depression .526 Happy 

A 

Active Feat 

.569 

Anger 

.647 

Active 

Moderate Cumulative Work Load: 

.677 Depression 432 Happy 

.588 

Anger 

High Cumulative Work Load: 

Happy .499 Fatigue  629— Depression .622 Hs[ 

Active Fear .616 -Anger 

Hapi 

Indicates statistically significant reletlonships between moods, 
coefficients (r). 

The values are correlation 

The relationship of biochemical and mood factors to biographical data was altered by cumulative work 
load as is illustrated In Table II. Choles+erol which was significantly related to flvlng experience and 
age under control and mo erate work load conditions, becomes Inversely related to hei;,..t, weight, and 
accident history under conditions of high work load. Conversely, uric acid under high work load conditions 
loses the relationship to height and weight that was present under control flying conditions. Under high 
work load conditions lactic acid becomes strongly related to age, whereas under the ;9me conditions, 
pyruvic acid loses Its relationship to height, weight, and carrier experience. The lactata-pyrjvate ratio 
follows the pattern of pyruvic acid. 

There was no common pattern of relationship of moods to biographical data. Happiness, which under non- 
stress conditions was related to experiential and physical factors, lost a' i  relationship to biographical 
data under conditions of cumulative work load. Fear under high work load conditions reestablished ITS 
initial relationship to specific aircraft experience, and lost the relationship to education that was 
present under mi Ider conditions. Surprisingly, Fear was not related to accident history at any state. 
The relationship of Anger to carrier exper'ence was lost under conditions of curulative work load. 
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Table II 
Correlations of Biochemical and Mood Factors with Biographical Data 

Non-flyi m 1123 

No 
CumuI at i ve 
Work Load 

Moderate 
CumuI at i ve 
Work Load 

High 
Cumulative 
Work Load 

Cholesterol: 
F-4J Experience 
Flying Experience 
ACC-2 Years 
ACC-6 months 
Age 
Height 
Weight 

Uric Acid: 
Flying Experience 
ACC-2  years 
ACC-6 Months 
He i gh t 
Weight 

Lactic Aci d: 
Age 
Height 
Weight 

Pyruvic Acid: 
F-4J  Experience 
Flying  Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Age 
He i gh t 
Weight 

lactate-Pyruvate Ratio: 
We i gh t 

145 .275 .290 -.091 
457* .498» .325 .181 
007 -.103 -.201 -.397« 
on -.015 -.099 -.155 
580«* .710*« .473» .210 
172 -.227 -.172 -.577«« 
130 -.143 -.163 -.406« 

190 -.099 -.41 1* -.259 
058 .367 .261 .060 
099 .039 .102 .079 
305 .486* .251 .133 
309 .455* .443* .039 

297 -.245 -.273 -.538»* 
198 -.152 . 173 .206 
134 -.27? . .64* .236 

135 .379 -.106 -.228 
162 -.071 -.250 -.190 
077 .393 -.193 -. 158 
293 -.170 - . 155 -.353 
152 -.039 .270 .374 
064 -.406» .202 .115 

140 .«28» .248 .226 

Happy: 
F-4J  Experience 
Flying Experience 
Carrier  Experience 
ACC-6 Months 
Age 
Height 
Weight 

Fear: 
Education 
F-4J   Experience 
Flying Experience 
Height 

Anger: 
Carrier Experience 
Height 

# 
p<.0l 
p<.05 

476* .141 .198 .082 
306 .377 .341 .121 
386 .135 . 1 14 .098 
481* .495« .303 .334 
121 .313 .377 .099 
517*» .225 .269 .048 
627»» .451» .316 -. 131 

186 -.390 -.397» -.353 
508«« -.126 -.128 -.422» 
349 -.333 -.232 -.346 
149 -.246 -.227 -.384 

501« -.560*« -.306 -.249 
194 -.237 -.346 .225 

Table III A indicates the relative strength of the factors determining performance under various work 
load conditions. On the initial flights, following non-f!ying duty, experience in the aircraft was the 
most important factor in determining pilot performance in carrier landing. On subsequent flights as work 
load accumulated aircraft experience continued in 'mportsnce, and carrier experience became an important 
consideration. At high work load, experience was less of a factor and emotional and biochemical influences 

are seen. 

■ -   
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No Moderate High 
Cumulative Cumulative Cumu1 at i ve 
Work Load Work Load Work Load 

.536»* .607" .338 

.311 .166 .378 
-.162 -.533" .209 
-.062 .242 -.067 
-.192 .038 -.002 
-.036 -.115 .225 
-.046 -.089 .374 
-.218 -.081 -.501* 
-.123 .038 -.382 

Table I HA 
Correlations of Biochemical, Emotional and Biographical Data with Landing Performance 

F-4J Experience 
Flying Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Accident Past 6 Months 
Accident Past 2 Years 
Age 
Cholesterol 
Depression Mean 
Fear Mean 

Table ill B lists the significant relationships between performance and biochemical parameters at 
three cumulative work load levels. Several items are worthy of note in this table. The pilots' cholester- 
ol levels were determined by their age and total flying experience. Their uric acid level was a function of 
neight anc weight, whereas their lactic acid level was inversely related to age, and was related to the com- 
ponents of the lactate-pyruvate system. 

The variability of the pilots' cholesterol values was a function of age, flying experience, and the 
mean level ot cholesterol. However, the effect of age on cholesterol variability was very strong. The 
partia1 correlation of cholesterol variability with age indicated that older men have mors variable chol- 
esterol levels than could be accounted for by the increased mean cholesterol levels found in older men. 
The variability of uric acid was closely related to its mean level. The variability of the lactate- 
pyruvate system was related to the mean levels of the lactatc and pyruvate. 

Table I I IB 
Correlations ot Mean Performance and Biochemical Data with Biographical 

and Emotional Factors Irrespective of Cumulative Work Load 

Mean Factor 

Performance Mean 

i-erformarce Variance 

Cholesterol Mean 

Cholesterol Variance 

Uric Acid Mean 

Uric Acid Variance 

Lactic Acid Mean 

Lactic Acid Variance 

Pyruvi c Aci d Mean 

Pyruvic Acid Variance 

+ Partial correlation 
++Not statistically significant 

Correlates 

1. Depression Level 
2. F-4J Experience 
3. Total Hours Flown 

1. F-4J Experience 
2. Depression Variance 
3. Fatigue Variance 

1. Total Hours Flown 
2. Age 

1. Cholesterol 
2. Total Hours Flown 
3. Age 

+4. Age (at constant mean) 

1. Height 
2. Weight 

1. Uric Acid Mean 
2. Height 

!. Pyruvi c Mean 
2. Age 

1. Lactic Acid Mean 
2. Weight 
3. LacTate-Pyruvate Ratio 

1. Lacti c Acid Mean 
2. Lactate-Pyruvate Ratio 

I. Pyruvic Acid Mean 

» p<.05 
**p<.0l 

-.402* 
.694*» 
.412* 

-.487* 
.360++ 
.520** 

.421* 

.546** 

.413* 

.437* 

.719** 

.648** 

.379++ 

.365++ 

.505** 

.414* 

.462* 
-.526** 

.606** 

.493* 

.509** 

.462* 
-.539** 

.575** 

Of particular interest was the strong dependence cf performance on feelings of depression. Even more 
striking was the dependence of performance variability on emotional variability, particularly fatigue. 

DISCUSSION 

These results indi<-„Te thct the physiologic and emotional cost incurred by pilots of fighter and attack 
aircraft in combat does not see^ to be as severe as that incurred by transport crews flying extended 
missions (14). Fighter air crjws do suffer a deterioration of sleep pattern but this is mild compared to 
that noted in transport crews on extended missions. There is a metabolic depression manifested mainly as a 
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decline in cholesterol and uric acid levels, which Is not great enough to be of pathological significance 
and may represent a successful, although temporary, adaptation to the Imposed stress. An Inverse rela- 
tionship between flying experience and the biochemical response to stress was not presen!- in ttiis study. 
In contrast to Kramer's study, the stress imposed in this study was comparatively mild, and the effect of 
experience on performance was strong. 

In an analysis of the responses o* a group of individuals to a weak Stressor, both the mean level of 
any parameter and the variability of that parameter may be of significance, as both may change as a result 
of environmental stimuli.  Indeed, partition of variance is commonly used as a statistical test of treat- 
ment effects. Much of the change in variance associated with environmental stimuli can be attributed to 
alterations in the level of the parameter affected or of closely related parameters. Thus, the decreases 
in the variance of uric acid and cholesterol noted as a result of cumulative work load are owing largely 
to the significant decrease in mean levels of cholesterol and uric acid. 

However, changes in variance that are unaccompanied t'y changes in mean level are a useful and early 
measure of the response of a group to a stressor, in that they represent the responses of some but not all 
members of the group. For example, in this study more of the variance in cholesterol is related to age 
than to cholesterol level and partial correlations indicate that older men have greater cholesterol varia- 
bility than would be expected simply from the higher cholesterol level that occurs in older persons. 

As the variability of the biochemical parameters in this study is related only to the mean level of a 
particular parameter, or to relatively fixed parameters such as age, or weight, a change in the variability 
of a parameter in the absence of a change in its mean level is an early indication of the compensatory 
response of that parameter to a stressor. Thus, the increase in the variability of lactic acid with 
moderate cumulative work load and the increase in pyruvate variability with high cumulative work load are 
indications of the pilots' compensatory reactions to the stressor—cumulative work load. 

Of the physiological, emotional and behavioral measures considered in this study, cholesterol, uric 
acid and intersleep interval responded to stress with changes in mean levels and variability. Lactate, 
pyruvate, and the lactate-pyruvate ratio responded by changes in variability only. Mood measures showed 
only a slight change in variability, and performance did not change at a I I in either mean level or varia- 
bility. On ■'•he basis of degree of response to increasing levels of work load, the measures used in this 
study can be ranked in terms of sensitivity to stress. Uric acid is the most sensitive followed by chol- 
esterol, or sleep measures. Measures of emotion are less sensitive than biochemical or sleep measures 
but more sensitive than changes in performance. 

Even in the absence of significa.it changes in mean level or variance, shifts in association pattern 
both within moods a:,c between experiential factors and mocds, and between experience and performance, do 
occur as a result of work load accumulation. Such shifts are not only sensitive indicators of stress 
response but they greatly complicate the process of performance prediction. Depending on the accumulated 
flying work load, mood, experience, sleep or biochemistry can enter into the prediction of performance. 

Teichman's concept of stress response interposes a compensating mechanism or mechanisms as control Irng 
variables between the stressor and the controlled behavior. From the data in this study it would seem that 
there is a series of elements in the pathway fron; stressor to stress response. Correlation coefficients, 
as a measure of the coordinate variation cf two parameters, express the closeness of the relationship 
between them. From the high correlations between mood factors and performance, it would seem that emotion 
is one of the ma'n controlling var'^bles of performance. The relationships between lactate and pyruvate 
and emotion were of low order and  .signifleant, leading to the hypothesis that some unmeasured variable 
or variables mediates emotion and the lactate-pyruvate system. The absence of change in lactate and 
pyruvate levels Is to be expected from their relationship to intracellular oxidation-reduction states which 
would be affected only by a severe stress such as hypoxia (23). Cholesterol changed markedly in reaction to 
the stressor, but its correlation to lactate and pyruvate was weak, again suggesting an intermediate varia- 
ble. Of the three sleep measures only one showed response to stress. Sleep measures were correlated with 
both cholesterol and lactate and pyruvate; sleep may be a parallel to the link between cholesterol and the 
lactate-pyruvate system. 

In summary, Teichman's concept of the organism as a complex self-regulating system, which responds to 
increasing stress by a sequence of progressive compensatory changes that operate to control behavioral 
phenomena, seems operationally valid. Cholesterol and uric acid are most sensitive to stress, followed by 
sleep alterations and changes in the lactate-pyruvaT5 system. Emotion and performance are the least sensi- 
tive to stress.  In fhis study we have analyzed several non-contiguous elements of the system. The roles 
of catecholam.ne, and adrenal cortical steroids as intermediate variables are currently under investigation. 
However, the exact role of the various experiential factors is still not clear. Although specific aircraft 
experience is a slrong determinant of performance, other aspects of experience also seem to affect emotional 
response and biochemical change. The profound modifying effects of experience do not seem to fit Teichman's 
behavioral model and it may be necessary to develop further theoretical framework to account for the effects 
of experience. 
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SUMMARY 

A preliminary longitudinal study of the factors affecting the carrier landing performance of naval 
aviators under high workload conditions has been carried out. Using stepwise multiple regression 
techniques, a substantial portion of the variability in landing performance could be accounted for by 
six factors under zero cumulative workload conditions and by seven factors under moderate cumulative 
workload conditions. High cumulative workload conditions sharply reduced predictive ability. Although 
specific aircraft experience and total flight experience were important predictors of average landing 
performance, blood biochemical levels and emotional states had significant predictive ability. Sleep 
patterns relate strongly to performance. The factors that determine landing performance change as 
cumulative workload increases. Suggestions for further research in this area are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Because of their great theoretical and practical value, studies of the factors affecting pilot 
performance have interested flight surgeons and aviation psychologists for a number of years. Identi- 
fication of the skills and factors involved in operating high performance aircraft would facilitate the 
rational design of successful training programs and would permit the development of selection proce- 
dures to assure efficient use of such training. In addition, knowledge of the factors and skills invol- 
ved in pilot performance could lead to greater safety and efficiency cf air operations. 

Modem statistical techniques such as factor analysis and stepwise multiple regression are 
extremely useful not only in the evaluation of relevant factors, but also for the development of pre- 
dictor equations for experimental testing. The use of such techniques does impose some severe limi- 
tations. Stepwise multiple regression requires that a linear relationship exist between the predictors 
and the criterion variable. In addition, the criterion must be valid and quantitative and the number of 
subjects must be fairly large (1). Brictson developed a measurement based on the wire number used in 
aircraft arrestment on a carrier as a measure of landing quality. The use of this criterion in a mul- 
tiple regression equation identified aircraft handling factors that influenced carrier landings (2). 
By the use of a similar approach several training variables were found to predict landing quality 
during night carrier qualifications (3). Other investigators have used multiple regression techniques 
to evaluate several training variables that critically affect training performance (4). 

Several authors have suggested that performance under stressful conditions may be determined by 
physiologic and emotional factors (5,\>\ Brictson has noted that carrier landing performance is to 
some degree determined by the pilot's experience (7). In a previous report, we noted that the relation- 
ships between emotional states, biochemical parameters, experience and performance shifted as a result 
of high workload stress. In that descriptive study, the relative contribution of the various factors to 
performance was not evaluated (8). 

The purpose of this study is to report the use of multiple regression analysis to isolate the 
factors affecting carrier landing performance under conditions of increasing cumulative workload. In 
addition, we will C ?scribe the relationship between sleep changes and performance. 

METHODS 

As predictor variables, biochemical, emotional and experiental data were gathered from 26 F-4J 
pilots deployed on an aircraft carrier in the Western Pacific. As previously described, blood samples 
for analysis of serum cholesterol, serum uric acid, blood lactate and pyruvate, and assessments of 
happiness, activity, depression, fear, anger, and fatigue were obtained prior to missions representing 
zero, moderate and high cumulative workload. Workload levels were determined on the basis of average 
daily flying hours, number of prior consecutive days of flying activity, and the relative danger involved 
in the mission. For a one-week period representing a cumulative workload level between moderate and high, 
the sleep patterns of a subsample of the aviators were recorded on sleep logs kept by the aviators. The 
logs reported total sleep per 24-hour period, sleep duration, and intersleep interval (8). 

The pilots' landing performance scores for the missions flown immediately after blood sampling and 
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emotional assessment were used in the analysis of factors affecting individual mission landing perfor- 
mances. The average landing performance scores for missions flown in the 10-day period following blood 
sampling and mood assessment were used in the analysis of factors affecting mean landing performance. 

The relationship between sleep parameters and individual mission landing performance was examined 
by correlation. The statistical procedure of stepwise multiple regression was used to identify pre- 
dictor variables which accounted for significant variance in the criterion. The resultant leaft squares 
linear regression equations allowed for the prediction of individual landing performance scores as a 
function of the predictor variables. 

RESULTS 

Table IA lists the factors that entered into the predictor equation for individual mission perfor- 
mance during the zero cumulative workload period. The strongest predictor — history of having had an 
accident within two years of the study — accounted for 27% of the variability in landing performance. 
Addition of serum uric acid and cholesterol to the equation significantly improved the predictive 
ability. The addition of total flying experience to the equation increased predictive ability signifi- 
cantly but addition of blood lactic acid level did not. 

Table IB lists the factors that entered into the predictor equation for individual mission perfor- 
mance during the moderate cumulative workload period. Specific aircraft experience was the strongest 
predictor of landing performance. The mood factors — depression and activity — contributed signifi- 
cantly to prediction. The only biochemical factor to enter — blood pyruvate level — increased the 
predictive ability. Accident history, carrier experience, and anger entered last and raised the mul- 
tiple R to .927. The seven significant factors accounted for 86% of the variance in mission landing 
performance. 

Table IC lists the factors that entered into the predictor equation for individual mission perfor- 
mance during the high cumulative workload period. The strongest, and, indeed, the only significant 
predictor was serum cholesterol level. Addition of the serum uric acid level and the lactate-pyruvate 
ratio to the equation increased the multiple R but provided no significant increase in predictive 
ability. The three factors accounted for only 42% of the variability in landing performance. 

Table IIA lists the factors that entered into the predictor equation for average landing perform 
mance during the zero cumulative workload period. Specific aircraft experience entered first and 
accounted for 28% of the variance in landing performance. The addition of two blood biochemical levels — 
blood pyruvate and serum cholesterol — to specific aircraft experience accounted for 57% of perfor- 
mance variance. The addition of three mood factors — depression, anger, and happiness — resulted in a 
further significant increase in predictive ability. The six factors together accounted for 78% of the 
variability in average landing performance. 

Table 7.IB lists the factors that entered into the predictor equation for average landing perfor- 
mance during the moderate cumulative workload period. Two experience factors — specific aircraft 
experience and carrier experience — together accounted for about 50% of the variability in average 
landing performance. Smaller but significant increases in predictive ability were achieved by the 
successive addition of anger, blood pyruvate level and serum cholesterol level to the equation. The 
addition of fear and fatigue raised the multiple R to .94 and the seven factors accounted for 89% of the 
workload conditions. 

Table IIC lists the factors that were considereJ in constructing the prudictor equation for average 
landing performance during the high cumulative workload period. An equation with significant predictive 
ability for average landing performance could not be developed. No factor could be found that would 
account for a significant portion of the variability of landing performance. Total flight experience 
and carrier experience had the highest correlations with landing performance but neither reached statis- 
tical significance. The addition of the mood — depression — and the addition of the biochemical 
factors — blood pyruvate level and serum cholesterol — raised the multiple R but did not make it 
statistically significant. 

Table III depicts the relationship of sleep pattern and landing performance. Only one sleep 
measure — variability of intersleep interval — correlated with individual landing performance. The 
correlation coefficient was significant at the .05 level. Thus, the more variable the sleep-wakefulness 
pattern the lower the landing performance. 

DISCUSSION 

The relatively small number of subjects in this study limits the power of the stepwise multiple 
regression procedure. The presence of ^ small number of subjects can lead to spuriously high multiple 
correlations, if the data distribution is skewed. The e ".all nui.iber of subjects also does not allow the 
use of a "hold out" sample for cross validation, so that UM validity of the predictions so developed 
cannot ''".• tariffed. We have used the stepwise multiple repression technique only to tentatively identify 
those fiirror; t:iat contribute to carrier landing performrn-o under conditions of increasing cumulative 
workloau 

The most striking finding was the effect of high cumulative workload on performance prediction. 
Under conditions of zero and moderate cumulative workload, more than 70% of the variability in individual 
landing performance could be accounted for by the preJictor variables. Under conditions of high cumu- 
lative workload, only 40% of the individual landing performance variability could be accounted for by 
the predictor variables. The prediction of average landing performance was even more severely disturbed 
by high cumulative workload. Although our previous report had indicn+ed that there was a shift of the 
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factors associated with performance in the transition from low to high emulative workload, the absence 
of significant correlates with average performance during the high cumulative workload period was rather 
striking (8). Nicholson noted that a pilot's assessment of workload became leas predictable under high 
workload conditions and suggested that either the pilot used a different technique to assess workload 
under such conditions, or that marked central nervous activity during high workload Interfered with the 
pilot's assessment (9). The data from this study indicate that the situation is more complex. Although 
a high multiple R could be achieved during zero and moderate cumulative workload periods, the factors 
contributing to the prediction changed as workload increased. Also,predictive ability abruptly declined 
in the high workload period. This may mean that, as workload accumulates, different factors determine 
performance and that the factor contributions may be non-linear. 

It is quite clear that one factor that must be considered in performance prediction is workload. 
Several studies have shown that increases in workload are accompanied by a deterioration of sleep 
pattern (10) and as these data indicate, irregularity of sleep pattern is closely related to landing 
performance. At least, irregular sleep is an indicator that the pilots are reaching the maximum toler- 
able level of sustained performance. 

In a previous study we noted that sleep patterns were related to cholesterol, lactate, and pyru- 
vate levels (8). The appearance of those biochemical parameters in equations predicting landing per- 
formance may be a consequence of that relationship. 

As might have been expected, stable factors such as specific aircraft experience, had greater 
predictive ability for average performance than did labile factors such as blood biochemical levels. 
It is nut known why experience factors did not appear in equations predicting average performance 
during the high cumulative workload period, ierhaps the effects of experience on landing performance 
are inhibited by the deleterious effects of high workload on older, more experienced pilots. In any 
event there is no firm guirte to enable operational commanders to select pilots for high performance, 
high workload operations. 

The small number of subjects in this study and the high multiple correlations achieved emphasizes 
the need for further research in this area. When the number of subjects is small, the factors that 
initially enter into a multiple regression equation are likely to be"the most valid. These factors 
should provide the basis for a future study which would consider the effects of sleep, mood, and cumu- 
lative workload on landing performance. Such a study should include a large number of subjects so that 
cross validation of the predictors would be possible. 
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TABLE IA 

ractors Entering into Predictor Equation for Individual Mission 

PERFORMAHCE MJRIMC ZERO CUMULATIVE WOWOfiABPERM) 

Factors 

Accident History 

Accident History 

Accident History 

Accident History- 

Accident History 

*** p <  .00.' 
**p < .11] 

2 years, 

2 years - Uric Acid Level 

2 years - Uric Acid Level 
Cholesterol Level 

2 year« - Uric Acid Level 
Cholesterol Level 
Total Flight Hours 

2 years - Uric Acid Level 
Cholesterol Level 
Total Flight Hours 
Lactic Acid Level 

R ** 

524** .274 

622*" .387 

.688*** 

.758*** 

.787« 

.474 

.572 

.619 

Factors 

F-4J Experience 

r-40 Experience 
Depression 

I-4J Experience 
Depression 
Activity 

F-4J Experience 
Depression 
Activity 
Blood fyruvate Level 

F-4J Experience 
Depression 
Activity 
Blood I'yruvate Level 
Accident History - 2 years 

F-4J Experience 
Depression 
Activity 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Accident History - 2 years 
Carrier Experience 

F-4J Experience 
Depression 
Activity 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Accident History - 2 years 
Carrier Experience 
Anger 

TABLE IB 

Factors Entering into Predictor Equation for Individual Mission 

PERFORMANCE DURING MODERATE CUMULATIVE WORKLOAD PERlCt 

R 

.607*** 

.635* 

.787*** 

.838*** 

.865*** 

.892*** 

r 
.368 

.404 

.620 

.702 

.749 

.765 

.927*** .859 

p < .005 
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Factors 

TABLE IC 

Factors Entering into Predictor Equation for Individual Mission 

PEKTOHHAHCE PUKING HIGH CUMULATIVE WORKLOAD PERIOD 

R 

Cholesterol Level 

Cholesterol Level 
Uric Acid Level 

Cholesterol Level 
I'rie Arid Level 
Lactate-Pyruvate Ratio 

** p < .01 

.525** 

.604** 

.646** 

.276 

.365 

.418 

Factors 

F-4J Experience 

TABLE ILA 

Factors Dtering into Predictor Equation for Average Landing 

PERFORMANCE DURING ZERO CUMULATIVE WORKLOAD PERIOD 

R 

F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level 

F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level 

F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level 
Depression 

F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level 
Depression 
Anger 

F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level 
Depression 
Anger 
Happiness 

.536*** 

.696*** 

.753**+ 

785*** 

.840* 

R2 

.280 

.481 

.568 

.610 

.700 

.884*** .781 

p <  .005 
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TABLE IIB 

Factors Entering into Predictor Equation for Average Landing 

PERFORMANCE DURING MODERATE WORKLOAD PERIOD 

Factors R      R2 

F-4J Experience .607***   .368 

F-4J Experience 
Carrier Experience .703***   .494 

F—U Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Anger .760***   .578 

F-4J Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Anger 
Blood Pyruvate level .8-3***   .652 

F-4J Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Anger 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level .850***        .723 

F-4J Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Anger 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level 
Fear .884***        .781 

F-4J Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Anger 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol Level 
Fear 
Fatigue .942***   .888 

*** p< .005 

TABLE IIC 

Factors Entering into Predictor Equation for Average Landing 

PERFORMANCE DURING HIGH WORKLOAD PERIOD 

Factors R      R2 

Total Flight Experience .378ns    .142 

Total Flight Experience 
Carrier Experience .439ns    .193 

Total Flight Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Depression .497ns    .247 

Total Flight Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Depression 
F-4J Experience .529ns    .280 

Total Flight Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Depression 
F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level .562ns    .316 

Total Flight Experience 
Carrier Experience 
Depression 
F-4J Experience 
Blood Pyruvate Level 
Serum Cholesterol .585ns   .342 

ns - Not statistically significant. 

m±m» 
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TABLE III 

CORRELATIONS OF SLEEP PATTERNS WITH LANDING PERFORMANCE 

Sleep Parameter 

1. Total sleep/24 hours 

2. Sleep Episode Duration 

3. Intersleep Interval 

4. Variability of Total - Sleep/24 hours 

5. Sleep Episode Variability 

6. Intersleep Interval Variability 

With Performance 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

-.762* 

*p < .05 

itfAiMttfca^MftMfti **.*>■**."*■-*<**& 
M '-■■■ tätatmämt -i'iwi--**- IHI*IM1H   '   '-      -^  " •' 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 0« PAPERS A10 - Al3 

WIUCWSOH 

ULBRECHT 

WILKINSON 

McHUGH 

WILKINSON 

McHUGH 

HOLDEN 

McHUGH 

TER BRAAK 

McHUGH 

BRICTSON 

I would like to know whether there was • control condition for rising early 
but not flying? 

All pilot« and subjects had to rise at 0600 hours. 

Did you Investigate the partial correlation between sleep interval variability 
and performance holding experience constant? 

No. 

Brlctson reported that cholesterol was higher in inexperienced pilots even 
though performance was raised, but I believe McHugh gave us the impression 
that the cholesterol might be higher, because it was a symptom of higher 
effort on the part of the inexperienced pilot to achieve higher levels of 
performance. 

We are not sure what cholesterol represents, but suspect it is a reflection 
of a metabolic arousal. Experienced pilots tend to have somewhat higher 
cholesterol levels and so during the period of high cumulative workload the 
cholesterol values of experienced and inexperienced pilot* were approximately 
the same. We think this means that inexperienced pilots are expending more 
energy to achieve their performance improvement, 

I was wondering if the regresrion analyst« examined the interactive terms and 
if any sensitivity studies had been done to establish the stability of the 
regression line? 

We did not examine interactions or stability. 

Do you consider that to emphasise performance on deck landings avoids 
important assessments of mission success? 

We quite agree that the mission is the important item, but it is difficult to 
evaluate objectively performance in the overall mission. The carrier landing 
performance criterion has been validated against a pilots overall skill In 
carrying out his complete mission. 

We are conscious of this relationship, 
carrier landing is a critical task and 
at the termination of the mission gives 
experienced. In terms of relating carr 
proficiency we are now in fact looking 
performance and their combat flying pro 
that those who are good at landing at n 
carrying out their mission. 

The assumption of this study was that 
that performance on this critical task 
us some idea of uhat stresses have been 
ier landing performance to other pilot 
at correlations between pilot landing 
ficiency. Preliminary results indicate 
ight on carriers are also the best in 

QUESTION 

McHUGH 

0BERH0LZ 

McHUGH 

Do vou think that sleep logs are an efficient method for estimating quality 
and quantity of sleep? 

For a field study the sleep log is a highlv reliable measure which correlates 
fairly well though not perfectly with EEG recordings of sleep quality. 

How did vou measure the level of depression and anger? 

We measured the level of depression and anger using a 4U item adjective check 
list. This questionnaire which takes about 10 sec to complete has been 
validated on S.00U naval recruits.  In addition it has been validated against 
performance, illness and disciplinary action in naval recruits. 

FRANKE 

BRICTSON 

BRUMAGHIM 

HARTMAN 

HARTMAN 

Can you say that a particular landing point on a carrier deck Is a normal point 
and all deviations depend on the pilot behaviour at that moment? 

You have raised the question about random variables entering into any 
particular landing approach. Except for the conditions which I mentioned 
vesterdav about measures taken under rain etc we have measured these 
approaches with twin precision radars from 1% miles down to touch down for 
over 6,000 landings and found that some variables do enter into the assessment 
but not in a systematic biasing fashion. 

I was interested in Dr Hartman s presentation of a quantitative index of stress. 
This is a continuing problem in ground based simulation.  Is the School of 
Aerospace Medicine looking at the use of physiological indices of stress? 

We have biochemical and subjective data which indicates that flvif, a 
simulator is equallv stressful as flying a transport. 

fin replv to Ulbrerht on correlation between biochemical measures and workload). 
Sodium and potassium excretion arc subject to many factors but thev do provide 

k, 
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WtUMAGHIK 

• useful Index and relate to the other measures In an effective way. As far 
at homone estimations are concerned we would prefer to measure eortfaol. He 
are also intereeted in 17-Veto uteriodi. 

Was any recording made of tne illumination level and were tne performance 
graces broken down for the teletype operator? 

HARTMAN 

PUCKS 

He arranged for an environmental survey of the craft before the exercise. The 
lighting was unsatisfactory. The anawer to your second question ia no. 

Did you clarify whether the headache may have been due to a medical condition 
such as slnusitua? 

HARTMMI Mo, but I think ve should have followed this up. 

..... — — ■  rmiifcMMfc^aiiMdi 
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LONG RAKE AIR-TO-AIR REFUELLING 
A STOUT OF DöW ARD SLEEP PATTERNS 

Wing Commander H.H. Mills RA? 
Royal Air Pore« Strike Command 
High Wy combe, Buckinghamshire, 

United Kingdom. 

?ing Commander A.N. Nicholson QBE RAF 
Royal Air Fore« Institute of Aviation Medicine 

Farnborough, Hampshire, 
United Kingdon. 

SUkVART 

The sleep patterns of ground crew, pilots and tanker crews involved in a long range air-to-air 
refuelling aiaslon have been related to their duty hours. During such complex operations workload may 
vary considerably and the demands placed on some aircrew may be very high. It is suggested that the duty 
hours demanded of individual aircrew should be related to their overall workload. In this way it may be 
possible to maintain an acceptable sleep pattern in all aircrew and ensure that no individual pilot or 
crew member is subjected to excessive duty hours. 

INTRODUCTION 

Long range air-to-air refuelling demands not only sophisticated logistic support but also careful 
attention to the duty and x«st patterns of both air and ground crews. Air-to-air refuelling may be used 
to transport short range aircraft many thousands of miles within a short period of time and such operations 
require long and Irregular hours of duty both from the receiver pilots and tanker crews. Toward thn end 
of 1°69 ten Lightning aircraft were transferred from the United Kingdom to the Far East using the technique 
of air-to-air refuelling. This paper is concerned with the duty and rest patterns of the aircrew involved 
In the exercise. Operational aspects have been included if they are relevant to thi<s analysis. 

Operational Details. The exercise, which was preceded by about a month of day and night air-to-air 
refuelling training, was scheduled over two sectors - United Kingdom tc the Persian Gulf and the Persian 
Gulf to the Far East. The aircraft departed from the United Kingdom in formations of 3, 3, 2 and 2 on 
four successive days and the refuelling aircraft operated from airfields in the United Kingdom, Cyprus, 
Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. Supporting ground crews were deployed along the route and pilots not 
operating the first sector were transported to the Persian Gulf by a Hercules aircraft. 

The first sector from the United Kingdom to the Persian Gulf was straightforward and with favourable 
tall winds the flight times averaged 6.5 hours. The aircraft took off at 0330 hours each morning to 
ensure arrival in the Persian Gulf before dusk. The first three hours of each sector were operated in 
darkness. Three refuelling brackets were completed and each formation was east of Malta before daylight 
broke. There were no obvious difficult!.» with this plan, but an unsatisfactory sleep pattern preceding 
the sector and air-to-air refuelling in darkness during the early hours were considered to be significant 
factors in the induction of crew fatigue. 

Two aircraft were di,-5rted to Cyprus, one returning 300 miles from Turkey unaccompanied. Fortunately, 
the weather was clear and the excellent range of the Andana Tacan beacon made this relatively easy. In 
general, radio compass bearings in "-.is area were poor and such a recovery could have presented consider- 
able difficulties. The remaining eight aircraft arrived safely in the Persian Gulf but it was clear that, 
though a flight of about 9 hours was feasible, an instrument approach in poor weather would have imposed 
a considerable final strain on the pilot. This is why daylight landings were mandatory during this 
exercise. A thirty-six hour rest period proved essential to refresh the pilots for the next sector. 

The departures of all aircraft from the Persian Gulf for the second sector were ui schedule at 
O53O hours local time. The first hour of the sector was in darkness, but the weather was perfect. About 
100 miles northwest of Can (Indian Ocean) each formation met severe weather conditions and on the worst 
day a formation of three aircraft logged over five hours cloud flying on this sector. These conditions, 
together with an instrument recovery in poor weather at the end of an eight hour flight, were found to be 
a most trying experience for all pilots. Planned fuel recovery figures wem affected adversely anl in 
two oases pilots landed from a GCA with limited fuel. Signs of excessive stress and fatigue were obvious 
at the end of this flight. Six diversions occurred during the sector. Two aircraft were diverted due to 
a communications misunderstanding concerning the weather and another aircraft because of a serious fuel 
leakage. The unfavourable weather complicated the refuelling plan specially as far as the three wave 
formations were concerned. 

The unfavourable weather during this sector and the prolonged cloud flying led to pilot disorlen- 
tatlon far greater than the pilots believed possible. Most pilots encountered between two and five hours 
of cloud flying and experienced the 'leans' for periods of between ten and twenty minutes. In some cases 
the symptoms were severe and increased the sense of fatigue. The tankers appeared to be doing aerobatics, 
refuelling In the Inverted position or flying continuously banked. Ho loss of control occurred, but 
scanning of instruments had to be curtailed when In dense cloud to avoid losing the formation. Alter- 
ations In heading by the tankers to avoid the worst of the weather did little to alleviate the situation 
and when flying unaccompanied after the final refuelling several Lightning pilots found themselves in the 
worst of the weather before any diversion could be made. The operation led to overt fatigue and could 
have Jeopardised safety during the mission. Most pilots realised that they were in no condition to 
operate for at lesst twenty-four hours after arrival and that they needed about forty-eight hours to 
acclimatise to the new environment. 

BMBBJÜI 
of sl**° Patterns and Workload. Sleep and duty patterns for all aircrew and some ground crew 

were obtained from personal diaries. Schedules of five Lightning pilots, six crew members of the tanker 
aircraft and two ground crew were analysed la detail. Preceding the exercise control sleep patterns, as 
far as possible, were obtained. The minimum amount of sleep required by an Individual pilot over any 
three day period preceding the exercise was used as an Indication of his minimum sleep requirements. 

.r   - ■----•«— 
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During the exercise tlw aircrew oontümed to record their duty periods and to estimate the duration of 
their sleep periods. Total sleep ess calculated over three da? periods during the «zeroise to eonpare 
with the data derived during the control period. The workload of the aircrew was calculated as eumulatl"« 
duty hours and related to duration of their Individual schedules. The duration of each schedule, for 
purposes of calculating cumulative duty hours, was fron twenty-four hours preceding the first flight to 
the end of the duty period of the last flight. In the event of a break in flying duty «seeding three 
days, only the high workload part of the exercise was analysed. The estimated hours of sleep for air 
and ground crow are given lit Table 1. The duty and sleep patterns of the Lightning pilots are illus- 
trated in Pig. 1-5 and similar data are provided for the tanker crews in Fig. 6-11 and for the two 
ground crews In Pig. 12 and 13. Aircrew workload during the exercise is given in Table 2. 

Pi*. 1 ?ir„ 2 

FiR. 3 

Pigs. 1-5. Duty (hatched) and sleep (black) 
periods of the five Lightning pilots. The 
horizontal axis covers a twenty-four hour 
period around midnight. Duty periods involving 
a flying sector are indicated by departure and 
arrival airfields. 

?i.T. 5 
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Fig. 6 Pig. 7 

Fig. 8 Fig. * 

Fiff. 10 Fig. 11 

Figs. 6-11.    Duty (hatched) and sleep 
(black) periods of the six tanker aircrew. 
The horizontal axis covers a twenty-four 
hour period around midnight.    Duty periods 
involving a flying sector are indicated by 
departure and arrival airfields. 
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Tie. " W«. 13 

Titlß. A2 & 13.   Duty (hatehed) and 
sle«p (black) periods of two grand 
erw.   The horizontal axla oovex* a 
twenty-four hour period around midnight. 
Arrows indicate transit flights. 

HOKUM» or aiKsnr 

Total duty hoars Duration of Mitsioa (day«) 

LI 72.0 

34.5 

34.0 

42.3 

52.1 

31.0 

42.0 

42.5 

M.5 

44.0 

35.0 
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DISCOSSIO* 

Severe disturbance« of alepp were •zperi«BO«d during; this esareis« and the unusual  duty hours during 
the days preceding the operation together «ith the need for an early take-off (03)0 hours) led to unsatis- 
factory sleep preceding the first sector.   Hot only was the eaount of sleep immediately preceding the 
flmt sector reduced, but the pattern of sleep during the three day period before the Mission «as unsatis- 
factory la sane aircrew.   One of the Lightning pilots (L5) experienced a thirteen hour flight to the 
Persian Gulf as a pans anger in a Hercules and was required for non-flying duty within sixteen hours of 
arrival and then operated a Lightning to the Par Sast two days later. 

The workload involved in this exercise (cumulative duty hours related to duration of schedule) was 
related to previous studies on transport aircrew In which duty patterns compatible with an acceptable 
sleep pattern had been established.    (Nicholson 1970, 1972).   An air-to-air refuelling exercise is very 
deaanding and cannot be equated with a normal transport operation, but it is worthwhile comparinr the 
workload of the Lirtitning aircrew with duty patterns which are known to be only Just acceptable for 
transport aircrew.    On the other hand it is considered that the workload of tanker crews can be assessed 
in the light of experience with transpo~t crews. 

It can be seen fron Pig. 14 that the calculated workload for the Lightning and tanker crews was close 
to a workload which was likely to «rive rise to sleep difficulties in transport aircrew studied previously. 
In the cane of the Lightning pilots the minimum duration of the exercise (fron united Kingdom take-off 
to Par East touch-do*») waa 2.3 days.    Pilots flying the two sectors within 2.X days were not required 
to act as a reserve to the other formations.    The duration of the other schedv.es were longer due to 
additional duty periods or diversions (over six days in one pilot) and the workload tended to be maintained 
at a high level.   Studies on long haul aircrew have shown that workload needs to be reduced tm a schedule 
progresses and this would be particularly iaportant if it »as essential to maintain the well-being and 
operational effectiveness of the aircrew beyond the end of the refuelling exercise. 

AccunubMes Duty Hours 

Mr 

TO 

n ■ 

•o 

55 

SO 

41 

to 

M 

10 

Pig. 14.   Workload of Lightning pilots and 
tanker crews superimposed on a graph relating 
workload and an acceptable sleep pattern for 
transport aircre«.    The lower line indicates 
workload which is likely to be compatible with 
an acceptable sleep pattern.    The upper line 
indicates the maximum workload ohich may be 
compatible with an acceptable sleep pattern 
for transport aircrew.    (Nicholson 1972}. 
The workload involved in two double crew 
con'inuous flying operations are plotted as 
t-.-ujles (Atkinson, Borland and Hicholscn, 
1970). 

O   Tanker Crews 

O   Lightning Pilots 

A   Doubl« Crew 
Operation« 
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Tb* total duration of the —hsmmlam of wash tanker crow MN similar (around ton days), though the 
workload waa concentrated within a four day period.    Analysis of the duty period« of the sis tanker air- 
era» euans-ated that the workload would haw» been incompatible with an acceptable aleep patten in two 
crawa (VI and T5) and that difficultiea would have bom expected in three other crews (72, 73 and 74). 
HMM«. prediction« were largely bone out by the alaep pattern» of the crewa (Tig. 16).   Satisfactory 
sleep patteme wax« otoerred in 75 and 76, tut in the remaining four crewa at leaat aono difficulties 
were experienced. 

The transit flight in the Hercules had an adverse effect an aleep patterns (Pigs. 12 and 13).   One 
of the ii, i anajj crew managed to recover an excellent sleep pattern, but the other remained in difficulties 
throughout the reet of the exercise (Fig. 17)• 
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Pig. 16. Estimated sleep gain/loaa for 
the six tanker aircrew during the mission. 
Arrows indicate flying duty. 

Pig. 17. Estimated sleep gain/loss for 
the two ground crew during the mission. 
The arrow labelled T Indicates a transit 
flight. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This study has explored the relationship between workload and sleep patterns during a long range air- 
to-air refuelling exercise and has shown that in practice disturbances of sleep pattern could be predicted 
from a study of anticipated individual workload. Disturbances may affect adversely the well-being aud 
operational effectiveness of aircrew and contribute to fatigue which is likely to be, in any case, a 
potential factor in this sort of exercise. It is considered, therefore, that careful attention to work- 
load is necessary to ensure that aircrew are not unnecessarily fatigued and that particular attention 
should be paid to the relationship between cumulative workload and the duration of the individual's 
schedule. 

Studies on long range transport aircrew have shown that unusual patterns of work and rest have an 
effect on the ability of aircrew to obtain satisfactory sleep and it is suggested that the relationship 
between cumulative workload and duration of schedules for long range transport aircrew, which is known 
to be just compatible with an acceptable sleep pattern (Nicholson 1972), could be used, initially, as a 
model for >?th tanker crews and fighter pilots. It is appreciated that the workload demanded of Lightning 
pilots differs greatly frnn that of long range transport aircrew, but it can hardly be expected that 
operational effectiveness can be maintained if workload in excess of that which would be tolerated for 
transport aircrew is demanded. 

Studies could be carried out on aircrew involved in particular exercises to determine the nature and 
significance of unusual duty patterns. Such studies could assist in the planning of operations and may 
help commanders to  predict the overall well-being and operational effectiveness of their crews at any 
time during a complex operation. 
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HIGH WORKLOAD TASKS 07 AIECBEV IH THE 

TACTICAL STRIKE, ATTACK AHD RECOIOTAISSAHCE ROLES 

by 

F. ter Braak, Lieutenant Colonel, RNLAF 

SHAPE, Belgium 

1. The title of ay peper covers the high workload tasks of aircrew performing three 
distinct taotioal roles, namely the rtrike, the attack and the reconnaissance roles.  In v.he 
course of ay presentation I will oover the total mission, which is from the time the pilot 
receives his orders until the debriefing following the flight has been completed. At the same 
time I will also point out the differences between each role, as related to workload, so that a 
fairly realistic comparison can be made as to the workload of each category. 

2. I would like to point out that the task description is based on the pilot flying a 
single-seater airplane. At the end of my presentation, however, I will include some thoughts on 
the difference in workload between pilots flying single-seater aircraft and aircrew manning a 
two-seater, such as the Buccaneer or the F-4. 

3. Before going through the missions step by step, allow me to give a general description 
of each category. 

a. Strike. The word "strike" in NATO terminology is usually connected with nuclear 
missions; in other words, a strike pilot is trained to deliver one of mankind's most lethal 
weapons. The tactical strike pilot is a lone operator; from take-off onwards, he alone is 
responsible for the proper execution of his mission. His standard of training and his experience 
must therefore be of a very high quality. A pilot selected to become a member of a strike squadron 
will normally have served several years in a fighter squadron executing a different mission. As 
a seoondcxy task, a strike pilot must also be able to deliver conventional weaponry. 

b. Attack. An attack pilot is trained to deliver conventional weapons, such as rockets 
or bombs on a variety of targets. They range from airfields or radar stations to tank columns or 
dug-in infantry. The attack pilot normally operates in a formation of four ox more aircraft. The 
proper execution of his mission does not only depend upon his skill in weapon delivery but also on 
the teamwork attained in the formation of which he forms a part and on the tactics used. He will 
be trained to perform visual reconnaissance missions and mist also be able to execute limited air 
defense tasks, using guns or cannon. 

o. jjMBMj-ssanoe. The reconnaissance pilot is often described as the eyes of the air 
and the ground commanders. Flying an aircraft, equipped with several types of cameras, tape 
reoorders and so on, he is tasked to reconnoitre two or three targets and bring back an exact 
description of hia targets, backed up and completed by sets of photographic prints. When making 
a reconnaissance of army targets, he must givs an inflight briefing to the in-flight reporting 
post, normally collocated with the army commander, so that the required information is available 
in the shortest possible time. He, like the strike pilot, is a lone operator flying an aircraft 
normally carrying no defense weapons. 

4. Let us now look in detail at the tasks to be performed by each category, 

a. Before FUfifrt Perjod 

(1) Intelligence Briefing. Strike: Target briefing and sCady. Enemy air order of 
battle. QT-SIF. Bail-out security. Escape and evasion. Constraints policy. Attack: Target 
briefing and study. Enemy air order of battle. IFP-SIP. Bail-out security. Escape and evasion. 
Reconnaissance: Target briefing and study. Bequired data. Enemy air order of battle.  IFF-SIP. 
Bail-out security. Escape and evasion. 

(2) Operations Briefing. Strike: Required flight profile. Recall procedures. 
Radio procedures. Diversion procedures. Joining instructions. Actions after landing. Attack: 
Required flight profile. lumber of aircraft. Radio procedures. Recall procedures. Type of 
formation. Tactics enroute. Defense penetration. Target selection. Weapons carried. Tactics 
in target area. Diversion procedures. Joining instructions. Actions after landing. Reconnaia- 
aanoe: Required flight prof.'le. Recall procedurea. Radio procedures. I. ersion procedures. 
Joining instructions. Actions after landing. 

(3) CLO Briefing. Strike: Poaition own troopa.  In-flight reporting. Own AA and 
SAN positions. Attack: Poaition own troopa. Target info (for direct support and recce sorties). 
In-flight reporting. Own AA and SAM defenrea. Reconnaissance: Poaition own troopa. Target info 
(for army targets). In-flight reporting. Own AA and SAM defenses, 

(4) Weanona and ECM Briefing. Strike: Weapon aettinga and checka. ECM procedurea. 
Attacki Weapon actings and checka. ECM procedurea. Reconnaissance: Camera aettinga. ECM 
procedurea. 

Mxmasj 
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(5) Flight Planning. Strike: Run-in plot. Map preparation. Extensive weapon 
release computing. Radar plotting and interpretation. Attack: Map preparation. Radar plotting 
and interpretation. Reconnaissance: Map preparation. Radar plotting and Interpretation. 

- 1 hour. 
(6) Time Available. Strike: -  3 hours. Attack: t  1 hour. Reconnaissance: 

°*    Pttgjtaft Sigfaj Ifotrt. 

(1) Base t9 Target Area. Strike: Take-off and leaving procedures. Map reading. 
Radar interpretation. Flight plan adjustments, ECM ohecks. Instrument checks. Look-out and 
radar scan. Attack: Take-off and leaving procedures. Map reading. Radar interpretation. Flight 
plan adjustments. ECM checks. Instrument checks. Formation keeping. Look-out and radar scan. 
Reconnaissance: Take-off and leaving procedures. Map reading. Radar interpretation. Flight 
plan adjustments. ECM ohecks. Instrument ohecks. Look-ovc and radar scan. 

(2) Target Area. Strike: Run in. Weapon settings. Highly accurate navigation. 
Execute attack maneuver. Highly accurate flying. Escape maneuver. Attack: Run in. Weapon 
settings. Highly accurate navigation. Pull-up. Target recognition and selection. Attack. 
Escape maneuver. Reconnaissance: Run in. Camera settings. Highly accurate navigation. 

(3) Return Flight. Strike: Map reading. In-flight reporting. Diversion procedures. 
Joining and landing. Attack: Map reading. Visual recce sortie. In-flight reporting. Diversion 
procedures. Joining and landing. Reconnaissance: Map reading. In-flight reporting. Diversion 
procedures. Joining and landing. 

(4) Time Available. Strike: 
Reconnaissance: - 1 hour 20 minutes. 

1 hour 20 minutes. Attack: 1 hour 20 minutes.. 

c. After Flight Period. 

(1) Debriefing. Strike: Intelligence. GLO. OPS. Attack: Intelligence. GLO. 
OPS. Reconnaissance: Intelligence. GLO. OPS. 

(2) Time Available. Strike: - 30 minutes. Attack: - 30 minutes. Reconnaissance: 
- 40 minutes. 

d. Total Time Available. Strike: - 5 hours. Attack: -  3 hours. Reconnaissance: 
- 3 hours. 

5. Now let us consider how to translate the previous tasks descriptions into workload. 
Total workload of a tactical pilot is built up out of three factors, the physical, the mental and 
last, but by no means least, the psychological one. 

a. Physical. At first glance the direct physical factor does not seem overly large. 
Flight preparation, consisting of briefings and flight planning, takes from approximately 1 hour 
for attack and reoonnaissance pilots to 3 hours for a strike pilot. This should pose no problems 
for a fit man. A flight time of say 1j hours, the average duration of a tactical mission, may 
also not impress for instance a transport pilot used to flying trips of 6 hours or more. In the 
case of a tactical pilot, however, several subfactors lead to a high increase of the physical 
factor. In many cases a tactical mission is carried out at a very low level. Altitudes between 
100 and 500 feet over various types of terrain with speeds ranging from 400 to 600 knots are normal. 
The terrain avoidance action will-constantly have to be taken at these altitudes and speeds, serious 
buffeting will orten be experienced resulting In G-forces from minus two to plus two. Maneuvering 
in the target area may require G-forces of up to 6-G. To maintain the required formation keeps 
the attack pilot normally fully occupied. Added to this the physical effort required to perform 
defensive maneuvers in case of fighters, it must be clear that the physical factor in toto is not 
as small as at first glance it seemed to be. 

b. Mental. The mental effort required to perform a tactical mission forms a large part 
of the total workload. The briefings and flight preparation, as described in paragraph 4, require 
from 1 to 3 hours of highly concentrated work. During flight the mental effort required to perform 
the low-level navigation and to readjust prepared flight plans because of unsuspected weather 
deterioration, technical problems, and/or enemy action will demand a very high mental capability. 

c. Psychological. The psychological factor as it relates to the total workload is of 
course difficult to measure as it varies from person to person and also from day to day. The 
influence this factor has on the total workload depends on many things such as standard of training 
and total experience, physical condition, personal problems and many others. Whatever the situation 
may be the psychological factor has a direct influence on the output the pilot or aircrew member 
can produce and therefore on the total workload. 

6. TT^liTff- in the P**t minutes I described the multitude of tasks the tactical pilot is 
required to perform in the course of his mission. From the total time available to for instance 
an attack pilot, It must be clear that many ot  the actions described have become more of a routine 
matter thanks to the training received. The more Intensive the training and consequently the 
higher the proficiency standard, the more influence this has on the total workload. Whether this 
training is executed by the actual execution of simulated wartime missions or by simulation is a 
matter which will be discussed at a later stage of this meeting and I will therefor« refrain from 
discussing this at the present. 

■ r-    ■>.—■— in 1 ■ . 1 ' ! 
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?• TttH~mmIl Sm» *■ «tated »t *ne beginning of ay presentation, I would now like to offer 
» few thought» on workload for two-am orew. At a first glance, one eould draw the conclusion 
that ae two qualified men are available to earry out the taeks described the workload per crewman 
if not halved la most oertainly redueed by a fairly high faotor. This however is far from the 
truth. The physical factor is not reduced as eaoh orewman performs his task under the same 
circumstances as a single pilot. Usually, however, this factor is somewhat higher because the 
missions accomplished by a two-seater orew are often more complex requiring greater physical effort. 
The same argument oovers the mental faotor. Thirdly, the need for orew coordination during the 
mission is a task In itself keeping workload high. And fourth, the psychological factor which is 
equivalent in both oases. In closing, I believe I am right in saying that in general we cannot 
speak of an appreciable difference in workload between the two categories. 

POIARD 

TER BRAAK 

NICHOLSON 

DISCUSSION 

I would like to add to the presentation a couple of «ore stresses which we 
have found to be particularly Important. The first one Is that of extended 
missions of up to 6 hours which Involve 2-3 hours of alr-to-alr refuelling 
and t'..e second Is the difficulty of communications over tactical crowded 
frequencies. 

Tes. I quite agree with you but I was unable to deal with these particular 
problems In my presentation. 

In dealing with the problem of single and doubts crew aircraft I would like to 
link this to the question which you rslsed about crssting sn optimum performance 
under the very high workload of the acquisition and delivery phase. Ie it 
possible that a two man system could provide a better performance during the 
very high workload situation of the acquisition and delivery? 

TER BRAAK I think that a two seater aircraft would definitely be an improvement in the 
total performance. The workload is not lowsr for each man, but the performance 
could well be improved. The more complex missions nowsdsys take a lot out of 
you. Tou cannot fly mors thsn one mission a day. Possibly with s two msn crew 
we could lncresse the number of missions to one end s half s dsy. 

FRAUKE 

POLLARD 

From ths standpoint of rssesrch snd looking to the cost effectiveness of an 
air fores I have no Indication that a two seater aircraft la more cost 
effective then s single ssstsr. I would like to question our U.S. colleagues. 
Do they have Information that a two sester slrcrsft Is more effective? 

It seems to ms that the A7 is lust as effective ss the F* If it Is sn attack 
mission, but in msny Instances there is equipment aboard the F4 that Che A7 
could not carry, auch as laser designators. So there ar* missions which ths 
A7 Is not equipped to fly. It depends on the mission snd ths equipment «board 
ths aircraft. I would agree that with a two saatsr aircraft you could perhaps 
extend the mission snd the roles of tne slrcrsft. 
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THE Alt DEFBKE ECU 

King Commander J. Hutchinaon BAP 
Royal Air Force iJlnbrook 

Lincoln 
United Kingdom 

Introduction 

In considering the workload Involved In the air defence role. It li laportant to be clear at to the 
dtaenelona of the subject. On the one hand, any air defence situation will pose a problem which can be 
defined In absolute mathematical terns, and whose solution implies a certain degree of effort fro» the 
defending pilot or ere*/ using given equipment. However, the essence of air defence Is that the Intruder 
will usually set about waking the defender's task as difficult as possible, the tactics he adopts. In 
addition to waking the problem less tractable, way also reduce, through stress, fatigue, fecr or several 
■ore factors, acting singly or In concert, the ability of the air defence crew to solve the problew. The 
perceived workload facing the erewWiost ability Is thus Impaired may prove to be beyond their capability, 
even though In absolute terms the problem Is not overwhelming. 

My specialisation Is the air defence of the United Kingdom, and any examples I cite will be based 
upon operations conducted In that role. I must also be careful to define 'Air defence' as the finding, 
and shooting down of airborne enemy Intruders using manned Interceptors. Some would claim that the air 
defence role includes all means used to reduce an enemy's offensive air capability, but we are concerned 
here solely with the difficulties experienced by defending air crews. 

In the post-nuclear-trlpwlre age, air defence covers an enormous span of possibilities, against all 
of which the defending crew has to maintain a capability, because it Is the enemy who decides the tactics. 
In the loyal Air force we train our pilots to operate round the clock in defence of the United Kingdom; 
In defence of Mediterranean and Central European bases, and In defence of the fleet at sea; and for all 
these roles we train against all possible threats from supersonic air-launched Missiles at high level, 
through high subsonic bomber penetrations at low level, to air combat manoeuvring against fighter-type 
elrcraft. This range of possibilities includes head-on, beam and rear attacks with wlsslles, guns or 
both, pressed home either semi-automatically using electronically-computed steering Information, or 
visually. 

Definition of workload 

The total load on the crew operating In this role is the sum of several different pressures - physical, 
mental and emotional being the moat obvious. Unfortunately, in air defence the enemy by definition holds 
the initiative, and can build up pressure on the crew In any or all of theee areaa, conceivably without 
firing a shot. Physical or physiological pressure is e product of the crew's working environment tnd 
equipment. Air defence aircraft are normally designed to achieve a performance advantage, end a price has 
to be paid for this. Rates of change of height achieved are very large, SO - 60,000 feet per minute not 
being mato—on for short periods. Most modern fighters have the throat, at any rate at low level, to 
sustain very high g loadings indefinitely, and they ean usually approach 10 linear acceleration in level 
flight. Altitude changes are large, frequent and very fest, and, particularly when combined with rapid 
speed changttS, they place considerable strsln on the crew's sensory mechanisms. 

Also In pursuit of performance, cockpits can be very smell, resulting in cramped conditions, with 
instrument presentations miniaturised to the point where Interpretation requires much effort, If they can 
be seen at all. The view from the driving seat can also be severely restricted, making for more physical 
effort to maintain good lookout. And lastly, I have never flown an aircraft In which it was always 
possible to achieve a comfortable temperature throughout without excese noise and commotion. All this 
adds up to an appreciable physical strain on the crew, before a single shot has been fired, and it 
undoubtedly makes for a high degree of fatigue. 

Then there is the pressure of the emotions. Fatigue la the commonest, and most ennervetlng, but 
every air defence pilot knows the debilitating effects of hunger, pain (usually from the bladder, or the 
seat, but occasionally from cold feet, hot feet, cold hands or jarred elbows) and apprehension or even 
fear. Di•orientation, though physiological In origin, is a very effective trigger for the main and 
standby adrenalin pumps and is most common on dark nights at low level and high speed. The art of master- 
ing theee forces is a part of the training of every air defence crew, for the better they can overcome 
them, the more of their total intelligence they cen devote to the solution of the interception problems 
they face - the mental pressure. 

The Mantel freeware 

Air defence as we are considering It consists of seeking out the enemy In the air and destroying him. 
Before this end can be achieved, e good many links in a dellcete chain have to be completed. First, the 
defenders neve to become aware of the enemy's presence and divine his intentions. Then the defending 
pilot has to get airborne himself; next he has to navigate to the vicinity of the enemy and make contact 
with him using his own sensors. Then he has to manoeuvre Into a firing position, and finally, he has to 
select a weapon and dlecharge it from a position from which It will destroy the enemy. If I tell you that, 
for the pilot defending the UK, the whole of that sequency can take place 50 miles from his base, at super- 
sonic speed in the stratosphere, within 15 minutes of his being faat asleep in bed you will have some Idea 
of the problem he faces. 

In theory, the problem yields to mathematical solutions. The ground station picks up the enemy end 
a computer calculates hi a course and speed end scrambles a waiting fighter towards the computed point of 
Interception. Knowing the fighter's performance, the computer can tell the pilot exactly how to navigate 
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until ht pickt up tlw Intruder on hit own mmi, storing locked his radar to th« intruder, tha fighter 
•Hot can bo presented with steerlag Information to mamsewvro him lato a firing position, computed fro» 
tha accurately aaaaurad aaglaa aad ranges supplied by hit ewe radar. All ha hat to do la to launch a 

ho computer tall* hi« to. 

all ehla theory collapses before throe unfortunate facts, firstly tha 
fully avoid early detection by friendly sensors; secondly having been detected ho aay take stays to 
retituse the sensors which are tracking him. and thirdly he aay seek by amaoeuvrlag to complicate tha 
defender's problem in attempting to shoo: hla dona. la atteamtlag to solve an interception equation In 
which every one of the variables is changing rapidly, the pilot's awntal capacity, which Is tha oaly 
alternative to mathematicsI coaputatlen which allows qualitative judgesamt•. is taxed to tha full. Vor 
one thing, by delaying his discovery until the latest possible aaaaat. tha eaaay compresses tha resultant 
stalk and interception into minimum tine, speeding up the rate at which the defender aast work; aad /or 
another, by producing false electromagnetic waves to eoapete with tha gamins ones Initiated by tha 
defender. Be can cause the latter to have to base SOB* finely balanced decisions «pea a wholly subjective 
weighting of the perceived evidence. 

Consider the components in the total skill of the air defence craw. Firstly, they have to gat air- 
borne. If warning Is available early enough, they will be wall briefed before they go, «anally by secure 
aaans, that is their firm baseline. If waning is denied or way be dealed, they «til go on an estlaate, 
to sit astride the enemy's a»st likely line of approach. Xa either case, they wast be priparad for Just 
about anything, because they can only react to events. Once airborne, they are entirely depeadeat oa tha 
propagation of electromagnetic waves for further instructions aad for early detection (the oaly alternative, 
the human eyeball, is very restricted In range indeed). They carry several ssaaara, bath active aad passive, 
atkd if they hope to achieve surprise they will Initially rely only on the passive oaaa. on fortunately, 
none of the passive sens»- is able to distinguish friend from foe, aad tha mammy, if he Judges It tacti- 
cally sound, will try to fill them with false Information, spurious and incorrect radio Instructions being 
one obvious example. If the crew has to switch to active sensors, the enemy will be made aware of its 
presence and any attaapt to lock oa will signify to the enemy that he has been detected clearing him to 
transmit his full range of electronic deception measures. 

Oa the way to the target area tha crew will navigate either by inertis1 aaaaa or oa Instructions 
fron the around controller. If neither of these is available the oaly aaaas is dead reckoning, aided by 
aircraft radar when pointing at. and within range of the coast, which in the ease of the Oh la away frea 
the enemy. From now on, dead reckoning navigation has to be elevated to the level of a precise science. 
An error of 20 alles built up over an hour, which is about St of distance travelled, could make the 
difference between getting hone on •lnlama norael fuel and running out - and in the OK all fighter bases 
are close to the coest. so there are no drop-short alternatives. 

Once on station, the crew of a OK air defence aircraft has the farther navigation problem of la-flight 
refuelling, many air defence missions rely on this technique, which requires first that they find tha 
tanker, lere the probten Is three-dlannsional: It is necessary to leave station with sanugh feel to reach 
the tanker's eseunad position, aad to arrive there with enough to go home if the tanker is not there or 
unable to supply. Host air defence refuelling missions are conducted in radio silence, so the crew earn 
draw only on its own cunning and experience to find the tanker either after aa interception or from a 
patrol line. There is ens further complicating factor la this equation; fuel coneuamtlon rates vary widely 
according to altitude and speed, being roughly doubled for supersonic flight, whilst a computer cam he of 
help in solving many of the attendant problems, a properly balanced solution cam oaly be devised aad kept 
up to dete by the crews acting as noch on intuition as on any scientific process. 

Apert fron navigation, the crew has to wrestle with the problem of detection, lore there are two 
difficulties; the around controller can usually see what la going on. hat he has to traaaalt it to tha 
crew by electromagnetic means which the eaaay will try to hinder; aad the crew has to maalpalate Its own 
airborne sensors to pick up the enemy, who will do hie utnest firstly to avoid each detection and secondly, 
once detected, to reduce the quality of information that the defender cam glean about hie aevaaaats. 

until icambody invents a foolproof ualaamable radio, coammmtcatloa between controller aad crew Is 
to be difficult. It can not be entirely prevented bat it requires continuous frequency changes aad 

the interpretatloa of other Information such as intercepted lamming signals, and takes hath tine aad mental 
effort ead the resultant information will certainly he of rsdacad quality. 

tader operation and the countermeesures to which it may be exposed is a subject oa its owe. Essentially, 
e commuted attack requires continuous raage ead angle information oa tha enemy aircraft. If either of these 
is dealed - ead a wnole range of aaaas Is available, each of which has its own coanter-play-the computation 
Is transferred to the pilot's head. Whan you are considering attacking a target an which you are closing 
heed on st 1000 knots, en error of S seconds in timing can mean aa error of a alia or mere la firing range; 
clearly In spite of other distractions, a high level of ability bath to read a very email radar screen, 
end to sake complicated calculation! quickly in the head. Is essential. Tha enemy, of course, will do n<; 
utmost to make tha radar screen unreadable and only a human eye can separate the genuine from the sfarlous. 

Next« the problem of waapea release, hmdern aleelles cam ha very effective, provided they are fired 
from within what la called a success aona • e pocket of sky of daftaable volume within a cert'.ia distance 
of the quarry, unfortunate!v. the eneay if aware of the fighter's presence, will certainly take steps 
both to prcveat htm fron computing the point of entry ta tha success sons, aad to sake it «s email as 
possible. The success aona cam he computed tram tha maximum aad alalamm rtagss of tha missile, the height 
of launch, tha height aad angular differences between fighter and target, tha relative speada. rates of 
turn, climb aad deeceat aad the navigational aad fusiag capabilities of the missile. The denial or 
corruption of aay one of these aerometers, before launch, or their subsequent al.»ration, can reealt la a 
faleely confuted launch point, aad of course e resolute enemy will take steps ta ensure that ha achieves 
lust that, ieeh by use of aSM and by evaetve manoeuvre. The craw's task la therefore ta ha ready at aay 
time ta commute the waapea releaee point mentally, a teak for which tha time available le usually amaamrsd 
in saceada. aad which baa to be conducted mac la aa armchair beside tha fire, bat la a dynamic eltuatloa 

ammamn m—. m^ammmmmlllmtam 
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»lth superimposed distraction «uppllad fro* a variety of sources, not th« least of which may ba the 
target'■ own dafanalv« armament. 
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After all that, tht craw haa only to find It« way back home, or on to lta atatlon, or to another 
task, which way see* childishly staple and probably would be If only Its brains would work, the sun would 
rise and the weather wad fine. 

Operational Equipment 

I should now like to Illustrate what I have been saying by relating It to the equipment we use. 
901 of the EAT's air defence force Is provided by various aarks of Lightning all of which are externally 
fairly slallar but which differ In fuel capacity, inatruaentatlon, equipment, weapons and fire control 
systeas. The Lightning was conceived 25 years ago at a tlac whan the relatively low-thuret engines avail- 
able were the Halting factor In achieving the dealred Mich 2. and as a result the unique layout was 
dictated by the need to keep the frontal area as saall as possible. The resultant aircraft has a very 
good performance, even today and files like a real aeroplane even though It doaan't look auch like one. 
But the Internal stowage voluae is alnlaal and the cockpit very creaped even for the single occupant, 
even the view out being restricted by the design of the canopy. The flight Inatruaentatlon is unique, 
a ainlaturlted Integrated display which eoablnea into five dials the lnforaatton normally spread over ten. 
There is a good autopilot, or flight control systea. whose aid is very necessary when the pilot has to 
concentrate on other tasks, for like all good fighters the aircraft is of low aerodynamic stability and 
is sensitive to saall changes In pitch angles. The aircraft will accelerate at about 10 knots a second 
all the way to sonic speed at sea level, and will reach the tropopause froa rest in about two minutes. 
All aarks havi AAt facilities and can stay airborne for up to 11 hours. 

The aircraft's navigation facilities are rudimentary but reasonably effective under favourable 
circumstances. It has TACAN with an offset computer, that Is the ability to 'move' the ground beacon 
about by elecrronlc aeans to put it anywhere it is required. TACAM is of course, susceptible to 
corruption by learning. The aircraft's radar has a coast-mapping facllitv out to 60 alles, or 140 alles 
using second ttas-base returns, which is useful if it happens to be pointing at a coast but not otherwise. 
Apart froa that, navigation has to be conducted by dead reckoning, or on instructions froa the ground, 
except that it is possible to hoas onto a radio tranaalaalon by using an anti-lamming device, a facility 
we soaetlaes ut to find both tammers and tankers. 

The Lightning's Integrated radar and fire control system is based on a simple and reliable pulse 
radar augmented by computers which generate electronically-displayed instructions. The radar aerial can 
scan an area of sky 80 miles wide by 20,000 feet high at 40 miles range once every two-thirds of a second, 
and It has a wide range of selective manual control facilities. Control Is under the left hand, on a 
single handle containing 14 different controls which perform IS separate functions. Interpretation of 
this display is by eye a process which is analogous to reading a book the learning of it being one of 
the earliest lessons undertaken by the aspiring fighter pilot. The screen is only about 4 inches square 
so precise interpretation is an art which takes tlae to acquire: wa always practice the worst case, which 
is that of a return appearing on the tube without any supporting Information being supplied bv the ground 
controller. In that ease, the pilot has to assess its relative height, speed and heading by a process of 
mental arithmetic, and act accordingly, basing his actions on an intimate knowledge of his own aircraft's 
performance. When I tell you that a supersonic rear interception can take as little as 4} seconds from 
•nitlal contact, you get some Idea of the rate at which the pilot has to work. In another case, a high 
flier interception started from 30,000 feet below the target, can take as little as two minutes.  In th« 
extreme case, a head-on interception against a supersonic target can take 20 seconds or less from initial 
contact to weapon release, but in this case locking on is essential. Even so. in tnat time the pilot haa 
to spot the target, highlight It manually, compute and make an Initial course correction, lock on (an 
action requiring four separate actions performed with the left hand Itself and three of the fingers), 
follow the steering instructions, monitor the locked-on Indicators, compute e breakaway manoeuvre, check 
the missile acquisition and programming and press the trigger. 

One other radar function is the visual identification of unlit targets at ntgnt. This exercise 
which may require closure to a few yards range on an evading target at low level. requires extreme 
delicacy of aircraft control In response to information displayed on the radar tube, and of course, can 
not be automated in any way. 

When it comes to firing his weapons the pilot has a choice between locking on and giving his 
computers the task of calculating the missile success tone, or of sighting visually and doing the 
computation himself.  In the first case, provided the eneay has no aeans of breaking or deceiving his 
tock he need only monitor the commuter's solution and execute-the steering instructions if they appear 
to be reasonable.  In the second, he must commute the solution himself using his Judgement and whatever 
facts he can acquire; but of course he makes his adversary's KM task very much more difficult. 

whilst ill this is going on, the pilot of the Lightning has also to keep abreast of his fuel state. 
the tactical situation, and the state of his hoaw base and diversion weather. Re also haa to operate his 
secondary radar transponder to changing codea to ensure that ground stations can identify hla in the face 
of any enemy attempts to compromise the system. 

Conclusion 

I have said little enough, but I hope I have given you some idea of what is Involved in the air 
defence alsston. war of course, haa always beam a contest between people not machines, and that reaalns 
true today. The problea of today la that the dynamic situation haa speeded up so much that the load on 
the individual haa reached proportions which threaten to engulf hla. One anawer to that in air defence 
Is the two-man crew, a solution which we embraced years ago bat abandoned temporarily with the Lightning 
In response to the seductive weeing of those who believed that all things can be solved electronically. 
With the Introduction of the Phantom in place of the Lightning In the OR air defence force, another brain 
and aet of senses will be available in any situation; but one thing reaalns certain, end that la that in 
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the hMt of the chase the era« «111 require all lta faculties In fall working order if It la to keep 
abraaat of tha problem. 

JEX 

HUTCH D( 90* 

DISCUSSION 

Would you comment on tha poaaiblllty of raaotclv piloted lntareaptora for tha 
Air Dafanca role? 

I ballava that currant raaaareh la concerned «ore with tha air coabat 
situation than with tha bomber Interception mission which forms our prlaarv 
taak. I would ear that unles« you can find sot* means of propagating aecure 
electromagnetic signals for a remotely piloted vehicle there are very consider- 
able difficulties. There has always bean a counterploy for every ploy you put 
Into effect and this Is certainly true today. If we are on the verge of a 
br<ak through in completely secure signal propagation I would be enthusiastic, 
though I would hate to think < f operating a fighter from behind a desk under- 
ground somewhere. I wouldn't quite get the feel for It! 

HOLD« 

HUTCHWSOH 

I Imagine you go through a number of simulated missions in tha year with' real 
flights. Do you aaaaas tha performance of these missions and what are the 
prime cauaes for mission failure? 

He certainly run through full scale missions both In ground simulators and In 
the air. Tha major recording facility we use la a camera which records the 
pilot's view of the radar scope. It does not record any other parameters. 
Failures come about aa a result of the breakdown In any one of tha links 
I mentioned In what la a delicate enough chain. I wouldn't Ilka to put my 
finger on any specific one which Is any mare common than any other, except 
to aay that tha threat of tha low level attacker remains by far the moat 
difficult with which we have to cope. This Is the area, naturally enough, 
in which we get moat failures and they are usually through inability to detect 
in sufficient time. A low level attacker doing high subsonic speed Is a prett? 
tough nut to crack In the Interception business. If you turn in behind, outs de 
firing range, you are committed to a long tall chaae and that la something we 
wish to avoid. A tall chaae of more than 40 to 50 miles leave» a hole In your 
defences. 

HOLDE» Can you give a clear identification of pilot failure aa cauaaa for borderline 
or failed missions? 

HUTCHDISOH Pilot fellure usually cornea about aa a raault of degradation of ability. Thla 
Is usually cumulative aa a raault of a number of factors of wnlch I would aay 
tha moat common is that the dynamic situation will simply prove too fast. For 
exaapl«. in tha eaae of a low level interception at night with minimum warning 
time failure will moat always raault. Thla la a combination of tha pilot's 
Inability to pick-up tha Intruder soon enough and the difficulty of tha control 
agency (airborne aircraft or ahlp) in making contact with him and giving to 
him the Information he requires. 

HOLD« Are moat of those factors dependent on the availability of tha Information 
within an adequate period of time and not on the ability of the pilot to 
operate on the basis of that Information? 

HUTCH III SON That Is perfectly true. I think that all nations are suffering from a wide gap 
In their low level early warning facility. Thla la tha ability to gat airborne 
and to do what you have to do. I should add that In tha Lightning tha 
performance of tha aircraft aeta Its own problems at times, because, aa far aa 
I know. It ia the only aeroplane currently Ja eervice In tha Western world in 
which you can attack a supersonic target head-on and if you miss go round tha 
back and have another go. It will suataln about * g all tha way round and 
climb at the same time. A vary exhilarating manoeuvre, but one which taxea 
tha brain to the abaolute ultimate. 

»■.»«•Mam 

HUTCHIMSOU 

It appeara to me that tha interceptor pilot la a fairly select Individual. 
I wonder if you would give ua aome words about tha selection process of a 
person able to handle auch a workload, what do you feel la tha moat productive 
screening for a successful Interceptor pilot? 

If you have about three or four houra I would be vary happy to go into that! 
The interceptor pilots of the Royal Air Force are selected Initially by the 
same mean* aa every other pilot. They all go through the aircrew selection 
centre, bat their training la a great deal longer la the advanced stage than 
that of a pilot who is destined to become e co-pilot on a bomber. I don't 
think anyone haa discovered the ultimata la selection procedures. Inevitably 
■elections have a wide scatter around what tha deelred figure would be and so 
selection must continue right through operational service. I would say that 
by delaying selection for each stage until each pilot haa approached the end 
of the previous atage, you can reduce the error to acceptable proportions. He 
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•r« always •••king to reduce th« wattage, of course, because the cost of the 
final product Is astronomical. In short we don't have an answer to the 
»•lection procedure. Tou cannot take a nan off the street and say he will 
»ake an air defence pilot. There la no test you can subject Hin to because 
though he night wall have the education, the mental and physical attributes 
you are looking for Involve another dimension, which no one hes yet managed 
to neasure. This concerns his dynamism shall je say - the amount of energy 
he can apply to the job. 

In the kinds of mission you have been describing, particularly low level 
Interception, can you give us a feel of how serious in practice is rough notion 
and vibration In Interpreting displays and carrying out mental «rithnetic. Is 
It a common or serious problen or a fairlv incidental one and if it is a serious 
one have you any practical suggestions fron a pilot's point of view as to how 
we night lnprove the situation? 

I wish I could answer your question. The bumping around which goes on at low 
level can have a very distracting effect. To give you some feel for the 
problen In the case of the Lightning, which has no radio altimeter, the alti- 
meter error at about .OS is of the order of 1,500 ft which is grounds for 
apprehension. There is some physical discomfort though an aircraft of that 
kind, which was unique when It was designed, has a very low gust response and 
so the ride tends to be fairly smooth. On a dark night with no horizon the 
tine available to a pilot to Interpret the radar picture is reduced. He has 
to devote auch attention In the low level role to flvlng the aeroplane and so 
he has less of his total mental capacity to devote to interpretation. Now 
what can you do about it? The best thing Is to put another man in the aeroplane 
to work the radar. We suffer, more than in any other role, when we are operat- 
ing low down In the dark. 

GUIGHARD 

HITCHDJSOH 

Does the physical motion of being bumped around lead you to believe there is 
any way in which display designs nay be Improved? 

We have a relatively low gust response in the Lightning. I tnlnk that most 
air defence aircraft are designed on similar lines and it does not worry me 
usually. If you do get into a very bumpv piece of air then you have difficulty 
in seeing the Instruments on occasion. A head up display may help. I have 
only had experience of head up displays In eerlier aircraft, such as the 
Javelin, but I found that in the darkness they tended to spoil vour ability 
to see out. 

GUIGMARD 

HUTCH Df SON 

ROLFE 

HUTCH mSOH 

Have you or your colleagues ever experienced disruption of your mental 
arithmetic by very severe bumping? 

The short answer to that is 'yes'. 

Could I hsve your comments on the value of the simulator as a device for 
training and maintaining skill under high workload conditions? 

The simulator is a very useful tool but it hes its limitations. Tou csn load 
up a pilot to brea! ing point very easily with a simulator and to that extent 
it Is useful for supervisors to know under what sort of load an individual is 
likely to crack. As a Squadron Commander I find that useful in Itself. In 
radar interpretation a simulator is a very useful aid, but if vou want to know 
it if helps to fly the aeroplane then the answer is 'no', because its responses 
are not anywhere near enough representative.  In fact most of us doing 
simulator Interceptions fly on autopilot all the time because everytime vou 
trip the autopilot it turns upside down and dives into the sea! Similarly, 
there are some tasks on the existing Lightning simulator which cannot be 
simulated. Low level ground returns cannot be produced on the radar, so in 
the very high workload situation the simulator has its limits. The simulator 
Is a very useful tool particularly to those of us who are concerned with the 
organisation and supervision of others, but it has very definite limitations in 
assessing their ability to cope with e real life situation. 

TER BRAAK I fully agree with Wing Commander Hutchinson. The problem with the simulator 
is that it does not flv like an aircraft. Tou can use it for procedure trelning 
and emergency training, but you can never simulate an attack or a run in on the 
target. I feel that simulation of nissions can only be done properly in the 
air In normal aircraft. 

HUTCH in son Tou cannot of course sinulate flight refuelling in e simulator and that is one 
of th« moat testing parts of a long distance air defence mission. Tou cannot 
sinulate the navigational problen of finding a tanker or of finding your combat 
station. 

HIDDLETOH 

L 
I believe the maritime simulator is a good tool to determine the level at which 
the crew can no longer cop«. I would agree with the ot'nct acmbers that you 
cannot simulate all the mission profile and certainly in a complex crew 
structure like th« maritime aeroplane you «.an very quickly saturate the crew 

era with workload. 
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SUMMARY 

During Exercise Night Star the personnel of the National Emergency Airborne Command Post success- 
fully documented their ability to maintain a continuous airborne alert for an extended period. Biomedical 
evaluation began with a pre-exerciae baseline study and continued through a poatexerclse observation 
period. A variety of psychological and physiological parameters were measured In order to determine the 
degree of stress, fatigue, and change In performance Induced by the extended airborne alert. This bio- 
medical evaluation ahowed that performance was maintained by the mission teams, flight crews, and ground 
support personnel. When significant fatigue did occur, whether in flight or on the ground, It developed 
near the beginning of the exerciae. The only cases of marked or persistent fatigue were seen in these 
groups whose day/night, work/rest cycles were shifted and can be attributed in major part to the resulting 
aleep loss. However, all groups appeared to adapt to their new work schedules as the exercise progressed. 
Partial physiologic and complete psychologic recovery were evident within the first 36 hours after the 
exercise. 

INTRODUCTION 

Exercise Night Star was conducted in May 1973 by personnel of the National Emergency Airborne Command 
Post (NEACP), the Emergency Airborne element of the Joint Staff, and the first Airborne Command Control 
Squadron (ACCS), an elite separate squadron of the United States Air Force. As an alternate command center 
of the National Military Command System, NEACP provides the National Command Authorities with the emergency 
means essential for accurate and timely decisions for the direction ot U. S. military forces. The 1st ACCS 
provides aircrews to man the EC-135J Airborne Command Post aircraft, as well as t.>e necessary maintenance 
and communications electronics support. During the 11 years since it became operational, the capabilities 
of NEACP have been repeatedly expanded. Consequently, Exercise Night Star was designed to test the ability 
of NEACP to maintain a continuous airborne alert for an extended period. In addition to tests of equipment 
and procedures, an evaluation of stress, fatigue and changes in performance was also desired. For this 
purpose personnel from the U. S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine and the Aerospace Medical Research 
Laboratory, both constituents of the Aerospace Medical Division, AFSC, were invited to assist in the exercise. 
A vsrlety of psychological and physiological parameters were measured to determine what changes were Induced 
by the extended airborne alert. The results of that blomcdJ al evaluation constitute this report. 

STUDY PLAN 

Data collection was started on 14 May 1973. Baseline Information was collected from the members of 
one of the three mission teams over a 24-hour period while they were on duty In the alert facility. 
During the baseline collection period, the duty team knew they were vulnerable to the start of Exercise 
Night Star but were otherwise following their normal duty routines. Data were collected every 4 hourr. with 
the exception of the 0300 mid-sleep collection, which was omitted. 

At 1900 hours on IS May 1973, Exercise Night Star was initiated without warning. The alert aircraft 
with team 3 on board departed the alert facility in less than S minutes from the first sounding of the 
Klaxon. During the ensuing airborne alert, the mission teams were investigated intensively while less 
information was obtained from the flight crews and ground-support elements. Each mission team was com- 
prised of 17 individuals occupying position in one of five functional areas: Control Section, Intelli- 
gence, Emergency Actions and Communications, Operations and Resources, and Plans. Members of all three 
mission teams were subjected to the physiological and most psychological measurements shortly after takeoff 
and every 4 hours theresfter during all 11 flights. Most of the missions were 8>j hours long. However, 
the first mission of team 3 and the second mission of team 2 were 12 hours in length and included aerial 
refuelings. An Inflight refueling was conducted during the fourth flight of team 1 as well. The group 
that resumed alert after Night Star was studied for 36 hours to determine recovery rates. 

The results and conclusions which follow are baaed primarily on the findings from teams fl and #3. 
The data from team #2 were consistent with that of the other teams but were not used for illustrative pur- 
poses because team #2 flew three missions while the other two teams flew four, because there was one 
missing data collection during each of the three missions of team #2 and because the flyi'g times of the 
other two teams permitted sharper differentiation of day versus night effectt.. 

Several comments are warranted on the physiological measurements made on the mission teams during 
Exercise Night Stsr. Flying operations have repeatedly been ahowu to exert considerable Influence on 
bodily functions which are not under voluntary control. Consequently, biochemical as well as biophysical 
processes can be measured for the purpose of assessing flight effects, the so-called physiological "costs." 
These flight-induced costs are superimposed upon the rhythmic dally physiological changes that occur in 
all healthy persons. The baseline determinations made before the start of Exercise Night Star ware there- 
fore used in the assessment of all data collected during and following the various flights. By subtracting 
the baseline value in each case from the so-called "flight" or "recovery" value, It waa possible to show 
whether the costs were normal or excessive. 

KMMaMaHMHaaAal 
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The physiologic ••••(■»•tit «u broadly baaed. Tha lndieaa choaan ware body tenperature, aodluai 
output, potaaelum output, uraa output. urine volume, and tha balance between eodlun and potaaalun excretion 
Incraaaaa In tha output of thaaa ch—Icala Indicate that compensatory physiologic adjustments ara occurring 
to changaa lnducad by tha exercise. Specimens were collected fron aach team nanbar ahortly after tha 
atart of aach flight and every four hour* thereafter. Thua a total of thraa or four specimens «ara 
collactad par mission, dapandlng upon tha alaalon langth. Tha aarly data aarvad to show «hatbar or not 
thara «ara pre-flight elevation» (predlapoaltlona), whereas tha later data ehowed the direction and aagnl- 
tude of each flight-induced physiologic ahlft. For aach collection, tha subject voided Into a 250 cc 
plastic bottle to which 2.0 gas of boric add had bean added a» a preservative. Saaplea ware eent to the 
OSAF School of Aerospace Medicine where laboratory.analyaea were performed using the AutoAnalyaer and flane 
pbotonater. Oral tanparaturaa «»are taken with Tallow Springe Inatrunenta Talethemonatar probe« or 
Individually ••signed nercury theraonatera and were recorded by observer« onboard aach aircraft. 

Subjective fatigue forms were filled out every four hour« at approximately the same tinea that tha 
Physiologie seapllng took place. Sleep hiatorlea ware completed by each craemember once par 24 hours 
following the longest sleep period. Both the fatigue and sleep history forma ware those which had bean 
uaed many times at tha USA? School of Aerospace Medicine. Consequently, the scoree obtained during Exercise 
Night Star could be Interpreted In light of an extensive experience with a variety of stressful flying 
operations. 

The effect of extended missions on team performance waa assessed by both subjective evaluation and 
objective measurements. Overall changaa in general characteristics such aa mood, alertneas, and coordin- 
ation ware evaluated by means of subjective rating scales, critical incident surveys, and debrief lags. In 
addition, an attempt war made to quantify performer:« during certain mission segments by tape recording 
them and subsequently applying time and content ansiyaee. Eight key personnel from each team ware aelactad 
to fill out a rating scale twice during each missis«. The team members sampled ware the team chief, CCOC, 
operations officer, plena officer, emergency actions officer, Intelligence officer, communications officer, 
and communications NCO (teletype). The performance evaluation waa conducted at tha aid-point and near the 
end of each flight to allow comparisons between the firat and second halve« of the missions. Thaaa evalu- 
ations consisted of self-rating questions, questions about specific job areas and overall mission appraiaala. 
These scalee probed the areea of response speed and accuracy, stress level, support quality, and more 
subtle behavioral changes such at anticipation of data requirements and decisiveness. In addition, an 
observer flew with each mission of team #1 and made systematic checklist observations of team activity 
during the mission scenarios. Aa a modulator of theae evaluations, the team chief waa debriefed after aach 
scenario to determine the relative difficulty of that mission. Tape recordings of all Intercom traffic 
during two of the mission scenarios of team #1 were analysed to detect stress- or fatigue- induced changes 
in the team's style of operation. 

In addition to the Information obtained from members of the mission teams, fatigue forms and 
oral tempera.urea were obtelned from the flight crews at four-hour Intervale and sleep histories were 
filled out dally. Urine waa collected every four hours from each aircraft commander. Members of the main- 
tenance crews completed fatigue forms and aleep hlsto. lee during each duty period. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESULTS 

The data on phyelological coata are sumosrlsed in Table 1. Generally mild to moderate atraaa developed 
during Exerclee Night Star aa judged by simple metabolic indices. For example, urinary electrolyte 
excretion, which lncreaaes with nonspecific atraes, did not rlaa appreciably during the flights. Corres- 
pondingly small changes are aeen when pooled data for uraa excretion, aodlum/potaaalum ratio snd urine volume 
from the flights of team 1 (day) and team 3 (night) ara expreeeed aa deviations from the baseline values. 
No performance decrement has bean associated in past studies with this degree of physiological change. 
Thus, these results are compatible with the sustained crew performance actually observed. 

_«—— 
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Test TlM 
of Day 

Urinary Index* 
Condition Volume K Na Na/K Urea 

Preliminary 0700 43 1.9 5.5 3.5 885 
1100 67 4.0 10.3 2.6 984 
1500 84 4.0 12.2 3.3 1056 
1900 87 3.4 13.4 4.3 1183 
2300 74 2.6 14.0 6.1 1139 

Flight 1 1900 85 3.0 14.4 5.1 1300 
2300 82 3.2 14.7 5.3 1322 
0300 79 2.4 10.6 4.6 1317 
0700 93 3.1 9.8 3.8 1198 

Flight 2 2300 53 3.3 7.9 2.8 975 
0300 63 2.8 l.i 3.0 1029 
0700 59 2.2 7.2 3.6 1170 

Flicht 3 0300 54 2.7 6.9 2.9 1278 
0700 60 3.5 7.3 2.3 1564 
1100 78 4.1 9.2 2.4 1398 

Flight 4 0300 43 3.1 5.5 2.2 877 
0700 76 3.5 7.1 2.4 1014 
1100 51 4.2 7.2 2.1 1040 

Flight 1 0700 70 3.8 11.8 3.4 763 
1100 135 6.4 16.8 2.9 1336 
1500 62 2.9 9.5 3.9 1064 

Flight 2 0700 62 4.0 8.7 2.6 1072 
1100 143 6.5 14.5 2.5 1285 
1500 75 3.8 10.6 3.0 1245 

Flight 3 1100 71 6.4 10.9 1.9 1378 
1500 86 5.1 10.1 2.2 1317 
1900 106 3.7 12.6 4.0 1683 

Flight 4 1100 73 5.3 7.8 1.5 1055 
1500 66 3.7 7.6 2.1 932 
1900 74 3.4 10.0 3.4 1329 

Recovery 0700 57 2.4 5.3 2.2 1192 
1100 57 4.9 7.1 1.5 1130 
1500 109 5.1 9.5 1.9 1164 
1900 81 3.6 9.7 2.9 1241 
2300 73 3.1 9.9 3.2 1320 
0700 64 2.0 7.1 3.8 1436 

*Each Index is a creatlnlne-based ratio (ml, aEq, or mg/100 a?  creat.) 

Although the effects are mild, they demonstrate a difference in the responses of the teaa depending 
on whether they flew at night or during the day. For example Table 2 shows .odium output as milli- 
equlvalents of deviation from baseline values. The dav team showed a relatively high sensitivity (indi- 
cated by larger positive values) to flight factors early in the mission whereas the night team consistently 
showed It at the late time. This table also illustrates another interesting finding. Flights 1 and ?.  ware 
the most stressful for both teams as indicated by sodium excretion. This finding is confirmed by the 
other urinary measurements. Either the workload decreased or adaptation occurred, resulting in decreased 
physiologic cost for later flights. A corollary of this finding Is that cumulative stress evidently did 
not become a factor over the 96-hour exercise. The minlna1 changes observed during the operation Indicate 
that the work schedule could have been maintained for additional missions if necessary. 
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Table 2 

PHYSIOLOGICAL COST 

soontt ocmrr* 

7ta*Mg*t Lat« It. Flight 
night »*F Right nay             light 

#i •»«.3 +0.7 -2.7                +4.3 

#2 ♦3.2 -«.1 -1.« +1.7 

#3 +0.6 -:.» -0.8 -1.1 

-2.5 -4.3 -3.4 -3.1 

*In aEq of deviation froa baseline value« 

During tha 36-hour postexarclse obaarvatloa period, only partial physiological recovery wea detected. 
For exanple. In Figure 1, urea excretion in ag per 100 ug of rreatlnlne la plotted against tin» of day 
for the baa«Una period, the flying portions of the exercise end the recovery period. Although the recovery 
values are reapproaching the baseline values, eon* flight induced deviations are atill evident. 

Oral tenperature data reveal that persistent hypertherala waa present during all flights of Exercise 
light Star. The tenperature elevation «as generally greater in the case of tea* 3 flying at night than 
that of teaa 1 flying during the day. In Figure 2, the pooled data fron all three teaae substantiates 
the progressive fall in body tenperature between the beginning end end of each alsaion previously observed 
by Harris at al. (1). This overall tenperature change paralleled the decrease in alertness (Increased 
fatigue) detected using the subjective fatigue foras. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL RESULTS 

Exercise Night Star generally produced only mild fatigue, although flying always produced significantly 
greater fatigue than that occurring normally during the sane periods on the control day. However, with the 
exception of the first 12-hour mission performed by team 3, the fatigue level seldom fell below a mean 
score of 9 (lower scores indicate Increasing fat'.gue). Previous studies have found that complete recovery 
following an 8 hour sleep period normally occurs when fatigue is at this level. 

The maximum mission team fatigue occurred at the end of the first 12-hour flight (Figure 3). This 
level of fatigue (mean subjective fatigue score at 0700 hours, 16 May for team 3 » 6.7) has previously 
been found to produce incomplete recovery within one normal sleep period. TM; relatively low score was 
probably a result of the combined effects of the 12-hour mission, plus the preceding 12 hours of alert duty. 
The magnitude of the fatigue in this case was at a level consistent with moderate persistent psychological 
cost, although performance was maintained at an acceptable level. 

Figure 3 also shows that the team 3 average early mission fatigue increased over missions. This may 
be the result of Incomplete recovery from misslc  1. However, it should also be noted that mean late 
mission scores were similar for all missions indicating that overall fatigue was mild. 
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Figure 3: Subjective Fatigue Early va Late in Flights 

There was little evidence of cumulative fatigue over missions. A comparison of early mission, mid- 
mission and late mission scores on mission 4 and mission 1 (team 1) and late mission scores on mission 4 
and mission 2 (team 3), all corrected for time of day, showed only one significant difference. Team 1 
showed relatively greater early mission fatigue on mission 1 than mission 4. The only evidence for any 
cumulative fatigue was the progressive decrement in 'early mission scores for team 3. However, this may be 
due in part to the small number of hours (5.6) devoted to sleeping prior to their fourth mission. 

The mean number of hours of sleep obtained during Exercise Night Star are shown in Table 3. There was 
i) sl^p loss for team 1 which performed four daytime missions and slept at night. On the other hand, the 
members of team 3, who were required to sleep during the day, slept an average of 1.2 hours less than team 
1. Consequently, there was a difference in the responses of team 1 and team 3 to the question "How do you 
feel?" Team 1 personnel awoke feeling refreshed each day, whereas the members of team 3 felt somewhat less 
rested. Sleep loss was responsible, at least in part, for the progressive decrement in the early mission 
scores of team 3. One way to detect cumulative effp-ts is to compare recovery data with pre-exerclse base- 
line data. Figure 4 shows that recovery from Tdtlgue appeared to be complete within 24 hours. 
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Table 3 

MEAN NUMBER HOOKS OF SLEEP 

OBTAINED DOSING EXERCISE NIGHT-STAB. 

PHASE 

Pre-exercise Control 

Between Missions 1 end 2 

Between Missions 2 and 3 

Between Missions 3 and 4 

Poetexercise Recovery 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

TEAM 1 TEAM 3 

6.2 6.5 

6.8 6.0 

8.2 7.5 

8.0 5.6 

7.3 

<§  10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

Control 

O—-O Recovery 

J. x 

0300 0300 1100 1100 1900 

Time of Day 

Figure 4: Subjective Recovery  on Fatigue 

Performance ratings were obtained by administering a questionnaire to 8 key individuals on the mission 
teams. Although about 16Z of the data is ulssing, the responses are internally consistent and seem to 
represent valid measures of the feelings and attitudes of the respondents. No one failed to make at least 
some differentiation in the "arious estimates. Observational data also appear reliable, but suffer from 
the lack of standardization between missions. 

Subjective performance efficiency was determined from the subject's own impression of his performance 
as Indicated by the number of mistakes he noted in details of the mission and by people working for him. 
There was no significant difference between halves cf the missions and there was little change over the 
four missions In subjective performance efficiency. These measures were interpreted by the subjects as 
indications of how well things were actually going during the flights. They showed that at least aa far 
as the team members were concerned there was no decrement in performance during the exercise. 

A 
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However, respondents seemed less certain of their work as the test period progressed. They reported 
working somewhat slower and feeling slightly less "accurate" with succeeding Missions. The overall Impres- 
sion Is that real efficiency and capability to react were not Impaired over the test period. However, by 
the end of the period, more than normal care and attention were required to maintain efficiency. Con- 
sidered In light of the overall feeling that just as good a job was being done, the decreased certainty 
probably represents a slight change In the style of working. Such a minor performance change would be 
of no operational significance. 

Flight Crew Subjective Fatigue 

Thus far, the findings from the mission teams have been discussed since they provided the bulk of the 
blomedlcal data. The Information on flight crews Is sparse and difficult to analyse since few personnel 
were Involved and fewer missions were flown per person. Furthermore, the missions flown were often on 
different shifts, thus making Individual comparisons Impossible. However, a few comments are warranted. As 
shown on Figure 5, the overall mean subjective fatigue score after 8 hours of flying was 9.6, an acceptable 
level. However, the aircraft commander, co-pilot and navigator from the first mission of the exercise 
represent a significant exception. They were required to fly a 12-hour night mission including an inflight 
refueling following a full work day on duty In the alert facility. Their mean score was 3.0, a level of 
fatigue which can be associated with significant performance decrement. The flight crew evaluations also 
showed that there was little variation among crew positions in subjective fatigue after 8 hours in flight. 
However, a comparison of average scores for crews flying 8-hour overnight missions with those of crews 
flying during the day, showed that night flights produced greater fatigue (mean score 7.6) than daytime 
flights (mean score 10.5). 
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Figure S: Mean Subjective Fatigue In Flightcrews 

Ground Crew Subjective Fatigue 

Although the data on the ground support elements is also limited, several conclusions seem justified. 
The fatigue «ores of night crews at the end of the first two work shifts were 4.0 and 5.4, a level of 
fatigue which can be associated with decreased efficiency. The low values In the first two nights are 
probably due primarily to the abrupt change from day to night work which most night shift workers experi- 
enced when the alert began. There appeared to be a slight recovery from fatigue by the end of the exercise. 
An apparent progressive incresse In feelings of fatigue was detected among daytime personnel. However, other 
data shows that this change occurred primarily in crews working a 12-hour shift. Those on an 8-hour day shift 
showed no change. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The blomedical «valuation conducted during Exercise Might Star baa revealed the following finding*: 

1. The general level of stress and fatigue vae «lid. 

2. Performance waa Maintained by the alsslon teams, flight crews, and ground support personnel 

3. When significant fatigue did occur whether In flight or on the ground, It occurred during the first 
part of the exercise rather than near the end. 

4. The greatest effects were seen In persons who had to work at night both in the air and on the ground. 
The only caaea of narked or peralatent fatigue occurred In those groups whose day-night work/reat cycles 
were shifted. This can be attributed In major part to the resulting sleep loss. 

5. All groups appeared to adapt to their new work/rest schedules as the exercise progress«.*. 

6. No cumulative effects were seen. 

7. Partial physiologic and coaplete psychologic recovery were evident within the first 36 hours after 
the exerclae. 

Operational Applications 

The bioaedlcal findings fron Exercise Right Stsr have several ianediate and future operational appli- 
cations. No crew vulnerabilities were revealed which would require lascdlate changes in the node of NEACP 
operations. Airborne alerts for periods longer than Exerclae Night Star appear bioaedlcally feasible. 
Finally, a data base haa been accumulated and personnel subsystem test procedures have been developed for 
the Initial operational test and evaluation of the E-4A Advanced Airborne Command Post. 
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